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capacity as Dean of the College of Science, and ia other official relations, many responsibilities

devolved upon Professor Mitsukuki, so that he could devote only a limited portion of his time

to his favorite study. To this he often alluded with regret.

After his death, on September I7th. 1909, all the notes, manuscripts, drawings, photographs

and preparations left by Lim relative to the subject, v/ere taken charge of by the undersigned,

to whom Professor Mitsukuei had eatrusted their publication as far as should be found practic-

able. In fulfilling this sad duty the elitor has been fortunate in securing, as co-editor, Mr. H.

Ohshima, Rlgakushi, a student of Professor Mitsukuri's who, at the editor's suggestion, has taken

up the Holothurioidea as the subject of his sjiecial study.

The two editors found that the notes and manuscripts related chiefly to the actinopodous

Holothurioidea and were, for the greater part, nearly or quite ready for publication. In pre-

paring them for the press, a small part, consisting of apparently provisional statements, or

referring to doubtful furrus, have been omitted. All the notes and figures that remain unpublished

will be utilized by Mr. Ohshima. in his rese.xrches, and sj far as practic.xble will be incorporated

into his future publication with due acknowledgement of the source.

In bringing this monograph to its present f )rm. credit is due to Mr. Ohshim.v for the

laborious work of arranging the minusaript and th3 plates, and of making for the text careful

drawings from the original s'œtche^ and photographs.

Had Professor Mitsukubi lived to finish this work himself, it is easy to suppose that it

would have assumed a form greatly different from, and incomparably more worthy than, that

in which it is now presented.—Prof. I. Ijima.



ACTINOPODOUS HOLOTHÜKIOIDEA.

Family I. HOLOTHURIIDAE.

Subfamily 1. Synallactinae.

Genus Pseudostichopus Theel 188G.

Tentacles 20 (—19). No tentacular ampullae. Stone-canal

attached to the body wall. Ambulacral appendages in the form

of pedicels, extremely small, difficult to detect and arranged in

more or less distinct longitudinal series. Genital tubes in two

bundles (one right and the other left). Anus lodged in a vertical

furrow, without calcareous teeth. Calcareous deposits in the skin

rarely present, and then only sparsely ; oftener entirely wanting.

The body generally covered with foreign substances like sand

grains, sponge spicules, foraminiferan shells etc.

1. Psendosticliojyns trachns Sluiïeiî.

(PI. I., figs. 1—5; textfig. 1).

Psewlostkliopm traclms Sluiter 1901«, p. 15.

—

Sluiteh 1901?;, p. 52,

Taf. v., Fig. 1 ; Taf. YIIT., Fig. 8.—Peiîrier 1902, p. 337—8.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Si^ec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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ganz gespalten zu sein. Kalkring mit 10 kräftigen, fest ver-

bundenen Stücken, die Radialien mit eigentümlichen Zähnchen an

der hinteren Einbuchtung. Eine bis 30 mm. lange PoHsche Blase.

Ein Steincanal, ganz ohne Kalk, aber in die Haut eindringend

und neben dem Genitalporus nach aussen mündend. Gonaden als

2 Büschel langer, dünner, nur selten am Ende geteilter Schläuche.

Der Geschlechtsgang CO mm. lang, in der MittelHnie des Rückens

8 mm. liinter dem Peristom ausmündend, ohne Papille. In der

Wand der Geschlechtsschläuche keine Kalkkörperchen. Die 2

Kiemenbäume gross, ganz ohne Kalk in der Wand." (Sluitek

1901«, pp. 15—16).

Remarlxs :

—

The body is in all specimens covered with

various foreign substances such as sponge spicules, foraminiferan

shells, sand-gi-ains, etc. Sponge spicules and elongate fora-

miniferan shells are stuck in tlie skin and look as if they were

setae produced by the animals themselves. They make the handhng

of the animals anything but pleasant, as these needle-hke bodies

are apt to be left in tlie fingers. At present, there seems to be

some difference in the thickness of this coating in different

specimens and in different parts of one and the same specimen,

but this is probably due to the fact that the coating has been

more or less rubbed off since capture. The mouth is entirely

ventral, and although the tentacles are generally drawn in, they

are sometimes left extended. At the posterior end, where the

coating of foreign substances is especially thick, there is

a median vertical furrow, at the ventral end of which is

the cloacal opening. This is made plainer when the coating is

cleared off.

Tentacles 20 ; but sometimes only 17, 18, or 19 of them can

be counted, probably due in part to the difficulty of counting
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tentacles in their contracted state, and in part to actual individual

variation.

Ambulacral appendages minute, without end-plates, but their

shape is more like that of a bluntly ending pedicel than of

a conical papilla. The smaller ones among them are no larger

than 0.16 mm,, while the larger ones are as much as 1.5—2.0

mm. in length. They can, especially in the larger specimens, be

recognized only by the openings or canals seen to enter them

from inside. Ambulacral appendages are most numerous on each

side of the two lateral ambulacra, which run along the some-

what thickened edge between the dorsum and the ventrum.

They are especially numerous in the posterior parts or in those

parts which project on each side of the vertical pygal furrow,

where, when foreign particles have been cleared off, they

project, giving a villous appearance. The largest appendages are

along these two ambulacra. On the two dorsal and the median

ventral ambulacra, small appendages are found along the two

sides of each ambulacrum. These arc minute, sparse, and can be

seen only when the skin has been mounted as a whole and

examined under the microscope.

Calcareous deposits, ordinarily none in the perisome. But in

one specimen that 1 subjected to a thorough examination, there

were two calcareous bodies, one on each side of the cloacal

opening. On the one side, the body is of a somewhat peculiar shape :

it is cup-shaped, the open part consisting of an open lattice-

work, while the basal part (turned toward the posterior end) is of a

closer latticework. The body on the other side is somewhat l^roken,

but when complete, it must liave been of the same shape. Also in

a second specimen, which I subjected to a thorough search, there

was on each side of the cloacal opening a calcareous body.
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This on one side is a plate of close-meshed latticework. On the

other side, it is more like the body in the first specimen, consisting

of the open lattice part and the closer lattice part ; and the

latter looks so much hke the piece of the other side, that it is

highly probable that it is only a fragment. All things considered,

I think it is safe to conclude that there normally exists a

calcareous body on each side of the cloacal opening.

In the branches of the tentacles there exist numerous

calcareous supporting rods (textfig. 1 c, d). They are mostly of

a bent spindle shape with a few teeth. There is
" no calcareous

body in the genital organs, nor any in the cloacal wall or in

the respiratory trees. Also none in tlie pedicels.

No tentacular ampullae. Two genital bundles ; each genital

tube simple and short ; if

branching, so only at the « ^--^a-^ v^ Textfig. i.

end. In one small speci-

men, I thought I made out

a genital papilla. In others

examined, this was not dis-

tinct. Stone-canals unfor-

tunately not distinctly

made out. In one speci-

men a canal seemed to

accompany the genital

duct, but its end could not be ascertained. Polian vesicle single, long.

In a specimen 12 cm. long, there was a Pohan vesicle 17 mm. long.

In this specimen, quite near the base of the vesicle, there were two

small appendages with end-knobs which looked very much like the

free stone-canals of some holothurians. Longitudinal muscles stand

out distinctly in the body-cavity. A groove along the middle of each

rseudosiichopus

trachus : a—Side

view of calcareous

ring ; 5—Posterior

view of the same
;

c, (2—Supporting

rods of tentacle.

xl60.

I—Interradialin ?

R—Radialirt.
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band. Along the dorsal median line of the posterior parts of the

first and second limbs of the digestive tube, there is a distinct

development of the rete mirahile. The respiratory tree is also

well developed, bnt neither of the branches in any way comes in

contact with the blood vessels.

Calcareous ring as in the figure (textfig. 1 a, h) ; radialia four-

pointed, 7 mm. wide. It is comparatively thick, its cross-sec-

tion being almost square. When it is looked at from behind,

the posterior edge has two (or more ?) teeth on each

side of the median incision. Tnterradialia 5 mm. long, single

-

pointed.

Hitherto 7 species of PseudosticJiopus have been described. I

am of the opinion that all these are of a very doubtful

validity. A thorough re-examination will, I believe, reduce the

number. The specimens above described do not agree exactly

with any of the species. Nevertheless, I believe they agree suf-

ficiently closely with Pseudostichopiis trachus Sluiter to admit of

their identification with it. The chief point of difference is that

there are calcareous anal pieces in my specimens, while there

are none such described for P. trachus. But it would be very

easy to overlook them, especially in large specimens, and Sluitek

had only two specimens, which were rather large, being respectively

18 and 15.5 cm. For the rest, the calcareous ring agrees well.

Again, there are no calcareous bodies in the ovarian tubes, although

this perhaps is not a very important characteristic. Moreover,

the localities given by Sluiter are in seas nearer Japan than

those of any other species. On the whole, therefore, T prefer to

put my specimens in P. trachus Sluiter. At the same time, I am
prepared to learn at any time that some other species of the genus

are synonymous with that species.
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Loccdüy :
—" Sibog;i, " Stat. 161, uear Kofian I. in the Moluccas, aud

" Siboga " Stcit. 2SG, ucar the eastern end of Timor (Sluiter : 01) ; Sagami

Sea.

Genus Paelopatides Thkel 1886.

2. Paelopatides apiiendtculata Théel.

Paelopatides appendlculata Théel 1886a, p. 158.

'^ Faelopaiides 'purpureo-pundatus Sluiter 19016, p. 43.

Specimens examined :—5 iudivi luals from Suruga Ba}', 700 liiro. Collector

Aoki. Jime 3, 1905. (Sei. Coll., Spec. Nos. 1579—1581).

This is a very striking species. I saw many specimens

brought up in the dredge on the " Albatross," when 1 had the priv-

ilege of being on board her, during her expedition in the Sagami

and Suruga Seas. It is very hirge, hiter measurements showing

it to be about 25 cm. long and 12 cm. broad, and about as

much in lieight. While it was one of the commonest among

the spoils of the " Albatross," I had never seen one, or a

piece of one, brought up by the long line, on which we depended

mostly for deep-sea forms. It was only by his diligence and

resourcefulness that Kuma Aoki succeeded at last, in June 1Ö05,

in bringing up some specimens of this species with a dredge

at the same place in which he obtained Ewjpniastes eximia

Théel.

While it is such a striking form, it is one of the hardest

forms to identify, owing to two circumstances : (1) the total

absence of any calcareous spicules and of the calcareous ring, and

(2) the difficulty of preserving tlie specimens in anything

like the original shape. The skin comes off almost entirely in
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shreds, exposing the white connective tissue and leaving the purple

epidermis only as spots here and there on tlie surface. These

purple points on the white surface form the striking feature of

the specimens preserved in alcohol.

It is therefore with a great deal of hesitation that I identify

these specimens with Paelopaiklcs appencllculata of Theel. It is

more by the absence than by the presence of positive characters

that I place these specimens in this species ; but there is one fact

which has great weight in my own mind. The " Challenger
"

specimens were obtained at a spot very near Suruga Bay, where

all my specimens were obtained. It would not liave been at all

strange if the same species as tliat which abounds in that bay

had been caught by tlie " Challenger."

The specimens, when fresh, are stated by Aoki to have

been about 25x12 cm. At present they are 12 x 3.5 cm. ; 9.5 X

3.7 cm. ; 9x4 cm. The two extremities are rounded. The

mouth is ventral and the anus dorsal. I have not been able

to count the tentacles exactly, but there are probably 20 of

them.

On the ventral median ambulacrum, there are pairs of large

pedicels. These are present throughout nearly the entire length.

There are about 17 pairs, but they are absent on the anterior one-

sixth of the length. On tlic outside of the median row and about

midway between it and the lateral edge, there is on each side a row

of large pedicels which extends over the posterior half of the body,

but is lacking on the anterior half. Outside of this row and on the

lateral body edge, a single row of large papillae goes entirely

around tlie body ; at the anterior end, the row goes cicross to the

other side dorsally to thu mouth (19—20 papillae in this part),

and at the posterior end, ventrally to the anus. This is all that
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may be compared to the brim. On the dorsal surface, there are

much more slender papillae scattered apparently without any

regularity but with a tendency, it seems to me, to be arranged

over the two ambulacra. There are two Polian vesicles. No

calcareous spicules can be discovered in the skin. Neither can

the calcareous ring be discovered.

It is with very great hesitation that I connect the name of

Paelopatidcs piirpiireo-pimdahis of Sluiter with this species, but

after repeated and careful perusals I can not helj:) having a

suspicion that it belongs there, and I simply record that suspicion.

This is very much strengthened by the presence in my specimens

of the blind sac mentioned by Sluiter (p. 44) as occurring in

the anterior part of the digestive tube. In my specimens, the

blind sac should be described as consisting of two parts : one

larger dark violet or purple part lobulated and evidently glan-

dular, and a second lighter-colored gland-hke part attached to

the duct of the first. They seem to open not much behind the

circular canal.

The sexual organs are very long, and bundles of smaller

bundles in front of well-developed tubes are very distinct. Two

respiratory trees are well developed and reach quite to the

front.

ioca^ :—" Cliallenger " Stat. 235 (Théel '8G) ;
" Siboga " Stat. 316,

314, 101 (Sluiter : 01) ; Siu-uga Bay.

Genus Synallactes Ludwig 1893.

Body cylindrical or subcylindrical. 20 (—18) tentacles. No

tentacular ampullae. Stone-canal attatched to the body wall.

Ventral surface flattened but without any marginal border. Ventral
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pedicels and dorsal papillae in longitudinal scries and confined to

the ambulacra. On the ventral face, three zones, simple or

otherwise, of pedicels. Genital tubes in two bundles (a right and

a left). Anus not lodged in a vertical furrow and without any

calcareous teeth. Calcareous bodies present in the perisome,

of the ground form of a table. The disk consists of three- or

four-armed figures, the distal ends of which have a larger or

smaller number of perforations, and often laterally send out

processes which may nnite with similar processes of other arms

and produce open circular lattice-work. The spire consists of a

single pillar"-"- which may be divided or perforated, or both, at

the upper end. There are supporting rods in the ambulacral

appendages.

3. Synallnctes triradiataf sp. n.

(Textfig. 2).

Specimens examined :—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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long and overhang the moutli, being 1 cm. or more long. In a speci-

men 9.7 cm. long, I am able to count about 27 and 31 conical

warts respectively in each of the longitudinal series immediately on

both sides of the median line. The ventral pedicels are numerous

and are arranged in three longitudinal zones, two lateral and one

median. In each lateral zone the pedicels stand alternately in two

rows. The middle zone has also numerous pedicels. In the

middle portion of the body, they seem in all specimens to be in

from three to four zigzag rows, which arrangement seems to

be kept up in some specimens to both extremities ; but in

some others, they are gradually reduced to two rows in the

anteiormost and posteriormost parts. In most specimens, the

pedicels of the two lateral zones are left protruding, while

those of the middle zone are strongly contracted. Moreover,

the former seem to be slightly greater both in length and

diameter, than the latter. This arrangement is more or less

obscured in contracted specimens, and even dorsal conical warts

become not very apparent. In the young specimen 4.5 cm. long,

the arrangement of ambulacral appendages is very clearly brought

out, as there is a great deal of space between their bases. The

dorsal papillae are in six distinct rows, although the basal conical

warts present are not prominent. In the ventrum, the median

zone of pedicels is clearly in two rows, although they show a

tendency to be disturbed in this by becoming zigzag, especially

in the middle third.

Excepting the supporting rods, the calcareous deposits are of

one fundamental type. They nearly all consist of a triradiate

basal part, the arms of which stand 120' apart. The distal

ends of the arms are more or less enlarged and perforated. The

perforation may be single or there may be several. Sometimes
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one or more of tho arms may be branched, the branching

always taking place dichotomously. Only very rarely, and

then mostly on ambulacral appendages, there may exist four-

armed spicules, the arms being at right angles with one

another. From the centre of the triradiate basal disk, there

arises a single pillar. The base never shows a trace of four pillars,

but the pillar arises as a single monolith. It hardly tapers at

all. Sometimes it becomes slightly thicker toward the upper end.

Textfig. 2,

SijnaU.ades iriradiala :

a—Calcareous ring ; h, c

—Table-like bodies of

dorsal per-'some; d—Same

of \ entrai pcrisome ; e

—

Supporting rod of dorsal

papilla
; /, q—Same of

ventral pedicels, {h—ij

X IGO). I—loterradialia
;

R—Kadiulia.

At the upper end, the })illar terminates after first becoming divided

into several points ; or these points may be united by cross-junc-

tions, leaving perforations between them. These table-like deposits
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are of different sizes in different parts of the body. Those in the

dorsal perisome (textfig. 2 h, c) are as a whole larger than those in

the ventral perisome ; the largest are found in the basal conical warts

of the dorsal papillae (length of the arm measming from 0.12 to

0.23 mm.). The dorsal surface between the basal conical warts of

the papillae is strewn much more sparsely than in the warts witli

smaller and generally simple triradiate spicules (length of the arm

measuring from 0.07 to 0.08 mm.). The calcareous spicules in the

ventral perisome {d) are on the whole much smaller than those

in the dorsal perisome and are also much more sparse (with

arms 0.02—0.05 mm. long). Quadriradiate spicules are found

in the dorsal papilla above the basal conical warts, but never

in any considerable number. In papillae which are drawn out

to a fine point there is no terminal disk. In those which are only

soniewhat contracted at the top, calcareous deposits are crowded

and give an appearance as if they formed " a sort of a

terminal disc " (Theel) ; but there probably exists no actual

disk. In ventral pedicels triradiate spicules are sparse and

a terminal disk is distinct. Tlie supporting rods (/, g) in them

have both ends pointed (0.43—0.65 mm. long). In dorsal

papillae (c) their ends are enlarged and perforated, not pointed

(about 0.5 mm. long). Spicules in the tentacles are somewliat

like those in the dorsal papillae but smaller (0.11—0.22 mm.

long).

Genital tubes in two bundk'S. Stone-canal single, running

directly in front of, and along with, the genital duct attached to

the dorsal body-walk Polian vesicles in one specimen three, of

which two are slender and tube-like, and one large and vesicle-

like. The large vesicle and one of the slender ones were attached in

the left ventral interradius, and the remaining slender one in the
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riglit ventral interracliiis. A low median genital papilla, 1 cm.

behind tlio base of the tentacles, in a specimen 12 cm. long.

Respiratory trees two, their branches not long. The common part

rather long, being 2.5 cm. long in a specimen of 1 2 cm. length. No

relation with the circulatory system. Tentacular ampullae repre-

sented by slight elevations. Calcareous ring constituted as shown

in textfig. 2 a. No calcareous deposits in genital organs, respiratory

trees or cloacal w^all.

RemarlxS :—The specimens described above agree in many

respects witli that described by Thkel under the name of

Stichopiis cliaUengeri. The main points of difference are :

1) Dorsal papillae in Theel's specimen are described as

scattered over the ambulacra and interambulacra. An arrangement

of them in rows is scarcely to be found elsewdiere than along the

sides of the liody, where they evidently belong to the lateral

ventral ambulacra ; whereas in my specimens the dorsal papillae

are in regular row^s as described above. But it must bo remem-

bered that Theel's specime]i was slightly macerated, and those

among my specimens which are not well preserved might easily

be described in Theel's woiyIs.

2) The commonest form of the calcareous deposits in Theel's

specimen is quadriradiate, wliile in my specimens they are almost

without any exception of the triradiate cliaracter. There are only

a few four-armed exceptions in the walls of papillae and pedicels.

My specimens are also very close to those described l)y

LrnwiG as Synallades alexandri. The only point of difference is

that raised as the second point of difference in the above com-

parison with Stichopus rhaUengeri All other differences are minor.

Now w^e may regard the specimens of Th]:el and of Lt'dwig,

as well ns my own, as all belonging to one species, in which case my
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o^yll specimens may bo described as var. triracUata. I can detect

no difference at all between St. chaUengeri and Sy7i. alcxanclrl,

while the points raised by Ludwig seem to me to be dne either

to the state of preservation or to the incompleteness of the earlier

author's description. If we however put a great deal of weight

on the shape of the spicules, the Japanese specimens, which have

almost entirely triradiate spicules, might be separated as Syn.

triracUata. But there are also triradiate spicules in Thkel's and

Ludwig's specimens, only they are much less numerous than the

four-armed ones.

The choice between the two courses is almost entirely a

matter of fancy. The safest course perhaps is not to disturb

Theel's descriptions at all, and to establish my specimens

for the present at least as a separate species, leaving the ques-

tion of identity between the three sets of specimens to be settled

bv future investigations.

4. Synallactes discoidalis, sj)- i^-

(Textfig. 3).

Specimens examined :

—

Sci. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Description :—Dorsal surface was mottled with irregular, largo

and small, reddish-browu patches ; the largest patch not more than

5 mm. across. But as some of the patches were close together, the

whole dorsal surface appeared variegated witli reddish-brown areas

on lighter ground. The ventral face was uniformly reddish-brown.

Prof. Ijbia marked specimen No. 10G7 at the time of capture

" Transparent with crimson markings or patches." Ilis specimen

being smaller and therefore younger, the perisome was probably

more transparent, and tlie marking perhaps brighter. These

markings entirely disappear in alcohol, and the entire animal

becomes translucent and whitish.

Tentacles 20. Dorsal papillae in six rows corresponding to

those in >S. triradiata. Tlieir shape is also tlie same as that of the

papihae in >S. tr/.radiata, viz., each with a broad wart-like base and

a slender distal part. Their length seems to bo uniform, i.e., there

is no tendency of the slender distal part to grow longer in those

papillae placed on the dorsal side of the mouth—a character

somewhat mrirked in S. triradiata. In the smallest specimen

(Xo. 1007), dorsal papillae are much sliorter than in S. triradiata,

but are still in six rows. Ventral pedicels in three zones.

The two lateral zones with pedicels arranged in two

alternate rows ; the median zone with same in longi-

tudinal iialves, each half witli 2—3 alternate rows. The

clear space between the zones wider than in S. triradiata.

Genital tubes in two bundles. Polian vesicle single, about

1.5 cm. long in larger specimen. Stone-canal single, at-

tached to the mesentery, wliich runs in front of, and i)arallel with,

the genital duct and becomes attached to the body-wall. An-

terior processes of the radialia uf the calcareous ring usually

wide.
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Tho tablo-likc calcareous bodies (textfig. oa—c) arc built on

the same plan in all parts of the body, although there arc

differences in size and elaboration ; 0.09—0.23 mm. in diameter.

They are all on the same fundamental plan as those of .S. triracUata,

but the ends of the arms and their branches arc united with one

another by lateral processes, and a disk-shaped base is thus

formed. Triradiate ones very few, except at the base of

ventral pedicels. Spire of a single pillar, never in the form of

columns. Supporting rods scattered among large basal disks of

dorsal papillae (d), very long (O.G mm.) ; the two ends have

many perforations. These rods are irregularly scattered, and even

toward the tip of the papilla, although becoming somewhat

Textfig. 3.

Sijtiallactes discoid-

(dis : a— c—Tuble-

li'.ie bodies; d—Sup-

porting rod ûf (lors-al

piipillii ; e—Siime o£

pciliccl.

(a-r,x24(). d, e.x8ü).

shorter, they do not become as numerous or simple or twisted as in

S. nomtccd or S. iriradlata. Supporting rods in pedicels (c) are Hko
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ordinary öupportiiig rods in the pedicels of S. iriracUala^ and are

arranged parallel to the end-plate.

Remarl;s :—The arrangement and size of ambulacral appendages

are different from those of S. triradiata. Probably the markings

too are different. But above all, the spicules of this species are

so strikingly different from those of the other known species of

Sf/nallactes that I think it must be treated as a new species.

The specific name is in reference to the discoidal shape of the

base of the tables.

5. Si/naUactes ishikawai, sp. n.

(Textfig. 4).

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. C'r.ll.,

Spec. Ku.
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Tlio two roinaiiiiiig rows arc oacli on tlio edge of tlio border be-

tween the dorsum and the ventruni ; each runs in a somewhat

zigzag way and consists of about 2(]—30 papilla3. Ventral pedicels

in three zones ; each of the two lateral zones with pedicels in

two rows and placed nearly alternately near the c^dge of the ventral

surface. The median zone in the middle part consists of 3—-4 rows

of alternately placed pedicels ; anteriorly and i)osteriorly, the rows

are reduced somewhat in number. Eotli papilla and pedicel seem

to have a somewhat enlarged base, but this does not seem to be so

large or prominently conical in shape as in Synallactes trlradiata.

Tentacles 20. Genital bundles two, one right and one left.

Polian vesicles two, botli long and large, about 2 cm. long. Cal-

careous ring as shown in textfig. 4 (t. Tentacular ampullae as in

other synallactids, in the form of sliort out-bulgings. 4iCspiratory

trees present. Owing to defective preservation, it is difficult to

Textfig. 4.

Si/naliactes isfiilaaoai :

a— Calcareous ling ; h—

Tiililc-like body uf ven-

tral perisome ;
<—Same

of dorsal pcrisorue ; d—

Supporting; rod of dorpal

papilla ; ('. /—rods of

ventrum. (h—-/ x IßU).

I—Intcrradialia ; 11 —

Eadialia,.
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make out details, bnt they probably present nothing exceptional.

Calcareous deposits in the dorsal perisome (textOg. 4 c) very

much like those of the other species of SynaUactes. At the

base of dorsal papillae they are especially large. In the basal

part there also exist curved supporting rods with both ends per-

forated (f/). There are some very weakly developed terminal

plates. The ventral perisome has very characteristic calcareous

deposits. There is a lower, very thickly crowded layer of rods

{c,f), and scattered over these are discoidal triradiate tables (b).

In the ventral pedicels the rods and tables are of the same gen-

eral character as those of the ventral perisome. At the base

there are no specially large tables. There is numerically a some-

what larger proportion of the triradiate type in comparison with

the circular ones. End-plates well developed.

Bcmarls :—The species is named for my friend Dr. Ishikawa,

Professor of Zoology in the College of Agriculture, Tokyo Impi-rial

University.

6. Si/ i) nilactCS noxaivau sp i^-

(Textfig. 5).

Specimen oxamiued :—One alcoliolic specimen from Hokkaitlô. Nozawa

don. et coll. (Rci. Coll. Hpec. No. Um).

Description :—The single specimen at my disposal differs in

several respects from S'. triradlata, and at the sanie time does not

agree with any known species, so that I have little hesitation in

making it a new" species.

At present it is contracted, measuring cm. in length. The

color is pale with a violet tinge. In fresh state probably much

more violet.

I can count IS tentacles in the specimen. Am1)ulacral ap-
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pendages somewhat contracted, but it can be made out tliat the

dorsal papillae are in six rows, as described for S. iriradlaia.

Each dorsal papilla lias also a largo conical mamma-like base as in

that species. Ventral pedicels in three zones ; the two lateral zones

belong to the lateral am.bnlacra, each showing a donljle alternate

row of pedicels. The middle zone has much fewer pedicels than

in S. trlradiata, but not so few as in S. cniclfera. On tlie whole,

the lateral pedicels seem to be larger and more prominent than

tlie midventral pedicels.

Tßxtfig. 5.

Synallactes nozan-ai :

a, h—Crnciform bodies of

Yontrum ;
''—Same of

dorsal papilla ; d, e—

Supporting reds of dorsal

papilla. {(I.
— c X IGO ; (/,

e x80).

Genital bundles two. Stone-canal one, attached to the dorsal

mesentery ; it runs in front of, and parallel witli, the genital duct,

and is finally lost in the skin. Polian vesicle one, long and

slender, 21 mm. long. Posterior notcli of the radial pieces in

the calcareous ring very deep. Other parts eviscerated.

Cruciform calcareous bodies or table-like bodies are largest

in the Imsal conical part of dorsal papillae (textfig. 5 c).

They are of about the same size in the remaining parts of the

dorsal perisome and in the ventral perisome. ^lanv are united
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into circular disks by the union of the growths from tlic distal

ends of the cross-arms {a, h). Pillar single. There is a marked

peculiarity in the supporting rods of the dorsal papillae. In their

conical or mammae-like basal part, there are, mixed with large

cruciform bodies, very long bent rods, the two ends of wliicli are

enlarged and perforated like lattice-work [d). These rods form

a very prominent feature. Tliey pass gradually into thorny, bent

supporting rods exactly like those described in the papillae of

>S. triradiata, underlying the layer of quadriradiate spicules (e).

Spicules are very much crowded at the tip of papillae, and I can

not detect any distinct end-plate. Pedicels liave similar

cruciform bodies and supporting rods. They have a well developed

end -plate.

Remarl's :—The principal points wliich distinguish this species

from /S. iriradiata are : 1) the ventral median zone has fewer

pedicels ; 2) spicules are nearly all quadriradiate, and very rarely

triradiate ; 3) large and peculiar supporting rods, present m the

wart-like conical basal parts of dorsal papillae together with tlie

cruciform bodies, form a very prominent feature. This also dis-

tinguishes it from >S. cli allenger i or S. alexandri.

I take pleasure in naming this for my friend and former

pupil, Mr. S. NozAWA, zoologist to the Fisheries Department of the

Hokkaido.
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Genus Bathyplotes Östergren 1890.

7. Bathyplotes golflen-hinilif sp. n.

(PI. n., figs. 16—17; textfio-, G).

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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be a permanent feature of the body eonfiguration. However, it is

lost in the preserved specimens, Vcntrally, the median ambu-

lacrum is entirely naked. It was already marked, when the

sketch was made, by a deep groove as in the ligures. A zone

of light yellow pedicels, forming two irregular rows, was found on

each side inside the scries of marginal papillae. The pedicels

wx^re ascertained by means of sections to belong to lateral am-

bulacra. Anteriorly, they stopped at the neck-like constriction,

and did not extend into the head-hke portion.

Dorsally the papillae, which w^ere all of a fairly uniform size

smaller than the marginal papillae, appeared to be irregularly

distributed in two longitudinal zones, each corresponding to

one of the dorsal ambulacral fields. In each zone, the papillae

were in three rows, standing more or less regularly alternate

in their positions.

The mouth was distinctly ventral. In it 20 tentacles, each

with transparent stem and brown crown, were found. They

seemed all uniform in size, i.e., there w^ere none marked as ventral

by their small size. The anus was distinctly dorsal in position

and circular in shape, with somewhat raised rim.

The color of the animal was of a carmine red, deepest in

the median dorsal area. It is possible that the whole body was

of tili s deep shade when alive.

Genital bundles two, red-colored and branched. Calcareous

ring in one specimen not distinct : in its place there seemed to

be some calcareous deposits, but no w^ell formed pieces. In

another specimen the ring was imperfect and weakly developed, but

the pieces could be made out as shown in textfig. a. Polian vesicle

one, long, cylindrical, 4 cm. long. Its tip not specially colored. Xo

tentacular ampullae. Respiratory trees tolerably well developed,
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both opening separately but close together into the cloaca and

extending to about the middle of the body. Their stem large,

branches short.

Calcareous deposits consist, speaking in general terms, of

C-shaped bodies (textfig. li, A) and cross-shaped tables (b—;/").

(Jf these there are various modifications in different parts {g, I, m).

In one specimen, the C-shaped bodies are very numerous (0.05

—

0.09 mm. in long diani.). They lie at about the same level as the

cross-shaped bodies. Jn a second specimen, the C-shaped bodies

are scarce in the anterior parts, both ventral and dorsal, so that

their presence there was ascertained only after careful searching.

They are however rather numerous among the large X-shaped

bodies in the posteriormost parts of the ventral surface. In a

third specimen, C-shaped deposits are again very scarce, and

were found only after a most careful search. Even in this speci-

men, they are tolerably common among the large and thick

X-shaped spicules in the posteriormost ventral parts. There are

a few C-shaped bodies in the cloacal wall.—Cross-shaped tables

{b—g) are somewhat scantily scattered in the perisome. They

seem most sensitive to the action of acid reagents. Both ventrally

and posteriorly they are of about the same size and shape. The

disk of the table consists of four arms, frequently of five (g).

The ends of two or more arms may be united. On the disk

is built a rather badly developed spire, with four pillars and

one or two cross-beams. Crown very irregular, with several

teeth, spreading out laterally. Both the disk and the spire

and crown present various degrees of imperfection. On the

whole, the anterior body parts, both ventral and dorsal, possess

tables smaller than those in the posterior parts. In the former

they are 0.05—0.084 mm. large, while in the latter the larger
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ones may exceed (».1 mm., reaching n\> to 0.12 mm. in size. In

the dorsal papillae, there are found tables with cross beams

Textfig. 6.

Bathyplotes guklcn-fdndi : a —Calcareous ring; h—7-Tables {c—jt dorsal papilla; {/—modified

to o-rudiate) ; A, k—C-sbapcd bodies: I, in—Irregular X-shapcd bodies ; n—Sui^porting rod. {b—
k and n x ca. 270; I, m x2Ü0). I— Interradialia ; 11—^Radialia.

up to four or five in number (c). In the very posteriorraost

part on both ventral and dorsal surfaces, the calcareous

bodies present striking features. Here among tables of the

ordinary sort are found very robust ones as large as 0.2 mm.,

when measured from one end of a cross-arm to that of

the opposite arm. Together with these huge four-armed tables

there are, in a layer below them, large irregular calcareous

bodies which are fundamentally X-shaped and present all sorts

of irregularities (/, m). They are over 0.2 mm. in their longest
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diameter. They occur in the posteriormost parts which extend

on the dorsal surface about half a centimetre and on the

\entral surface about 2 cm., in front of the posterior marginal

border. So far as 1 can ascertain, they are not found in the

lateral margins of the body, nor in the marginal border in front

of the head. Sup}«rting rods (n) are found in the pedicels

and papillae. They are large in the ventral pedicels, the smallest

measuring 0.38 mm. They are roughened at the ends. In the dorsal

papillae the rods are shorter and more slender, being only 0.17

mm. long. Well developed end-plates are found in the ventral

pedicels. They are imperfect in the dorsal papillae. 1 can lind

none in the marginal papillae.

Remarks :—This species is very close to Bathijplotcs rubicundiis

Sluiïer, but there are some differences :—

-

(1) The most important difference lies in the presence of

the large irregular calcareous bodies in the posteriormost parts

of the body in the present species. Sluiteü makes no mention

of such bodies in B. ruhicundus. 1 think it barely possible that

Sluiter overlooked these bodies.

(2) In the new sj)ecies there are 20 tentacles, all alike in

size, while for B. ruhicundus it is distinctly stated by Sluiïek

that there are only 12 short tentacles, of which the two ventral

ones are much smaller than the others.

(3) The color of body in my species is carmine red, while

B. ruhicundus, to judge from the sketch given by Sluiter, is

brick red.

(4) The longitudinal muscle is distinctly divided into

two in my species, while it is said to be undivided in B.

ruhicundus.

(5) Marginal papillae are niucli larger than dorsal }ja}>illae
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in my species, while the contrary is stated to be true in B.

rubicundus. This may possibly be due to the state of preservation

in Sluiter's specimens.

On the whole, I tliink, there is no way but to make this a

new species. I name it for the yacht " Golden Hind," owned

by Mr. A. Owston of Yokohama, w^hicli was wi-ecked during a

storm in 1903, and whose honorable record in the exploration of

the Sagami Sea deserves to be kept in memory by zoological

science in Japan.

8. Bathyplofes moseleyi (Théel).

(Textfig. 7).

Stichopus moseleyi Théel 1886(/, pp. 1G5—7, PI. X., figs. 19, 20.—

Ludwig 1889—92, p. 331.

Bathjplotes moseleyi Östekgen 1896, p. 355.

—

Ludwig 1898a, p. 8.

Synallades (?) [Sticliopus] moseleyi Perkier 1902, pp. 339, 349.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. Xo.
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Description :

—" Body elongated, almost cylindrical, probably

slightly flattened on the ventral surface. Mouth bent toward the

ventral surface ; anus almost terminal. Ventral surface with

three series of pedicels, the middle one forming a thin double

row, the two lateral a simple zigzag row. Eacli of the two dorsal

ambulacra with a narrow double row of small conical papillae.

The two dorsal interambulacra carry a number of low whitish

warts ; the ventral surface also contains such warts though more

sparingly. A crown of small papillae surrounds the mouth. Ten-

tacles about seventeen (?). Body-wall thin and pliable, supported

by tables of a characteristic form ; the disks are cross- or star-

like, with from four to eight arms radiating from a common

centre, and with the ends of the arms enlarged, flattened, and

pierced with holes ; sometimes the enlarged ends of some or all
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of the arms are connoetcd witli one another, thus constituting a

perforated plate ; the spire is composed of four rods, and one,

seldom two, transverse beams ; the spire is often devoid of trans-

verse beams. The top of the spire is irregularly spinous, often

with four larger teeth. Colour in alcohol, whitish, inclining to

violet or rose. Length of the largest specimen, 140 to 150 mm."

(Thkel).

Femarks :—It is somewhat remarkable that this species, wdiich

has not been found since the " Challenger " dredged it along tlie

Chilian coast, should be caught in the Sagami Sea, and that in

large numbers. A careful study has failed to reveal points which

might serve to separate the Sagami Sea specimens from those of

the Chilian coast, at least so far as one can obtain an idea of the

latter from the descriptions and figures.'''

All my specimens are mach smaller than the " Challenger
"

specimens. Tentacles 20, often only about 17 can be counted.

Body in some almost cylindrical, in others more or less flat-

tened ; distinctly divided into the ventrum and the dorsum,

especially so in young specimens (Spec. No. 14(33, etc.). In the

fresh state, the body is distinctly flattened. Mouth subventral,

anus subdorsal. Mouth surrounded by a circle of papillae.

In the ventrum the n^iedian ambulacrum wdth pedicels ; these in

the older specimens arranged alternately in a double row or more

crowdedly in the large part of tlie middle region of the body. The

pedicels often become concealed in a longitudinal groove which

* The following is an additional note made by the author in ijencil. dated Oct. 10, 1903 :

—

The presence of numerous pedicels on the odd ventral ambulacrum makes it not desirable to

put this species in Bathyplotes, while its flattened shape and calcareous spicules (4-pillared

tables) do not stand in favor of referring it to Synallddes. Neither can it be a Paelopatides

as the middle odd ambulacrum has more than two rows of pedicels. The characters indicated,,

together with the presence of peculiar lateral warts, seem to justify the erection of the species

under treatment into a new genus which might be called Ostergrenia.
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is produced in contracted specimens. Iîi young specimens the

number of pedicels in this ambulacrum is rather small. Lat-

eral ventral ambulacra with pedicels in double alternate row, but

more crowded in the middle parts. On the dorsum, rather large

conical papillae on each of the two dorsal ambulacra. They appear

to form a double or a zigzag row in large specimens, but are in a

single row in small specimens.

The peculiar structure of this species consists in the low warts

referred to by Thkel. On the two lateral dorsal interambulacra

and on the ventral surface, outside the lateral rows of pedicels,

there are seen a number of white spots, especially numerous in

the middle parts of the body. Theel has remarked that these

look like contracted pedicels, but are different from them in that they

are utterly devoid of any calcareous deposits, end-plates, or other

calcareous bodies. These statements I am able to corroborate.

The spots or bodies in question are simple fungiform papillae,

most of which possess each a single small spicule in the centre,

probably representing a rudimentary end-plate (textfig. 7 e). It

seems to me that the papillae are a peculiar modification of

ambulacral appendages.

Polian vesicle one, large. Genital bundles two. Respiratory

trees in two branches, no reie mirahile.

Calcareous deposits are remarkably uniform. There seems to

be no difference between those of tlie dorsal and ventral surfaces,

nor between those of the anterior and posterior parts of the body.

They consist almost entirely of four-armed tables 0.12 mm. in

diam. {a—c). The spire consists of four columns wliich are united

some distance below the tip {b). The tips end in four fi'ee teeth.

Near the top of dorsal papiUae, the spire is more slender, and

higher (0.070 mm.), and the basal part more vaulted (c). Supporting
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rods (cl) arc very

scarce. In the

pedicels, they

are found in a

small nnmber a-

round and near

the end-plate

which is well

developed. Some

dorsal papillae

seem to have

small end-plates

with few holes.

There seem to

exist a very few

supporting rods.

Loccdity :— " Challenger " Stat. 306a, 308, 311, Tlie Pacific near the south-

ern extremity of South America (Théel '86) ; Sagami Sea ; Tokyo Bay.

Textfig. 7.

Bathyplotes moseleyi :

a—c-Tables; d-Support-

ing rod ; e-Spicule <it

the end of the rudi-

mentary papilla, ( X

300).

9. Batht/plotes tixardl (Théel).

(Textfig. 8).

Stichopus {?) tizardl Théel 1882«, p. 69(5.

St'idiopus tizardl Théel 1886«, p. 193.

—

Ludwig 1889—92, p. 331.—Bell

1892, p. ol.—KoEHLEi: 1895a, p. 48.—Koehler 1896, p. 108, figs. 33—35.

Bathiiplotestlzardi Östergeen 1896, p. 354.—Ludwig 1900, p. 138.

—

Pereier

1902, p. 350—352.

Uerpysidia tizardl Perkier 1898, p. 1665.

—

Perrier 1899, p. 247.
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Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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The dorsal processes cany numerous spinous rods and tables with

very long spires." (Theel 188(3, p. 193).

RemarlxS :—Color in alcohol white, while in the formalin speci-

men the pale pink color is still retained. The body wall is

comparatively thin and the five radial muscles are recognizable

from outside.

The appearance of the animal when living seems to be dif-

ferent from its present condition. Aoki described it from the

first specimen captured as follows :
—" The body was very tliin

and flat, and made peculiar twisting or rotating movements as it

glided on in tlie vessel. Color w^as that of a peach blossom

(deep pink). Its length was about twice what it is now."

On the ventral surface the median unpaired ambulacrum is

entirely naked. Eacli lateral ambulacrum showx'd two rows of

pedicels generally alternate in position. These cease to exist a

short distance from the edge of the moutli. The outer row runs

somewhat (o mm.) within the lateral l)order on the ventral surface.

A closely set single row of small papillae is placed on the body

margin between the dorsal and ventral surfaces. The row gcjcs

around the anterior edge of the body in front of, and dorsal to.

the ventrally placed moutli. Posteriorly the row passes below the

subdorsally placed anus. The number of these papillae on ')ne

side (from the anterior to the posterior median point) is about (iO.

In their present state, the papillae are only al)Out 1.5 mm. higli.

Papillae on the dorsal surface proper are rather scattered and

larirer than those of the edge. Althouu-h tliev are most numerous

and largest on the two dorsal ambulacra, there are some smaller

ones scattered on the interambulacra. There are three or foui-

specially large ones near tlie anterior end belihid the marginal

row of papillae and iilso near the i_)osterior end. These seem to
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Textfig. 8.

Bathyplotes iizardi : «-Radialia of calcareous fing ; h, c—Tables from iiosterior region ;

d, e—Same of ventrura
; /, f/

—C-shapecl bodies; /i—Supporting rod. (h—/tx300).

have a rather large mamma-shaped base, from tlie top of which

a slender papilla arises. These slender parts are 5 —6 mm. long

in their present contracted state.

Mouth ventral ; anus subdorsal or terminal. Tentacles 18,

sometimes only 15. (»enital bundles two. Tohan vesicle one, large

and long (1 cm.). In one specimen I made out radiaha in the cal-

careous ring to be of the shape shown in textfig. 8 a. Interradialia

and stone-canal not made out. Longitudinal muscles undivided.

The calcareous deposits consist of cross-shaped tables and

C-shaped Ijodies together with supporting rods. The tables in the

posterior parts of the body are very robust and thick, measuring

0.17—0.23 mm. in diam. [h, c). They are rarely five-radiate.

Spires thick and short, and luive a crown-like enlargement, which

in some cases seem to be without any central o[)ening. The

tables of the \ entrai surface are ordinarilv the smallest in the
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whole body (0.06—0,07 mm. in diam.), many of them having one

or more cross arms united at the ends and tlins presenting a

more or less complete disk-like shape (d, c). End-plates are

well developed in pedicels ; they are small in papillae. Nu-

merous C-shaped bodies (/', g) are found in the layer below that

of the tables (0.08 mm. in largest diam.). They are also present

in an immense number in the cloacal wall, and to some extent

in the tentacular wall. The bent, toothed or smooth supporting

rods (7^) are found in large numbers in the wall of both pedicels

and papillae (0.48 mm. long.).

It seemed to me very remarkable that the present species

which has hitherto been found exclusively on the Atlantic coasts

of Europe and Africa, should be found here in Japan. I there-

fore made a very thorough and careful examination to see if

the Japanese specimens did not present some features different

from B. tizardi. But I could not find a single point wliich would

justify me in putting them in another species or in establishing

a new species for them. At the same time, I should like to call

attention to the remarkable similarity which a species described

recently by Sluiter (Bathyplotes mihicundus) presents to my speci-

mens as well as to the description of S. tizardi. Should that

Sluiter's species turn out to be identical with the one under

treatment, an intermediate station is established for the species,

and the occurence of it in Japanese waters may not seem so out

of place.

Locality :—FariJe Channel (Tiikel '82) ; Bay of Biscay (Koehler '95,

'96) ; Bergen (Östergren '96) ; Along the Atlantic coast of Morocco, 8ahar;i,

Senegal (Perrier 02) ; Sagami Sea.
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Goims Mesothuria Ludwig 1894.

10. 3fesof7iurta (lennt\ sp. u.

(Textfio-. 9).

Specimens examined

Si-i. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Textfig. 9.

Mesotfiurîa deanî : a-Cnlcareous ring ; b, c—
Tables of ventral perisome ; <1, e—Same of pedi-

cel, (c—ex 225). I

—

luterradialia ; R—Radialia.

The animal in life clothes itself with sand grains, small shells

and shell fragments, which adhere by action of its numerous

pedicels.

Witli the exception of

endplates wliieli are found

on the ends of the small

dorsal, the large lateral and

small ventral pedicels, there

is only one kind of calcare-

ous deposit, viz., the tables

{b— e). In the ventral peri-

some, tlie tables measure

from 0.07 to 0.10 mm. in

diam., and their spire 0.05

mm. in height. Spire

consists almost always of three pillars. It has generally only one

crossbeam. The crown has several teeth on the top of each of the

three pillars. No elongated diverging ends to the pillars as in

some species. Tables on the pedicels not different in shape, but

smaller in size, the disks measuring 0.05—0.07 mm. in diameter.

No supporting rods.

Bemarks :—The fact that these specimens are without any

tentacular ampullae and that their two-branched respiratory tree

does not intermingle with the blood vessels of the alimentary

tract, at once puts them in the sub-family Synallactinae ; and the

presence of only one genital bundle on the left side makes them

referrable to the genus Mesotlmria. Even in the narrowed definition

of tlio genus given by Perkier, the presence of pedicels on the

odd ventral ambulacrum fits them to that genus. The speci-

mens have tables of the triradiate type and are very close to M.
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maroccana Perriee, but the tables in that species of Pereier have

the disk showing either six holes only, or two or threc^ more

holes of the primary circle in addition, but never any outside that

circle. M. murrayi (Thkel) is also very near our species, but in

that species large lateral pedicels exist in a single row on the

outer edge of each lateral ambulacrum, other pedicels of the zone

being small. Besides, the shape of tlie spire of the tables is

different : it terminates in three long prongs garnished with teeth,

while in our species there is no sucli long prong.

I believe, M. murrayi var. parva (Thkel) comes closest to

tlie present species, but the general configuration of the body in

that form is almost lozenge- shaped, while in t\io latter it is more

uniformly broad and longer. Moreover, the pedicels of the median

ventral surface are minute and almost invisible to the naked eye,

while in my species they are, although small, yet very distinct,

numerous and easily seen. Finally, the tip of the pillars in the

tables is provided with many teeth in parva, while in my species

it has generally only throe or often even a smaller number of teeth.

The color of the former species is said to be yellowish white, while

that of the latter is purple or violet. The present species is also

somewhat near il/, holothurioldes Sluiter, but that species has

the middle part of the ventrum entirely naked.

There seems therefore nothing to do but to constitute this

into a new species. I therefore name the species for Dr. Bashford

Dean of Columbia University, New York, who joined us for a time

in the study of the fauna of Sagami Bay.
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Subfamily 2. Holothuriinae.

Genus Mülleria Jaeger 1833.

Tentacles 20, sometimes more. Yentrum flat, dorsum arched.

Ambulacral appendages in the shape of pedicels on the ven-

trum and of papillae on the dorsum ; their arrangement in

longitudinal series seldom visible. A single genital bundle on the

left side of the dorsal mesentery. No C-shaped deposits in the

perisome. Anus surrounded by live calcareous teeth.

Within the limits of the Japanese empire, the species of the

genus are confined to the subtropical region, viz., to the Liu-Kiu

and the Ogasawara (Benin) Islands.

The five species found within the limits of the empire may
be distinguished as follows :

—

I. Tentacles 25 mauritiamu

II. Tentacles 20. x4mong calcareous deposits there are :

1. Hollow ellipsoids inacukda.

2. Bather plump rosettes ccJiiniks.

3. X-shaped rods and rosettes.

a. Ventruni white, and its continuation forms a _
light gray area romid the anus lecanora.

h. Dorsum and the area around the anus uniform

in color miliaris.

11. JlitUeria echinites Jaegee.

JMlcrîa echinites JaeCxEK 1833, p. 17, Taf. III. , Figs. 3,6 ;—Selexka
1867, p. 312;—SEMrEit 1867—68, pp. 76, 276, Taf. XXX., Fig. 8 ;—
Ludwig 1882, p. 131 ;—Lampekt 1885, p. 99 ;—Tiiéel 1886 a, p. 201 ;—
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Ludwig 1889—92, p. 329 ;—Ludwig 1887^ p. 1223 ;—Sluiteiî 1894, p.

104 ;—Lampeiit 1896, p. 59 ;—Whitelegge 1896, p. 160 ;—Ludwig 1899, p.

557 ;_Sluiteii 1901, p. 24.

Adinopyga ecldnites Kent 1893, p. 236 ;

—

Bedfoiid 1899, pp. 835, 836.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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captured near tliu low-water mark amon^ dead corals, at Saki-

baru, Xalia, Liu-Kiu Is.

One of the specimens, cured for the market (No. 1020), I refer

to this species. It is known by the name of " Chirimen," the

natives not distinguishing between this and il/, miliaris.

Locality :— Zauzibar (Lampeiît '96), Bueui (Lampert '90), Tuinbatu (Lam-

TERT '96) ; Seychelles (Lampert '85, Ludwig '99j ; Indian Ocean and Padaug

(Ludwig '82) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87) ; Saleh Bay and Salejer (Sluiter : 01) ;

Celebes '(Jaeger '33, Lampert '85); Fiji (Théel '86); Tlmrsday I.

(Sluiter '94) ; Aniboiua (Sluiter '94) ; Funafuti (Whitelegge '97) ; Great

Banier Beef (Kent '93) ; Eotunia (Bedford '99) ; Torres Strait ; Liu-Liu Is.

12. llülleria lecanova Jaeger.

(PI. Iir., figs. 21—22).

Mülleria lecanora Jaeger 1S33, p. 18, Taf. IL, Figs. 2-2/), Taf. III.,

Fig. 8.

Holothuria (Blicrofhele) dubia Brandt 1835, p. 54.

Adinopyga lecanora Bronx 1860, p. 403 ;

—

Kent 1893, p. 2:35 ; Bedford

1899 a, p. 149.

Mrdleria lecanora Selenka 1867, p. 312 ;—Semper 1867—'68, pp. 75-76,

276, Taf. XXX., Fig. 7, Taf. XXXIIL, Figs. 10-11, Taf. XXXY., Fig. 2,

Taf. XXXVL, Fig. 15, Taf. XXXYIL, Fig. 14, Taf. XXXIX., Figs. 1-6
;

—Haacke 1880, x^-
46;—Ludwig 1881, p. 592 ;— Ludwig 1882, p. 134;—

Ludwig 1883, p. 165 ;—Lampert 1885, p. 100 ;—Théel 1886 a, p. 200 ;—

Sluiter 1887, p. 200 ;—Ludwig 1887 h, p. 1223 ;—Ludwig 1889—'92, p.

329 ;—Sluiter 1894, p. 104 ;—Sluiter 1895, p. 79 ;—:MiTSUivUia 1896, p.

412 ;—Slutter 1901 h. p. 23.

Holothuria duhia Selenka 1867, p. 331 ;

—

Semier 1867—'68, pp. 92,

279.
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Specimens examined :-

Sei. Coll..

Spec. No.
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the ventral ; and a liglitor colored area always present around

the anus.

Remarks :—One of the sepcimens in the fresh state was

probably about 30 cm. long. In alcoliol it is much contracted

and measîures 14 x 10 cm.

I have the following notes on a fresh specimen. Dorsum
;

purplish black with large, irregular, cloud-like, yellow patches,

generally transverse in direction. These are most numerous on

the two dorsal ambulacral zones. A few pedicels on these lines.

More laterally there are finely indented grayisli patches. Ven-

trum white. Pedicels most numerous on the median and the

two lateral ambulacral zones. The lighter ventral area extends

up to and surrounds the anus, becoming somewhat gray in this

part.

All the alcoholic specimens are much distorted in shape. One

which shows least distortion measures 14.5 cm. by 0.5 cm.

Dorsum chocolate-brown. Yentrum much lighter ; toward the sides

dark lines bounding small quadrilateral areas. The liglit ventral

color extends into the area around the anus, which is also more or

less distinctly marked into small quadrilateral areas. The bound-

ary line between the dark dorsal and the light ventral areas is

very irregular and broken ; marked out into quadrilateral areas

of a lighter color, partly corresponding to the yellow patches of

the fresh specimen, and partly to the gray patches. In some

specimens the marking extends over the dorsal surface. Tentacles

20. Mouth slightly ventral, anus slightly dorsal.

Small X- shaped calcareous bodies with the ends of the

crossed pieces dividing dichotomously about three times, looking

like the tendrils of a climbing plant. In many cases there is

in the middle of the middle piece a small brancli on one side.
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This species is cured for market as dried trepang (PI. III.,

figs. 21—22) and then is known as " Shee-bee " (Cypraea-hke).

Localitij :—Celebes (Jaeger '33) ; Ogasawara Is. (Brandt '35) ; Philip-

pines (Semper '67—'68); Timor (Ludwig '82); Mauritius (Haagke '80,

Ludwig '83, Théel '86
; Zebu (Lampert '85) ; Tongatabu (Théel '86)

;

Fiji (Théel '86} ; Amboina (Sluiter '94, '95) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87) ; Java

(Sluiter '87); Great Barrier Reef (Kent '93); Saleyer (Sluiter: 01),

Karakelang I. (Sluiter : 01), Elat (Sluiter : 01) ; Liukiu Is.

13. Mülleria maeulata (Brandt).

(PI. IIL, figs. 28-24; textfig. 10).

Hdlûthuria {Microthele) maculata Brandt 1835, p. 54.

Ilillleria nobilis Selenka 1867, p. 313, Taf. XVIL, Figs. 13—15 ;—

Semper 1867—'68, pp. 76, 276, Taf. XXXYIL, Figs. 9—12;—Semper 1869,

p. 120; -Théel 1886 a, p. 198.

Holotlmrla maculata Selenka 1867, p. 331 ;—Semper 1867—'68, pp. 92,

279.

Mi'illeria maculata Ludwig 1881, p. 593 ;

—

Lampert 1885, p. 97 ;

—

Ludwig 1889—92, p. 329; -Ludwig 1899, ix 557.

Specimens examined :
—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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mittleren Stabe diirclisetzt." A careful study of these ellipsoids

obliges me to differ from Selexka in the details. A detailed

study under a higher power shows that they are not as regular

as represented in Selenka's figs. 15 and 1'/. If, with a dull

point of needle, pressure is l)rought to bear on the cover-glass

not long after a preparation of the ellipsoids is made in canada-

balsam, the ellipsoids begin to roll about on their axes, and

one is then able to get a glimpse of all their sides. ïextfig.

Textfig. lO.

Mi'dleria rnandata: a—Common ami regular type of ellipsoids; ?*— Irregular type; c—Side

view o£ an ellipsoid ; (Z—Side view of another ellipsoid with a double row of holes in the

middle part; e

—

(j—Simple types; h 1—5— Different views of an ellipsoid seen while rotating

about its longitudinal axis ; k—Transverse section of an ellipsoid : 1—central rotl, 2 —paired

rods at each edge, 3—rods running in the middle of the two broad surfaces ; I
—n—Tables.

{((—1<\ on. X 300 ; l—n, x 200).

// 1—5 show sketches of an ellipsoid in various aspects, made

as it rolled about. In fig. h 1 we observe one side. The arches

on that side (as delineated by heavy lines) are irregular. As it

rolls from left to right, it begins to show its left edge (fig. h 2),
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and somewhat to our surprise, that edge reveals itself as double.

In f\g. h 3, a part of the surface shown in fig. Ji 1 and the

edge- surface are shown. This shows that the middle arch is

connected with the rod which passes through the axis of the

ellipsoid by bars (numbering three in this particular case). Fig.

h 4. shows the full view of the edge surface. The edge is double

and is pierced by a series of four holes. Fig. h 5 is the reverse

of that surface represented in fig. Ji 1, and shows that the arches

here are again irregular and in no way correspond with those of

the opposite side. 1 was able to obtain sections of these ellipsoids

by imbedding and cutting them in celloidin. Fig. k is one of

these sections ; it shows many features visible in fig. h. There

are in all seven rods which serve as supports of the ellipsoid, viz.,

(1) the central rod, (2) a pair at each edge, and (3) one in the

middle of each of the two ])roader surfaces. These rods are con-

nected with one another by a series of cross-bars. The middle

rod of ea(,'li broad surface is connected with the central axial rod

by a series of three crossbars (see textfig. h 1 and 3). The two

lateral rods on each side are connected with each other by three

crossbars, making a series of four holes in all ; and strange to

say, the same rods, instead of each being connected separately with

the central rod, are united by a V-shaped piece with each other

as well as with the latter (textfig. /.). The parts indicated with

dotted lines in that figure show" portions of the irregular arches

which connect the central rod witli the edge rods. Textfig.

10c/ shows the surface view of another ellipsoid. This is one of

those whicli. are perhaps of the most common type, the arches on

the surface shown being more or less regular. The middle

piece has a series of four more or less symmetrical open-

ings (shown by heavy lines) on each side. A series of four
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crossbars (shown by faint circlos) connects it with the central rod.

The edge pieces are connected with the axis by five crossbars

which are in the level of the openings of the upper surface. The

openings between these crossbars are therefore alternate with

those of the upper surface. Textfig. li)b is one of those which are

very irregular. Texttigs. 10 c and cl show the edge of two different

ellipsoids. In the textfig. 10 cl there is a departure from the common

type in that the openings in the middle are paired instead of all lieing

single. Textfigs. 10 c—g are from an individual which shows many

of the ellipsoids to be of a very simple structure. Here we have

to do with ordinary buttons with ridges on the middle piece. In

e, there are two such ridges and from one of them an arch goes

over to one side. Such cases seem to show tliat the ellipsoids

are derived from buttons, but exactly how these are modified,

it is liard to say. It seems probable that the middle piece of the

button becomes the central rod of the ellipsoid. On each side of

the middle piece ridges, or rather series of arches, are raised
;

then these are connected by lateral pieces with the edges. So

far it seems very plain ; but how the double edges of the ellipsoid

are formed is not quite clear. If the edges of the cross-pieces

unite with each other and form an edge on each side of the

original l.)utton, there should be two series of openings instead

of one. It is possible that at first they are double and afterward

run together into one in the middle. The two paired openings on

the edge, shown in textfig. 10 d, seem to point in this direction.

This species is also cured for the market and exported to China.

In the prepared state there seem to Ije two varieties, probably

due to the differences in the color of the living animal. They

are known under the names of " Shiro-Usfi" (PI. III., fig. 23) and

" Kuro-Usa " (PI. 111., fig. 24). Their value seems to range from
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150 to 160 Yen per hundred Kin.'^'' A variety of " Shiro-Usa
"

without prominent lateral papillae, is known as " Aoba."

Locality :—Zanzibar (Selenka '07) ; Mauritius (Mobius-ITaacke '80)
;

Kosseir (Lampeet '85) ; Celebes (Lampert '85) : Philippine Is. (Sempeu '67—
'68) ; Guam Is. (Brandt '35) ; «aiKhvicli Is. (Selenka '67) ; Fiji Is. (Théel

'86); Torres Strait; Liu-Kiu ; Ogasawara Is.

14. 3Iiilleria mauritiaiia (Quoy <k Gmmard).

(PI. in., figs. 25—27; texifig. 11).

Holofhuria mauritlana Quoy & G.umaed 1833, p. 138.

ÄlüUcria mauritlana Brandt 1835, p. 71.

—

Selenka 1867, p. 315.—

Selenka 1868, p. 116.—Semper 1867—68, pp. 76, 276.—Semper 1869, p

120.—Haacke 1880, p. 16.—Ludwig 1882, p. 13i.—Ludwig 1883, pp. 157

165.—Bell 1884, p. 510.—Lam pert 1885, p. 98, Taf. VII.—Théel 1886«, p

201.—SLuiTE]i 1887, p. 199.—Ludwig 1887a. p. 32.—Bell 1887c/, p. 140

—Ludwig 1888, p. 812.—Lampert 18S9, p. 813.—Ludwig 1889—92, p

329.—IvoEHLER 1895c, p. 380.—Sluiter 1895, p. 7.—Lampert 1896, p

59.— Ludwig 1899, p. 557.

IMleria varians Selenka 1867, p. 310, Taf. XYH., Figs. 4—9.

Actinopyga mauritiaiia Bell 1887^^ p. 653, PI. XXXIX., Fig. 1.

—

Kent

1893, pp. 229, 236. —Bedford 18996, p. 835.

Actinopyga. {MiiUeria) mauritiaiia Bedford 1899«, p. 149.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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individuals these rings formed white patches, Avhich were most

conspicuous along the sides and around the cloaca, sometimes

turning into white the prominent color of these regions or even of

the whole dorsum. In other individuals, the rings were confined

to a few papillae along the sides or around the cloaca.

Tentacles 25—27 (two individuals from Ogasawara Is. had

25 and two others 27). Another smaller individual from the same

locality had only 20. Whether this was due to some tentacles

having been lost, or to the young individual not having a full

complement, could not be ascertained.

Calcareous deposits in the dorsal perisome : (i) numerous

slender elongate rods with short, mostly simple, occasionally

slightly branclied processes along their sides, nnd with a tendency

to divide dichotomously at tlie ends (textfig. 11 r/). Length 0.04

—0.13 mm., breadtli 0.004— 0.007 mm. (ii) Incomplete rosettes,

0.034—0.02 mm. across {h). \n the ventral perisome : (i) Elongate

rods, in general shorter but thicker than those in the dorsal peri-

some. In some the margin is smooth (
/'), in others it is beset

with fine close-set processes, making it serrate (Ji) ; in still

others, there are along the margin well marked |)rocesses, some of

which may even be branched (7). The ends of the rods are almost

always more or less rough, and sometimes l)ifid. The two eiids

are very often different. There avo all stages of gradation

between these various forms. Size varying between 0,12 x

0.018 mm. and 0.044 x 0.012 mm. (ii) Oval grains, sometimes

regularly oval (c), sometimes more oi- less irregular or biscuit-

shaped, being pinched in the middle (r/) ; sometimes aggre-

gations of small lobes, approaching the rosettes (r). The longest

oval grains and shortest rods can not be distinguished. Length

and breadth 0.04 x 0.02—0.02 x 0.014 mm. (iii) l^iosettes {a), much
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^'BÖID

St'^ <ét

-^
Textfig. 11.

M'dllerîa maurliîina •.—a—Rosettes of ventrnm ; h—Same
of dorsum ; c. —c—Oval grains ;/—Smooth rods ; g -Iloil with

branched prr cesses; /i—Kod with serrated margin. (x30Ü).

tliicker than those of

the dorsal perisome,

and not so regular. All

stages of transition exist

between these and the

lobed oval grains. Not

as mimerons as the

elongate rods or oval

grains. In the peri-

toneum also there are

calcareous deposits.

These are slender, gen-

erally more or less

curved rods of a uniform size. Their margin is often smootli, but

quite as often somewhat rugged, especially toward tlie ends

(0.0G8 X 0.000—0.048 x 0.007 mm.).

Calcareous ring consists of large pieces.

This species is also cured for market and exported. It is the

form known in commerce as " Zöri-geta " (PI. III., figs. 25—27).

Its value is CO—70 Yen per 100 Kin.

ioca% :—Manritius (Quoy k Gmmajid '33, MÖBirs—Haackf. '80, Lud-

wig '83) ; Mozainl)iqne (Bell '84) ; Aiiiirante Is. (Bell '84) ; Darros Is.

(Bell '84)
;
Qiierimha (Semper '(59) ; Tied Sea (Semper '09) ; Assah (Lud-

wig '87) ; Zauzihav (Lampert '95) ; Seyclielles (Lampert '85, Ludwig '99)
;

Kosseir (Lampert '85) ; Natal Bay (Lampert '85) ; Ceyl<in (Bell '87) ; Java

(Ludwig '82, Sluiter '87) ; Padanjä; (Ludwig '^-ï)
; Biilo Peuang (Ludwig

'83, Théel '8(3); Pnlo Edam (Ludwig '>^^); Aiidamaii Is. (Bell '87) ; Simda

Is. (Koehler '95); Karakelaug Ts. and Bay of Pidjot (Sluiter : Ol) ; Luzon

(Semper 'G7
) ; Amboina (Ludwig '82) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67) ; Fiji

Is. (Selenka '67) ; Samoa (Semper '69) ; Society Is (Selenka '(>7) ; Tahiti

(Théel '86) ; Marquesas (Théel '86) ; Paumotu (Théel '86) ; Eooa (Théel
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'86) ; Great Barner Beef (Kent '93) ; Lucipara Is. (Lampeiît '89) ; Bueiii I.

(Lampekt '96, Bedford '99) ; Liu-Kiu ; Ogasawara Is.

15. Mülleria miliaris (Quoy Sc Gaimakd).

(PL III., figs. 28—29; textfig. 12).

Holothuria miliaris Quoy & Gaimaed 1833, p. 137.

Holothurla lineolaia Quoy & Gaimaed 1833, pp. 137—8.

Mïûleria miliaris Beandt 1835, p. 74.—Selenka 1867, p. 314.

—

Semeee

1867—68, pp. 76, 276.—Selenka 1868, p. 117.—Ludwig 1880, p. 7.

—Haacke 1880, p. 4().—Ludwig 1882, p. 134.—Ludwig 1883, p. 16.5.—

Lameeet 1885, p. 99.— Théel 1886«, p. 200.—Ludwig 1887^, p. 1223.

—Bell 18876, p. 144.—Ludwig 1888, p. 812.—Ludwig 1889—92, p. 329.

Sluitee 1894, p. 104.—Sluitee 1895, p. 79.—Ludwig 1899, p. 557.—

Sluiteu 1901 h, p. 23.

MiVkria lineolata Beandt 1835, p. 74.—Selenka 1867, p. 314.

Mülleria lÂeheja Selenka 1867, p. 312.

Äctinopij(ja miliaris Bell 1887«, p. 653, PI. XL., Fig. 1.

—

Bell 1888,

p. 389.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Die Kalkkörpur dor Haut. . . .bestellen in langgezogenen X-förniigen

oder stabförniigen Gebilden mit krausen Auswüchsen verziert,

auf dem Eücken 0,05 Mm. lang, am Bauche zum ïheil viel kleiner.

Alle Füsschen besitzen durchlöcherte Kalkscheibchen, in deren

Ncälie auch noch grössere spärliche Stäbchen liegen. In den

Muskeln und allen Einfreweiden sind überall glatte und dünne

0,048 Mm. lange Kalkstäbchen eingestreut.—Körper und Tentakeln

einfach chocoladenbraun. Die Tliiere, bis 20 Cm. lang, gleichen

auch im inneren Bau den Exemplaren von Müll. Agassizii. Der

Kalkring ist stark verdickt, nach hinten conisch verjüngt ; typisch

ist das Eadiale vier-, das Interradiale einspitzig. CüViER'sche

Organe fehlen. Steincanal einfach, im Mesenterium festgelegt, das

Madreporenköpfchen knopfförmig ; PoLi'sche Blase einfach ; Ten-

takelampullen sehr lang " (Selexka 1807, p. 312).

Femai'ls :—Color in alcohol (lar]<. chestnut, slightly lighter on

the ventral surface. In the fresh state the first specimen was

uniformly dark purplish black on the dorsum as well as on the

ventrum. Length 27 cm. and breadth cm. Tough to the touch.

The coloration is very markedly different from tliat of M. lecanora ;

this is the only fact wliich is decidedly against. the idea advanced

by Bell that this species should be united with M. lecanora. Cal-

careous ring agrees well with tlie description. Polian vesicle single.

The other specimen shows very nearly the same calcareous bodies.

Even in the alcoholic specimens, the threes rows of pedicels

arc distinctly recognizable. Tentacles 20, large.

Calcareous deposits in dorsum : (i) rather k)ng rods with

dichotomous ends and with sliort growths throughout the length,

up to 0.0Ü8 mm. long (textfig. 12 h) ; and (ii) much rarer rosettes

with tendril-like processes (a). In the ventrum, rods are shorter

(0.04 mm.) but have lateral growths much closer and longer,
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corresponding to the words of Selenka :

" langgezogene X-förmige oder stab-

förmige Gebilde mit krausen Auswüch-

sen verziert."

It is not without some hesitation

that I refer these specimens to M.

miliaris. As often remarked by various

Textfig. 12. authors, the diagnoses of the species M.
Miilleria ^nUiaris : a—Rosettes, b .,, . it*- i • •,

—Rods. (x400). lecanora, M. miLiaris and M. ecliimtes are

far from being satisfactory. Further and more extensive study is

necessary to straighten out the confusion at present existing

among these species, which are undoubtedly very closely related.

Among the specimens belonging to this group of the genus, I can

make out three distinct species. One of these, I am certain,

is identical with M. lecanora, on account of its characteristic

markings and the lighter area around the anus. The other two

species may possibly correspond to M. miliaris and M. echinites,

but I am far from being positive on this point. In my opinion,

the specimens placed in the above list on the whole correspond

best with the descriptions of M. miliaris.

When this is cured, it is known as " Chirimen "
(= crepe)

from the rumpled appearance of the marketable article (PI. III.,

figs. 28—29). It is valued as medicine by the natives of Okinawa

Is., and commands the fabulous price of 300 Yen per 100 Kin.

In ordinary markets, it costs about 120 Yen per 100 Kin.

LoGality :—Kosseir (Lampert '85) ; Red fsea (Ludwig '80) ; Zanzibar

(Selenica '67, Lampert '85) ; Mozimbiqne (Semper '69)
;
Querimba (Semper

'69) ; Mayotte I. (Sluiter '95) ; Madagascar (LuD^YIG '83) ; Seychelles Is.

(Lampert '85) ; Mauritins (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83) ; Indian Ocean (Ludwig

'82) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87, Beij. '87, '8S) ; Andaman Is. (Belt. '87) ; Pa-
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dang (Ludwig '82); W. Const Biuogka (Sluiter : 01) ; Elat (Sluiter : 01);

Atjatuniug (W. Coast New Guinea) (Sluiter : 01) ; Wniioli (N. W. Coast

Waigeu) (Sluiter : 01) ; Sale^-er (Sluiter : 01) ; Kwandang (Sluiter : 01) ;

Sanana Bay (E. Coast Sula besi) (Sluiter : 01) ; Dougala (Sluiter : 01) ;

Saleli Bay (Dangar besar) (Sluiter : 01) ; Roma (Sluiter : 01): Timor (Lud-

wig '82) ; Zebu (Lampert '85) ; Amboina (Ludwig '82 '88 Sluiter '94)
;

Tonga & Vauikoro (Quoy & Gaimard '33) ; New Guinea (Lampert '85)
;

Penope (Théel '8G) ; Fiji (Théel '86) ; Kyüsliü ; Liu-Kiu ; Ogasawara Is.

Genus Holothuria Linné 1758.

16. Holothuria argus (Jaeger).

(PI. III., fig. 30; textfig. 13).

Bohadschm argu.^ Jaeger 1833, p. 19, Taf. II., Figs. 1, 1^.-

1867, p. 320.—Bell 1886, p. 27.

Holothuria argm Semper 1867—68, pp. 80, 277, Taf. XXX.,

—Ludwig 1882, p. 135.—Ludwig 1883, p. 168.—Lampert 18S5,

Théel 1886«, p. 203.—Bell ISSlb, p. 653.—Bell 1888, p. 389.-

1889—92, p. 329.—Lampert 1889, p. 808.—Kent 1893, pp. 56,

XII., fig. 7.—Koehler 1895(7, p. 279.—Whitelegge 1896, p. 161.-

1901 h, p. 12.

Holothuria leopardus Kent 1893, PI. I., fig. 2.

Specimens examined :

—

-Selenka

Fig. 11.

p. 87.—

-Ludwig

237, PI.

-Sluiter

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sc'i. Coll

,

Spec. No.
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to the two dorsal ambulacral zones, these spots are arranged in

one, sometimes two, very conspicuous longitudinal rows. The

spots on these lines are not quite so circular as those in other

parts, but have their outer half flattened. Inside these lines, i.e.,

in the median dorsal interambulacrum, the argus spots are very

thickly distributed, while outside the lines they are much more

sparse. Each of the spots is surrounded by a light space.

Inside tliis is a specially dark circle, which, while sharply defined

toward the outer rim, shades off gradually toward the centre of

the spot. Within the dark ring, the spot is yellowish in color,

and finally in the centre there is again a dark spot from which a

transparent papilla arises. The size and number of the argus spots

vary greatly with individuals. Some have rather small spots close

together, while others have larger ones more sparsely scattered.

Several of the argus spots may run together and form irregular

patches. This is especially the case around the anus. On each

of the anterior and posterior halves of the dorsum, mostly confined

inside the longitudinal rows of spots, is a large sooty black

patch. The ventrum is of the same ashy-white color as the

dorsum, and lias no argus spots. But in the anterior and

posterior halves, corresponding to the sooty black patches of the

dorsum, there are two large irregular straw-yellow areas.

There are five groups of 30—50 small yellow papillae around

the cloacal opening, which in life is large and of a circular shape.

The papillae, which arise from tlie centre of argus spots on the

dorsum, lack the end-plates or have only little ones. In other parts

numerous appendages arise ; these have end-plates and must be

regarded as pedicels. On the ventrum are numerous pedicels

much more crowded than those on the dorsum.

In the dorsal perisome, there are very delicate rosettes, some
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of which attain a very elaborate figure, dichotomously dividing

live times. Others are simple and present the appearance of a

more open trelliswork. In the ventral perisome, the calcareous

deposits are thicker in structure. Some are simple oval grains.

Others are rosettes which present the appearance of more or less

oval granules united by delicate bands. This form passes over l)y

gradual transition to the regular dichotomously divided rosettes,

but none in the ventral perisome are so delicate as those in the

dorsal perisome. Supporting rods are found in the pedicels. There

are no end-plates in the papillae, although there are

some delicate trellis-like calcareous bodies at the end.

Calcareous ring as in textfl$x. 13. Cuvierian
1 11

o ._

tubes are thrown out in.. large numbers, and are

very sticky ; the ends of the threads are jjointed,
Ifolollairia arqus :

not club-shaped. In each ijidividual, one Fierasfer
Lnlcareous nng.

I—iDterradiiilLi. is fOUUd.

K—Radiahii.
Tliis spccics is kuowu in Amanii-Oshima as

" Ayami-Sliikiri."(^) In Liu-Kiu, it is dried and made into tre})angs

and is called " Me-liaya."('2) (PL 111., fig. 30). Argus spots are

visible in the dried state. The trepangs of this species are worth

17 Yen per 100 Kin.

Locality :—Seychelles (Lampeiît '8-5) ; (^ejloii (Bell '87) ; Elpliiustouo

Is., Mergni Arch. (Bell '8G)'; Padniig (LuDWKr '82); Timor (Ludwig '82);

Waigeu (Ludwig '82); Celebes (•Taegeü '33) ; Aniboiua (Koehlei; '95) ; Zebu

(Lampert '85); Fiji (Théel '85); Funafuti (Whitelegge '97); Samoa

(SExMrER '67—'OS) ; Tahiti (Ludwig '83) ; Anachoreteniusel (Lampert '89)
;

Bay of Segar, Mctluer Gulf, AY. (~*oast Xew (kiiuea (Lampert '89) ; Great

Banier Beef (Kent '93) ; Borna (^Sluiter : 01) ; Haiugsisi (SLurrER : 01)

G) Ayamt, with eliiborate figures as in embroidery ; Sliilciri, a huluthnrian.

'^> Me, eyes ; hnya, watching with.
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Saleyer Is. (Sluitei; : 01) ; Saleli Eay (Sluitek : 01) ; PepeLi Bay (Sluitek

: 01) ; Labuaii Badjo (Sluiteii : 1 ) ; Kyùshû ; Liu-Kia.

17. HolotJiuria atra Jaegei:.

(Textfig. 14).

Holothuria atra JaeCxER 1833, pp. 22—23.—Brandt 1835, ^. 56.—

Selenka1867, p. 327, Taf. XVin., Figs. 52, 53.—Sempei; 1867—68, pp.

88, 250, 278, Taf. XXVI.—Sempei; 1869, p. 120.—Ludwig 1880, p. 6.—

Ludwig 188 J, p. 596. -Ludwig 1882, p. 137.—Ludwig 1883, pp. 170—

171.—Bell 1884, pp. 509, 510.—Laaipeiît 1885, pp. 85—86.—Théel

1886a, pp. 181, 213, PL \ÏL, fig. 4.—Bell 1886, p. 28.—Ludwig 1887r/,

p. 32.—Bell 1887a, p. 140.—Sluitek 1887, p. 188.—Ludwig 1887/>, pp.

1227, 1242.—Bell 1887^, p. 654.—Bell 1888, pp. 385,389.—Thuiîston

1890.—Ludwig 1889—92, p. 329.—Kent 1893. pp. 55,121,238.—Sluitej:

1894, p. 103.—Sluitei; 189.5, ]>. 78.—Ivuehleii 1895c, p 382.—White-

legge, 1897, p. 161.—Lampeut 1896, p. 56.—Ludwig 1899, p. 559.—

Sluitei; 1901/>, p. 8.

'? Holothuria radackensis Chamlsso A: Eyseniiakdt 1821, p. 352, Taf.

XXVL
Holothuria aßnis Biiandt 1835, p. 5(î.—Selenka 1867, p. 331.

—

Sempei;

1867—68, pp. 92, 250—251.

Holothuria ßorldana PouiîtalÈs 1851, pp. 12—13.

—

Selenka 1867, p. :)25,

Taf. XYin., Fig. 47-50.—HEim;iN 1888, p. 310, PI. XIV., figs. 6, 6«,

7.7a.—Clai;k 1898, p. 413.—Claiik 1899, p. 122.

Holothuria amhoinensis Sempei; 1867— 68, pp. 92, 279.

—

Bell 1884, pp.

509,510.—Lampei;t 1885, p. 84.

Holothuria atra, var. amboinmsis Théel 1886a, p. 214.

—

Lampei;t 1889,

p. 813—Bedfopd 1898.—Bedfüpd 1899/^, p. 147.
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Specimens examined :

—

05

Sei. Cnll..

Spec. No.
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1880, ]x 21o). " Dio Stützstälio (lor Eiiokonpapillon mit dnroh-

löcherter Ausbreitung an den Enden. Kräfti<j;or Kalkring.

PoLi'sclio Blasen und Steinkanäle wechseln in Zalil und (Irösse

nacli den Fundplätzen der einzelnen Tliiere ; die PoLi'schen Blasen

in der Zalil 2—6, selten einfach, die Steinkanäle bilden jederseits

vom Mesenterium einen Büscliel von 8—30 Schläuchen." (Lampeet

1885, p. 86). Color black or dark-brown, sometimes with (!—10

pairs of dark-brown spots on the l)ack. Body 35 cm. long.

Those individuals with the margin of the disk of the table

toothed, and with tlie tips of papillae and pedicels black as the rest

of the liody, have been distinguished as II. amhoinensis Semper or

var. amhoinensis SempePi. Those with the margin of the disk

smooth and with the tips of papillae and pedicels white, are

supposed to belong to the species proper or are distinguished as

var. afinis by BEr>F0Rr). There are, however, said to be all stages

of intermediate forms.

BemarLs :—The specimens 1 have examined are black with a

tinge of purple. Smaller specimens preserved in stretched con-

dition brownish. Dorsal and ventral surfaces distinct. One of

the specimens which 1 had specially marked when living as

having " ends of pedicels white on account of end-plates " has

in alcoliol lost this characteristic entirely. I regret that [ did not

record a similar observation on another specimen ; in alcohol

they show no difierence from that which 1 marked. Hence it is

reasonahle to conclude that whether tlie tips of pedicels are white

or not, can not be determined from alcoholic specimens. There-

fore, one of the supposed distinctions between //. atra and var.

(imhoinensis can not be made out in preserved specimens.

As to tlie tables, my preparations show that those from

one and the same specimen are ]iartly smooth on the disk
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margin and partly spiny. The disk is, as described by Thkel,

mostly with a ring and an opening at the base of each pillar.

In otliers, esj^ecially in those with a spiny margin, the disk may

become large and have more lioles. Fenestrated plates may Ijc

simply X-sliai)ed or more elal)orate.

Stone-canals and Tolian vesicles vary greatly in number

as the following table will show :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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pluustoiie I., Mergui Is. (Bell 'S(3j ; Bay of BeupJ {Deia^ '88) ; IiulifUi

Oceaii (Ludwig '82) ; Padang (Ludwig '82)
; Djedda (Ludwig '82) ; Tliou-

saiid Is. (Sluitei; '95)
; Java (Selenk.v '07) ; ]3atavia (Sluh^eiî '87)

; Suuda Is,

(KoEHLER '95)
; Timor (Ludwig '82, Sluitei; : 01) ; Lncipara T. (Lami'Eüt

'89, Sluitei; :01); Saleli Bay (Sluitek : 01) ; Sebaiigkataii (Sluitei; : 01) ;

Lombok (Sluitei; : 01) ; Luuiu-Lmau (Sluitei; : 01) ; Seba (S;ivu) (Sluitei;

: 01) ; Kabala dua (Sluitei; :01); Haiugsisi (Sluitei; :01); lîoina (Sluitei;

: 01) ; Ivangeaug (Sluitei; : 01 i
; Jedau I. (Sluiter : 01 ) ; Celebes

(
Jaegei;

'33, Lampert '85) ; Macassar (Ludwig '82) ; Amboiua (Selenka '07, Semper

'07—'08, Ludwig '82, Lampert '85, Théel '80, Sluitep. '94, '95)
; Batjan,

Moluccas (Semi'ER '07—'08) ; Moluccas (Semper '07—'08) ; riiilippiuo Is.

(Semper '07—'08) ; Zelju (Lampert '85) ; Uolau (Bpandt '35) ; ? Badack Is.

(Chamisso '21) ; Mermaid Strait, Dampier I. (Lampert '89) ; "Clialleuger" Stat.

177. (TiiÉEL '80) ; Great Barrier Beef (Kent '93) ; Adelaide (Lampert '85)
;

Funafuti ( Wiiitelegge '90, Bedford '98)
; Botuma (Bedford '98) ; Fiji

(Semper '07—'08, Théel '80) ; Tonga (Théel '80) ; Penope (Théel '80)
;

Samoa (Semper '07—
'08) ; Society Is. (Selenka. '07) ; Tahiti (Ludwig '83)

;

Sandwich Is. (Selenka '07); Florida (Pourtales '51, Selenka '07);

? Bermuda (Heilprin '88) ; Havana ( Ludwig '83) ; Jjuuaica (Ludwig '83)
;

Puerto Cabello (Ludwig '83, Lampei;t '85j ; Torres Strait ; Liu-Kiu ; Ogasa-

war;i Is. ; Ainami-Osliima.

18. llolothuria hivittata, sp. n.

(PI. III., iig. 31; toxtfig. 75).

Spociinciis oxainiuod :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Description :—Tentacles 'JO, small, [.engtli of l»0(ly in life ea.

;)0 cm. ; in alcohol quite LS cm. < 'olor markings very characteristic :

dorsum and ventrnm very ditierently colored. The ground color

of the former, yellow to brown; on this, twu broad dark-ljroAvn

transverse bands cross the whole breadth of the dorsum. One of

these is at about J

—

\ of the body length from the anterior end,

and is over 2 cm. in breadth ; the other is at about the same

distance from the posterior end and is of about the same l)readth.

Sometimes the band may not entirely cross the whole width of

the body. The ventrum is lighter than the dorsum, and varies

from a uniform brown to almost a white.

Ambulacral appendages very numerous, uniformly distributed

in the ambulacra as well as the interambnlacra without any

regular arrangement, on both the dorsum and the ventrum.

Dorsal appendages have end-plates almost as well developed as

those of the ventrum. Hence all must be considered as pedicels.

Except near the anterior and posterior ends I. can not detect a

single papilla. In hfe, however, the dorsal pedicels may appear like

papillae ; for in my notes on the living animal, I put tlown

" Dorsal surface papillae only. Small end-plates ?" There are no

large supporting rods, but there are delicate X-shaped spicules,

which are somewhat kirger than the calcareous bodies in the

body wall. Some of these have long branches at both ends :

others are more rod-like with the ends slightly bifurcated. There

are all intermediate stages between these.

Calcareous deposits are very much as in II. marnwrala. In

the dorsal perisome, they consist almost entirely of delicate

rosettes of -20—25/^ (texttig. 15 h). They start with the X-shape,

but the Ijranches at the ends divide dichotomously 2— 1 times

and the whole looks like a delicate liligree-work. In the
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ventral porisomc, the CMlcareous deposit is greater in (quantity.

Tlie si)icules are made on essentially the same i)lan as those in

the dorsum, i.e., tlicy are rosettes but of a nuich pluni])er

appearance (d). The most delicate among them come near

to the dorsal rosettes, l)ut are plumper even then. The more

plump among them are decidedly broader. They may even

become oval or l)iscuit- shaped grains with or without holes [c).

They measure 22

—

o()a.

Anus in life a large circular opening with live groui)S of

small papillae projecting into it. It no doubt l)ecomes stellate,

according to the condition of preservation.

Tolian vesicle one, long, may be over 5 cm., situated in the

left ventral interradius. Stone-canal attached to the mesentery,

running forward in a, sinuous course from the circumoral vessel,

terminating near the calcareous ring with a slightly enlarged end. Cal-

careous ring as figured in a. Cuvier's tubes developed mostly on the

left respiratory tree, but some on

the right also. The tubes to-

gether form a very large mass.

licmarL's : -Liu-Kiuan name
—" Suna-haya."

Among the species T have

examined, //. anjiis, IL marmorcüa

and the present species reseml)le

one another very closely. I there-

fore think that ThKEL's belief of ventmm; J—riump rosette of ventruiii.

that II marmorata, IL an/as, IL "'-^x^oo). i-intorradiuUa
;

ii-Kadiaiia.

vUlensls, IL icnuisslma, IL höUlhcrl, IL cleuicns, IL ximilis are

probably only young individuals or varieties (jf one and the same

species, lias much to recommend it. A somewhat exhaustive

c^^l

Textfig. IS.

Ilolitlhurvi hivitldt'i : a—Calcareons ring; ; h

Delicate rosette of dorsum; c—Oval qrniris
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examination of tlie throe species first mentioned convinces me
tliat they resemlVle one anotlier very closely in almost everv

anatomical detail : in the calcareous deposits, tlie structure of

the Cuvierian tubes, in tlie arrangement of the Polian vesicles

and of the stone-canal, in the nature of ambulacral appendages,

etc. But the reason wliy I have kept //. marmorafa and H. argus

separate and have ventured to lun-den the already overstocked

nomenclature hy establishing tlie present species is, that each of

the three species has very characteristic and well-estabhshed

color-markings of its own. It is true that one can not place much
reliance on mere external markings, l^ut in these cases they

are so constantly and strikingly different, and so entirely without

intermediate gradations, that the three species are distinguished

with ease by the Liu- Kin natives and have different names

assigned by them. Such differences should also be taken notice

of in science, and distinctive names be given the species for

future reference. Whether the differences are specific or varietal

can perhaps only be determined by a long study on the sj^ot,

and even then it may after all turn out to be a mere matter of

fancy whether they should be assigned specific or varietal values.

For the present, I have thought it best to give them specific

values.

19. Holothnvla einerriscens (Brandt).

(Textfij?. Ifi).

Stichopus {Gymnochirota) cinerascens Brandt 1835, p. 51.

—

Ludwig 1881,

p. 597.

? liololhiria umIrina KürrEL k Leückart 1828, p. 10, Taf. lb, Fig. 4.

StlcJtoptis cinerascens (?) Grube 1840, ]). 3G.

—

Selkxka 18(!7, ]). 319,

—Semper 1807
—

"08, pp. 74, 275.
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Holotknrla pdchcJla Selexka 1807, p. 329, Taf. XVIIL, Fi-. 61—62.

—SEMrER 1867—'68, pp. 89—90, 278.—Ss^rrEi^ 1869, p. 120.—Haacke

1880, p. 46.—V. Marexzelt.er 1881, p. 139.—Ludwig 1883, p. 171.—Théel

1886«, p. 212.—Sluitek 1887, p. 187.—Sluiter 1895, ]>. 77.

Holothurla oÀnerascens Lampert 188Ô, p. 82.^

—

Ludwig 1887a, p. 3.

—

Bell 1887«, pp. 654—657, PI. XL., %. 2.—Ludwig ] 889—'92, p. 329.—

Lampert 1896, pp. 55—56.—:Mit8ukuri 1896, p. 407.- Bedford 1899«, p.

54.—Ludwig 1899, p. 56L—Sluiter 19016, p. 9.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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bluish black spots. Ventrum sometimes lighter.

BemarJxS :—This species is confined to the southern half of

Japan. I have specimens not only from the Ogasawara Is. as

reported by Brandt, but also from the Okinawa Is. In Japan

proper there is a specimen from Satsuma. It is somewhat

remarkable that no specimen of this species has yet been found

in Misaki, seeing that v. Maeenzeller reports it as from Eno-

shima close by.

One Ogasawara specimen, not much contracted, agi-ees well

with the description given by authors in color and markings, i.e.,

in being reddish brown with tw^o row^s of large, irregular, black

spots, 7— 8 in one row. The contracted specimens often acquire

a peculiar appearance w^iich serves for preliminary specific deter-

mination. The dorsum (in alcohol) acquires a purplish brown

tinge w^th papillae standing out as spots of a reddish browm.

Moreover, the surface

is marked out into

irregular polygonal

areas.

Tables (textfig. 16

b — e) are rather

sparse. The disk usu-

ally consists of only

an annulus or at the

most, has only a small

additional opening and

appears like a rather

square disk (e). The

spire arises directly

from the annulus and ends above in a crown with four groups of

nn T

Textfig. 16.

Ilolothuria r'merascens : a—Calcareous ring ; h—e—Tables ;

/, r/—Rods. (b—gx300). I—laterradialia ; R—Radialia.
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three teeth each. Eods {f/j) are very numerous, shglitly curved,

finely granular all over, and more or less irregular at the two

extremities.

When the stretched skin of the dorsum is viewed from the

inside, many black spots are visible ; they are smaller and far more

numerous than the black spots visible from the outside.

Pedicels very numerous on tlie ventrum. Papillae of the

dorsum (some with no end-plates, others with well-developed end-

plates) more sparse. No other kind of supporting rods than the

finely granulated curved rods. No Cuvierian organs found, at

least in those examined. Calcareous ring as in textfig. IGa. There

are 5—12 appendages to the ring canal; it was very difficult to

determine how many of these were Polian vesicles and how many

stone-canals, for they have almost the same shape. In one

specimen, there w^as a tube branched into one short and two long

fingerlike blind tubes, which seemed to be a branching Polian

vesicle.

The largest individual in well extended state measured 15

cm. in length.

Localit)j :—Kosseir (Lampekt '85) ; Zanzibar (Lampeet '86) ; Tumhatu

(Lampert '96) ; Mozambique (Sempek '67—'68) ; Mauritius (Haacke '69,

Ludwig '83) ; Seychelles (Lampert '85, Ludwig '99) ; Ceylon (Bell '87)
;

Java (Semper '67—
'68) ; Batavia Bay (Sluiter '87) ; Suuda Is. (Semper '67

—'68)
; Sunda Strait (Sluiter '95) ; Seba (Savu) (Sluiter : 01) ; Roma

(Sluiter : 01) ; Bai von Picljot, Lombok (Sluiter : 01) ; Camiguiu (Semper

'67—'68) ; Ogasawara Is. (Brandt '35) ; Enosliima (v. Marenzeller '81)
;

New Caledonia (Bedford '99) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67) ; Honolulu

(Ludwig '87) ; Tahiti (Théel '86) ; Marquesas (Théel '86) ; Ogasawara Is.
;

Liu-Kiu
; Satsuma.
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20. Jlolothuria difficilis Semper.

Hohtlmria dißdlls Semper 18G7—'68, pp. 92, 279, Tai. XXX., Fig. 21.

—LuD^YICr 1883, pp. 156, 173.—Lampert 1885, p. 68.—Théel 1886a. p.

219.—LuD^YIG 1888, pp. 807—8.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 329.—Slüiter

1889, p. 107.—Bedford 1898, p. 838, PI. LH., fig. 3.—Sluiter 1901Z>,

p. 10.

Mülleria pervula Haacke 1880, p. 46.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Remarks :
—^All the specimens are small, the largest being

about 5.5 X 1.5 cm. in alcohol. They are all uniformly brown-

colorecl. Dorsal papillae are somewhat thinly scattered, but in

some specimens they seem to stand in a double row on each of

the dorsal ambulacra. They are placed on conical warts. Ventral

pedicels are much more crowded, but in many specimens, they

can be made out to be arranged in three longitudinal zones.

Reproductive organs on the left side only ; so far as dissected,

they consisted of simple unbranched tubes. This was no doubt

due to the immature condition of the specimens. Polian vesicles

two on the ventral side. Stone-canal single, attached to the

dorsal mesentery, small but comparatively thick. Cuvierian

organ present, attached to the lower part of tlie respiratory tree,

and coiled into an oval mass in alcohol. Calcareous ring small.

Tables among calcareous deposits are large with large per-

ipheral holes. Buttons plump, smooth-edged. Some with three

pairs of holes ; those with four, five or more holes are compara-

tively numerous in at least one of the rows. The two sides very

often differ in the number of holes.

I believe that //. cUßcilis and //. captiva ought to be made

into a single species. In fact my specimens agree in some

respects better with the descriptions of //. captiva. For instance,

the attached stone-canal as stated by Ludwig and the rows of

tube-feet as stated by Bedford, are all found in my specimens,

while I can not ascertain how they are arranged in //. clifficilis.

The reason why I have assigned the name of 77. clifficilis to my

specimens is : 1) because this name has priority, 2) because

77. captiva has been reported hitherto from the Atlantic only,

while 77 clifficilis is reported only from the Indo- Pacific. With a

little more reserve, I think that 77. J'arcimcii Selenka ought to be
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united to this species, but the pubhshed account of that form is

very meagre. I also think that all the forms mentioned are

closely related to //. monacaria TjEsson. In fact, there is ^XTy

little to distinguish them from the latter species : the only

points seem to be that the stone -canal is attached in //. dlf-

ficilis (or at least in //. captiva), while it is not in H. monacaria,

and that in the Atlantic where //. captiva is found, //. monacaria

has not been found.

Locality :—Mamitius (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83) ; Aniboiua (Ludwig '88)
;

Pulo Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Bay of Batavia (Sluiteiî '89) ; N. point of Tim-

I. (Sluitek : 01) ; Botuma (Bedfokd '98) ; Samoa (Seiipek '67—'68) ; For-

mosa ; Ogasawara Is. ; Ösunii (?)

I append here the references to //. captiva and //. farcimen

with their distribution.

Holofhuria captiva Ludwig 1874, p. 32, Fig. 45.^

—

Ludwig 1883, p. 173.

—Lampert 1885, p. 68.—Théel 1886«, p. 220.—Heilpütn 1888, p. 311, PI

XIV., fig. 4, 4a.—Ludwig 1889 -'92, p. 329.—Sluitei; 1895, p. 79.—Claiîk

1898 p. 413.—Claiîk 1899, pp. 125, 133.—Clakk 1901^, p. 257.

Locality :—Barbados (Ludwig '74, Sluiteu '95) ; Sine patria (Ludwig

'74, Lampeet '85) ; Bartholomew (Théel '86) ; Bermuda (Heilpeix '88,

Clark '98) ; Porto Pico (Cl.yrk : 01).

Holothuria farcimen Selenka 1867, p. 330, Taf. XVIIL, Fig. 65.—

Semper 1867—'68, pp. 92, 279.—Lampert 1885, p. 68.—Théel 1886cr, p.

220.— Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 329.—Perrier : 00, p. 299.

Locality :—Azores (Selenka '67).

21. Holothuria editlls Lesson.

Holothuria edulis Lesson 1830, pp. 125-6, Taf. XLVL, Fig. 2.—Selenka

1867, p. 341.—Semper 1867—'68, pp. 89, 278, Taf. XXXI., Fig. 7, Taf.

XXXIL, Fig. 4, Taf. XXXIIL, Fig. 3, Taf. XXXVI., Fig. 2, 5, 9, 10.—

Semper 1869, p. 120.—Ludwig 1882, p. 137.—Lampert 1885, p. 81.—Théel
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1886a, p. 216.—Ludwig 1887^ p. 1227.—Ludwig 1888, p. 807.—Ludwig

1889—92, p. 329.—Kent 1893, p. 237.—Sluitei: 1894, p. 103.—Koehler

1895c/, p. 281.—SLuiTEii 1895, p. 79.—Bedford 1899o, p. 147.—Ludwig

1899, p. 559.—Sluitee 1901&, p. 8.

Trepang edulis Jaecœk 1833, p. 24.

—

^Beandt 1835, p. 57.

Holothuria fuscoc'imrea Selenka 1867, p. 337, Taf. XTX., Fig. 86.

Holotliuria signala Ludwig 1874, p. 23, Fig. 36.

—

Lampeut 1885, p. 64.

—Théel 1886a, p. 222.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Lami-ert 1896, p. 53.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Remar'ks :—Coloring very cliaracteristic in fresh state. It is

violet-black on the dorsum and bright red on the ventram.

Pedicels and papilla? in a somewhat contracted state appear

black. In alcohol, the dorsum is violet-black, while the sides

and ventrum are light grey with a tinge of red in some parts.

In fresh condition, the three specimens from Sokari measured

respectively :

Length in cm. 27 25 23

Cii'cnmference in cm. 12 8 8

In alcohol the above specimens have contracted to 13, 12,

and 8.5 cm. in length respectively. A large preserved specimen

from Satsukawa measures 16 cm.

Dorsal papillae are black, minute, less numerous than the

ventral pedicels. The latter appear as dark dots on the light

grey surface. On most specimens these are most numerous on

each side of the ventral median line, which, together witli a

lateral line on each side, has hardly a single pediccd.

Polian vesicles 2—3, to the left of the dorsal mesentery.

Stone-canals minute and in a Inmdle of — 7 on each side of the

dorsal mesentery.

Calcareous deposits are of tw^o kinds—tables and buttons.

Tables are of a peculiar shape. There is liardly any disk de-

veloped. The spire, which is tolerably iiigh and has one cross-

piece, ends in a crown which is larger than the other end.

Each of tlie four corners of tlie square crown has generally three

or more teeth, pointing as the three dimensions of space. Often five

pillars are present in the spire. Buttons are small. There are

some which approach regular buttons, Imt most of them are

simple lozenge-shaped pieces with four openings, of which two

are large and two are small. There arc many imperfect buttons.
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Tlie species is called " Akami-Shildri " (red flesh holothu-

rian) in Amami-Oshima. Although I have no specimens from

Okinawa, I am told hy Nabisa, an intelligent Liu-kiuan, that

although rare it occurs there, and is known as " Aka-wata "

(red belly).

The animal is found at 2—3 fathoms' depth.

Localit// :—Aden (Sempeu '69) ; Mozanihique (Semper '67) ; Tumhntn

(Lampert '96); Zanzihar (Ludwig '99); Ceylon (Ludwig '87); Java

( Ludwig '82, Sluiter '94) ; Lnmn-Tjinnn (Sluiter : 01) ; Saleyer L (Sluiter

: 01) ; Ceram (Sluiter : 01) ; Haingsisi (Sluiter : 01) ; Timor (Ludwig '82)
;

Celehes (Ludwig '82) ; Moluccas (liESSON '30, Sluiter '95) ; Bohol, Philip-

pines (Seiniper '67) ; Amhoina (Selenka '67, Ludwig '82, Ludwig '88,

Sluiter '94) ; Caroline Is. (Lesson '30) ; Marshall Is. (Lampert '85) ; Great

Barrier Kief (Kent '93) ; New Holland (Lesson '30) ; New Britain (Théel

'86) ; Lifu (Bedford '99) ; Fiji (Théel '86) ; Tahiti (Ludwig '74) ; Manjuyod ;

Ogasawara Is. ; Osnmi.

22. Molothuria inipatietis (Forskâl).

(Textfig. 17).

Fisiularia impatiens Forskal 1775, pp. 121-2, Taf. XXXIX., Fig. B.—

Lamarck 1816, p. 76.

—

Lamarck 1840, p. 448.

Holoihuria impallens LmNÉ 1788, p. 3142, Nr. 21.

—

Selenka 1867, p.

340.—Semper 1867-68, p. 277.—Semper 1869, p. 120.—Gray 1872, p. 123.—

Ludwig 1879, p. 569.—v. Marenzeller 1874, p. 320.—Ludwig 1879, p. 569.

—Haacke 1880, p. 46.—Ludwig 1880, p. 6.—Ludwig 1882, p. 136.—Ludwig

1883, p. 169.—Bell 1884, p. 510.—Lampert 1885, p. 65.—Théel 1886rr,

pp. 179, 233-4, PI. VIIL, fig. 9.—Bell 1886, p. 28.—Théel 1886^ p. 7.—

Ludwig 1887«, p. 31.—Ludwig 18876, p. 1226.—Bell 1887«, p. 140.—Bell

1887^ p. 654.—Sluiter 1887, p. 193.—Ludwig 1888, p. 806.—Beul 1888,

p. 389.—(?) Herouard 1888.—Herouard 1889, p. 677.—Ludwig 1889-

'92, p. 329, Taf. XYH., Fig. 2.—Herouard 1893, p. 134.—Kent 1893, p.

237,—Sluiter 1893, p. 103.—(?) Koeiiler 1894, p. 422.—Koehler 18956,
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p. 12, Fig. 11.

—

KoEHLER 1895ri, p. 282.—Slüiter 1895, p. 78.—Klaipert

1896, p. 54.—Bordas 1898, pp. 568-570.—Östergren lSd8h, pp. 233-237.—

Bedford 1899a, pp 840-1.—Ludwig 1899, p, 558.—Bedford 1899Z>, p. 145.—

Bordas 1899«, p. 16 PI. T.—Bordas 1899Z>, pp. 187-204, p. 4.—Russo 1899,

pp. 133-141, PI ma.—Ptusso 1900, pp. 38-41.—Sluiter 1901?;, p. 9.-^

Clark 1901?>, p. 258.—Cl.yrk 1902^7, p. 528.

Holothuria flava Quoy & Gadiard 1833, p. 135.

Trepang impatiens Jaeger 1833, p. 25.

Thyone impatiens Blainville 1834, pp. 193-4.

Holothuria (Caniarosoma) impatiens Brandt 1835, p. 53.

Sporadipus impatiens Grube 1840, pp. 35, 36-7.

Holothuria hoteUus Selenka 1867, pp. 335-6, Taf. XIX., Figs. 82-84.—

Semper 1867-68, pp. 82, 248-9, Taf. XXIL, Taf. XXXTIT., Fig. 2, Taf.

XXXV., Figs. 15, IG, Taf. XXXVII., Fig. 13, Taf. XXXVIII., Figs. 3, 4,

7.—Selenka 1868, p. 117.—Kent 1893, p. 238.

Holothuria impatiens (j)ctiHus) var. LuD^YIG 1874, p. 36, Fig. 51.

Holothuria hctella Graeffe 1881, p. 344.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Mm. grosser Basis stehend, in der Form von denen aller übrigen

Holothurien durch die mehrfache Verbindung dor vier Haupt -

Stäbchen durch Querleisten ausgezeichnet. Die zahlreichen

schnallenförmigen Gebilde der Bindegewebsschichte flach, 0,075-

0,1 Mm. lang. Alle Fiisschen besitzen in ihren Wandungen

Stützstäbchen von 0,2 Mm. Länge.—Farbe der Tliiere dunkel-

braunroth, graubraun ; bisweilen grau und braun gefleckt

bis zu 25 Cm. Länge, Die Tentakeln sind klein, hellbraun.

Kalkring ziemlich klein, ganz älmlich dem von Hol. grisea.

Lunge nicht sehr reich verästelt ; C'itvier'scIio Organe blinddarm-

förmig. PoLi'sche Blase einfach ; Steincanal frei, klein, mit

lanzettförmigen Madreporenköpfchen. Geschlechtsöffnung auf dem

Rücken, einige Millimeter liinter dem Papillenkranze, welcher

die Mundöffnung umstellt." (Selenka 1867, p. 335). "Die

Färbung des lebenden Thieres ist sehr variabel, meist gelbbraun

mit grossen unregelmässigen Flecken, mitunter ganz einfarbig

gelb, oder auch fast schwarz Die CuviER'schen Schläuche

sind 4-5 Cm. lang bei 2 Mm. Dicke. PoLi'sche Blasen 2, bei

einigen sogar 5 Der immer einfache Steincanal variirt

sehr in Grösse Audi die Stählchen der Haut sind

ziemlich variabel. In Selenka's Originalexemplar hat die Melu'-

zahl derselben allerdings die 2 Queräste des Stieles, die er als

so l)esonders charakteristisch für diese Art ansgiebt, doch finde

ich auch einzelne mit nur einem Querast darunter ; bei andern

Exemplaren ist dagegen die letztere Form überwiegend gegen die

typische mit 2 Querästen." (Semper 1807-8, p. 82). " Unter

einer ganzen Zahl von Holothurien von Tahiti fand ich ein

Exemplar ,welches in allen Stücken mit den typischen Exem-

plaren dieser Art übereinstimmt, jedoch in der Färbimg des Kör-

pers eine interessante Varietät darbietet. Die Haut ist nämlich hell
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gelbbraiiii und trägt ;uif dein Rücken zwei Längsreihen dunkel-

brauner Flecken, wodurch dieses Individuum auf den ersten

Anschein zu Hol. pardalis Sei. zu gehören scheint." (Ludwig

1874). " Scheibe der sehr grossen Stiihlchen fast stets mit 8

peripherischen Löchern. Stiel in zahlreiche Zacken auslaufend ;

sehr oft mit 2, manchmal mit 1 Querleiste ; da aber der Stiel

sehr plump, so ist, wenn auch eine DoppelVerbindung vorhanden

ist, diese doch schwer zu sehen Haut rauh."' (Lampert

1885). "The symmetrical buttons have always six holes

Papilhe numerous, equally distributed all over the body, and

situated on rounded Avarts." (Thkel 1880«). "Body in exten-

sion elongate subcyhndrical, tapering anteriorly ; thickly beset

with wart-like elevations that represent the bases of the tactile

acetal)ula ; colour of the general surface of the body grey, that

of the wart-like papillne liglit yellow; oral tentacles, ventral

pedicels and tactile acetabula hght yellow."' (Kent).

Remarks :— All the specimens I have examined are rather

small. The Sakibaru specimen is 5.7 l)y 2.3 cm. in its

present contracted state. The Inanze specimens are respectively

3.5, 4, 3.5, 3.7 cm. long in the contr;icted state. The Paumotu

specimens are respectively 3.7 and 2.4 cm. long. But when

living, they must have ])een twice or more than twice as long^

as all the specimens are wrinkled transversely over the whole

l3ody. They are all rough and tough to the touch.

The Sakibaru specimen is greyish lirown Avith dark-brown,

almost purplish, patches scattered over the dorsal surface,

especially near the anterior end ; dark brown spots are also

scattered mostly on the dorsum but some als() on the ventrum.

The tips of the ambulacral appendages are straw-yellow. The

Inanze specimens are also dark-brown, or almost purplish, and
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grey-brown mixed and mottled in various ways. The Panraotu

specimens show likewise a mixture of purplish brown and grey-

brown areas and patches. The tips of the pedicels have remained

straw-yellow, which is no doubt the color in the living animal.

In all the specimens the ventrum is somewhat lighter.

In the accepted descriptions, the ambulacral appendages are

put down as papilla) all over the body, but in the specimens

examined, the ventral appendages have well-developed end-plates

and must therefore be called pedicels. Hence they must be

described- as having dorsal papilla) and ventral pedicels. In this

respect, the specimens are like //. howensis, but tliey agree in all

other details so strongly with //. impaliens tliat they must be put

in the latter species. In fact I am led to suspect that //. hoicensis

is a variety of //. impatiens, the only point of difference being that

in the former some of the buttons have knobs on the middle beam.

OsTERGREN (p. 235) says :
" Wenn man kleine Exemplare dieser

Art (//. i))ipaiic")2s) untersucht, findet man die Füsschen ganz wie bei

//. aphanes geordnet. Auf der Eückenseite sind alle papillenförmig,

während man auf dem Bauche in den 3 Eadien Doppelreihen

von Füsschen mit typischer Form findet. Während des Wachs-

thums entstehen dann sowohl auf den Interradien des Bauches,

als auf dem Eücken zahlreiche von Warzen getragene Papillen.

Auch unter den radialen Füsschen auf der Bauchseite Avird die

Haut war/ig verdickt, weshalb diese Füsschen irrig als Papillen

aufgefasst worden sind, obgleich sie auch bei Erwachsenen

grosse Saugscheiben haben."

In the Sakibaru specimen, which is the least contracted of

all the specimens in my possession, the appendages can be recog-

nized as forming rows on the ambulacra. They are all borne on

rounded eminences or warts of more or less prominence. Those
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on the anterior part of the dorsum have the most eonspicuous

"svarts.

The calcareous bodies are tables and buttons. Tables

(textfig. 17 a, h) are large and very thickly spread on the surface

of the body. On examin-

ing with a hand-lens, the

spires of the tables may

be recognized as minute,

thickly-set spines sticking

out from the surface of

the body. The basal disk

^
Textfig. 17.

has a smooth margm and^ iLolothur'ui imitntwns : a, h—
is almost always 0.1 mm. Tables; <•—Button. (<y/.x270.)

in diameter and somewhat rectangular with rounded corners.

It has eight large holes in the periphery and one larger

central hole. Over the central hole rises the spire with four

columns. It is about 0.08 mm. in heiglit, and tapers gradually

upward. It has mostly two crossbeams besides the coronal

connection. Over ten teeth project not only from the crown

but also from the columns at the level of the crossbeams. Tables

with one crossbeam are also frequently met with in some

specimens. Buttons (c) are regular, almost always with three

pairs of holes. The margin is smooth and somewhat crenate.

Supporting rods in the ambulaeral appendages have expansions

in the middle and at the two ends.

In the Sakibaru specimen wdiicli was opened, two long

Polian vesicles were found, one 3.8 cm. and the other 1.7 cm.

long. Stone-canal one, on the right side of the dorsal mesentery,

free, with an enlarged and elongated head. Sexual origans stiJI

small and immature. Cuvierian organ a bundle of about -!(),
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thick, unbrcincliod, nomatodo-likc structures (longest about cm.

long) with spiral markings on them, starting from the common

part of the respiratory tree.

Locality:—Mediterranean (Grube '40, Lud\\ici '79, v. Makenzelleh

74) ; Dalmatia (Sempeu '67-'68, Ludwig '79) ; Trieste (Graeffe '81)
;

Banynls-snr-mer (Hekouaud '88, '89; ; La Ciotat (Koehlek '94) ; Naples

(Ludwig '79) ; Polma (.Semper '67-'(J8) ; Nice (Semper '67-'68)
; Red Sea

(FoRSKAL 1775, Semper. '67-'68)
; Lisel Perini (Ludwig '87j ; Suez (Jaeger

'33, Semper '67-'()8, Gray '72, Herouard '93); Kosseir (Lampert '85);

Zanzibar (Selenka '67, Ludwig '99) ; Bueni (L.vmpeüt '9ß) ; Tnmbatu

(Lampeiît '96) ; M(.zinibi<ine (Semper '69, Bell '84) ; Ina,n de Nova

(Ludwig '99) ; Madagascar (Ludwig 'S3) ; Gudîing, Seychelles (LA:\n^Eirr

'85)
; Malie', Seyclielles (Ludwig '99) ; Mauritius (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83,

Théel '86) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87, Bell '87) ; Andaman Is. (Bell '87)
;

Bay of Bengal (Bell '88) ; Nicobar (Semper '67-'68)
; Elpliinstone I., Mer-

gui (Bell '86)
; WilUehniua Bay near Padan.ü; (Sluiteh '95) ; Java (Sempei;

'67-68); Batavii, Ta.useud Inseln, Billitou (Sluiter '87); Pulo Edam

(Ludwig '88); Noord Wacliter Eiland (Ludwig '88); Ins:4 Taam ; Borna;

Saleyer ; Kabala dua ; Lumu-Lumu ; Sanguisiapo ; Lucipara Is.; Pulu-

Passi-Tanette, Insel Damar, Seba (Savu^ ; Bai von Bima ; Insel Karake-

l;in^- ; Bai von Pidjot ; Insel Kabaëna, Obi major, Muaras-Riff ; Insöl Siau ;

W. Küste Binougka ; Pulu Barang ; Labuan Badja, Waru-Bai (Sluiter

: Ol) ; Amboina (Sfmper '(î7-'68, LuDWKf '82, '88, Sluiter '94, Ivoehler,

'95, Sluiter : Ol) ; Timor (Ludwig '82, Lampert '85, Sluiter : Ol) ; Banda

(Ludwig '82)
; Cebu (Lampert '85) ; PJndippine (Sempei; '67-'68)

; PeleAv Is.

(Semper. '(J7-'68) ; Caps York (LuDwn; '83); New Ilolltuid ((^uoy and

Gaim.vri) '33) ; Great Barrier Ileef (Kent '93) ; Lifn, Loyalty I. (Bedeoi;])

'99)
; Fiji (Sempei; '67-'68, Lampep/p '85, Théel '86) ; llotuma (Bedford

'99)
; Mac Kean's L (Semper '67-'68)

; Samoa (Semper '67-'68, Théel

'86)
; Apia and Eooa (Théel '86) ; Tonga Is. (Théel 'SG) ; Society Id.

(Selenka '67)
; Tahiti (Ludwig '74) ; Sandwich Is. (Selexk.v '67, Théel

'86)
; Marquesas Is. (ThÉel '86) ; Charles I. and James I , Galapagos
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(Théel '8G); Gakpao-os (Théel '86, Claek : 02) ; Pjiuamu (Selenka 'G7)
;

Surinam (Ludwig 74) ; Tortngas, Florida (Selenka '(]7) ; St. Bartliolonu'Av

(Théel '86) ; Pauiuotn ; Liu-Kin Is.

23. HolotJiuria isin/a^ s]). u.

^xtfio-. 18).

Specimens examined :
—^Tliree individuals from ('In'nonziki, Okinawa T.

(Sei. Coll., Spec. No. 1188, a, b, c.) taken for me at three fathoms' deptli

l)y divers under the direeticm of Nablsa, an enthusiastic native collector,

during my trip to OkinaAva in the spring of 1901.

Description.—Specimens very deep purple to almost black

except the rather narrow brownish streak in the dorsal median

line. Similar color aronnd the anus and, in two specimens at

least, in some parts of the ventrum (probably due to discolora-

tion in alcohol). Pedicels all over tlie body, on the dorsum as

well as on the ventrum, and on ambulacra as well as on inter-

ambulacra, except in the dorsal median browu streak, which is

very conspicuous even in Hfe and has long papilla? of the same

color. Five groups of several papilla} ai'ound the anus. Pedicels

wliite-tipped in fresh state. Polian vesicle single, long. Stone-

canal single, free, dorsal.

In fresh condition one foot or more in lengtli. In alcohol,

highly contracted: three specimens measure 11x7, 10x7.5, and

9x6.5 cm. respectively.

Calcareous deposits are tallies and buttons (textfig. 18 a—;/').

In one specimen, many of the tables consist simply of disks,

irregular in shape, with uneven and spinous margin ; the spire

represented ]jy short simple knobs. The two other specimens

show a more or less partly formed spire to the tables, and
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Textfig. IS.

Holnthuria îsuga :

a— c—Tables of dorsum:

(7—/—Same of ventrum.

(x300).

Remarhs

besides these, some very peculiar

modifications of tlie table. The

edges of the crown, which may or

may not be complete, send out-

ward processes which unite with

similar processes arising from the

outer parts of the disk. The re-

sult is sometimes a very irregular

and complicated figure. Buttons

are mostly irregular in shape.

I must confess that I have been sorely puzzled

over these specimens. It seems probable, judging from w^hat has

been l)rought out in Stlchojms japonlcus, that the tables found in

these specimens are senile forms. We must then judge by those

of the specimens that show the tables in a nearly perfect state. It

is evident that my specimens are closely related to liolothuria

vagalmnda. But there is this difference : in //. vaçiahunda the

more imperfect the tables are, the larger becomes the crown of

the spire in comparison with the disk, while in the specimens under

treatment the crowns are much smaller than the disk. It seemed

to me that my specimens come also very close to //. fusco-ruhra,

but in that species the pedicels should be '• much more numerous

than the dorsal papihas which are comparatively few, so that an

obvious line of demarcation is discernible between the dorsal and

the ventral surfaces " (Thkel '80, }). 182), whereas in my speci-

mens the pedicels extend all over the liody except on the narrow

median dorsal streak wiiicli has long papilla>, and there is no

obvious demarcation between the dorsal and the ventral surface.

Moreover, for //. fusco-ruhra no mention was made by Thkel of the

peculiarly modified tables, although this may be duo to the fact
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that he had only a single specimen which may have happened
to be like the one of my specimens before alluded to. Again my
specimens showed more or less likeness to //. curiosa and //.

lagcena, without however fitting in exactly with either of these.

It has therefore been thought best to put them separately by
themselves as a distinct species, although it is with great re-

luctance that I introduce a new name. At the same time, it

would not surprise me at all to be told hereafter that these

specimens are old individuals of an already known species, e.^r,

of H. vagabimda. At present, however, there are no data for

making such an assertion.

The specific name isuga is the name given by the natives

of Okinawa to this species, as I am told by Nabisa.

24. Molofhnria lubrïca Selenka, var. niœhil (Ludwig).

(Textfig. 19).

Eolothuria mœhii Ludwig 1883, pp. 171-2.—Lampeet 1885, p. 90.

Theel 1886a, p. 206.—Ludwig 1889-'92, p. 330.

Specimens examined :—

•

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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ambulacrum. A bundle of several (up to 13 or more) stone

-

canals on each side of the dorsal mesentery. A bundle of very

numerous fine Cuvierian tubes about 3 mm. long, on the basal

common part of the respiratory tree.

One specimen measured in life 21.5 cm. When contracted,

naturally much smaller, ± 8 cm. long. Skin flaccid and soft to

the touch.

I have been able to make out very interesting changes in

the calcareous deposits of this variety according to age. I shall

begin with a description of the deposits in fully grown in-

dividuals. These have been already characterized by Ludwig,

but I find some differences in details. The most characteristic

and most numerous elements among them are the flat, some-

times more or less bent, granulated rods (textfig. 19 e—/).

Their sizes are 0.100x0.024—0.120x0.024 mm. Most frequent-

ly their entire surface is finely granulated ; but often the granu-

lation may disappear, and then the rods appear smooth. Along

their edge on both sides, they send out short simple processes.

Very often these processes bifurcate and may unite with

similar neighboring processes, producing a series of small holes

near the edge. All these characters appear in various com-

binations and permutations. Among these smooth rods ara

occasionally found. Ludwig states that smooth rods are found

only on the ventral perisome, but if what I call smooth rods

are the same as what Ludwig refers to, they are found also in

the dorsal. They are entirely smooth, and much smaller than

granulated rods. Their size is at the most ± 0.10 mm., and may

be 0.07— 0.06 mm. Typically spindle-shaped, they may some-

times be simple rods, or such with the two ends slightly

bifurcated. They are never numerous ; on the contrary, they
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are few and far between, so that they may easily be over-

looked. It was a long time before I was sure of their

presence. I am still doubtful whether in some specimens

Textfig. 19.

Jlolothurin luhrica var. mœhii: a—Tal le ; h, c—H shaped lodies;

f?—/- Granulated rods. (xSOO).

they may not be entirely absent. As I have stated above, I

can not be sure whether they are the smooth rods referred to

by Ludwig in his description of //. mœhii, for he does not men-

tion their size or frequency. I see no reason, however, for

assuming them to be different, and in Li^dwig's specimens they

may have been somewhat more abundant than in mine.

In the wall of the ventral pedicels, close to the end-plates,

are found H- shaped supporting rods as described by Ludwig

{b, c). These I have found in all the adult specimens except

those from Shimo-Koshiki, Satsuma (No. 1257). The said bodies

we may consider as characteristic of var. mœhii. Besides them

there are sometimes more open supporting rods.

In addition to the three kinds of deposits above mentioned,

there occur very slender, small, fine, non-granulated rods with at
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the most a few short teeth along the sides. Such rods are

found especially in the dorsal papillae.

The above four kinds of calcareous deposits we may consider

as appertaining to fully grown var. mœUL But there are some

striking facts brought out when we examine the young. Among
the numerous specimens fi'om Kominato (No. 1244) there are some

young. Examination of the two smallest, respectively 2.3x0.8

cm. and 3.5x1.0 cm., shows that these contain granulated rods as

usual, but smooth rods I have not succeeded in detecting. They

have no H- shaped bodies. Of tables they have a few.

These mostly consist of the disk alone, sometimes large and

sometimes with only the central holes. They are found in both

the dorsum and the ventrum, but more frequently in the former.

They are never present in any large number, and may easily be

overlooked. They are different from those of //. cinemscens. In

a somewhat larger (5.5x2.4 cm.) specimen from Kominato (No.

1244/), and in another from Natsui (No. 1249, 4.0 x1.3 cm.),

there are granulated rods and a few tables, but not the H-shaped

bodies. Curiously enough, that specimen from Kominato possesses

some .well-developed tables with tall spire. This is built of four

slender pillars with 1—3 cross-beams, but is without a special crown.

In a Kominato specimen (No. 1224 d) of 7x2 cm., I was able to

detect just one table in an area of about one square centimetre,

so that tables may remain here and there even in tolerably

large specimens.

Remarks :—If we now tabulate the results brought out

above, they will appear thus :

—
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Name
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ist das untersuchte ]Material zu geringfügig, um mit Entschieden-

heit eine solche Aufeinanderfolge der Kalkkörper in der Entwick-

lung des Individuums behaupten zu können ; doch macht die

sicher Constatierte Beobachtung Baue's von dem analogen Vorgange

bei Sijnapta digifata eine solche Deutung der oben angegebenen

Thatsachen jedenfalls sehr wahrscheinlich" (Sempee 1867— 8, p. 92).

Also Ludwig says of //. lubrica (1887c/, p. 4) :
—" Bei dem

kleinsten, nur 1.5 cm. langen Exemplare finden sich aber ausser-

dem in der Nähe der Endscheibchen der Füsschen auch noch

durchlöcherte Kalkgebilde, welche zwar kleinen Aufsatz haben,

sonst aber an die von Sempee bei seiner H. erhiaceus var. pygmaca

beschriebenen und abgebildeten Kalkkörper erinneren." Here it

is evident that Ludwig too observed the presence of tables or at

least of their disks in the young of IL luhrica.

I think there is hardly any question that the specimens I

have examined belong to H. moehii Ludwig. At any rate, I do

not feel justified in establishing a new species, as there is no sub-

stantial ground to build it on. There can also bo no doubt that

it is closely allied to //. luhrica and other related species as was

pointed out by Theel. The only point of diiference besides

that in the arrangement of stone canals, is the fact that there are

H-shaped supporting rods in H. moehii. But even these may some-

times be absent as in the specimens from Koshiki (No. 1257).

It may be supposed that these specimens do not belong to //.

moehii but to some other species. But a careful dissection shows

that they are exactly like the other specimens of H. moehii, so

that I do not feel justified in specifically separating it from them.

At the same time, the absence of H-shaped bodies and the shape

of the rods make them identical with //. glaherrima Selenka or

H. marenzelleri Ludwig.
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All these facts have puzzled me considerably, and the best

and most satisfactory solution seems to be the following assumption:

—There is a very extensive species which by reason of the law

of priority ought to be called H. lubrica Ludwig. This has

produced or is in the process of producing local varieties with

many intermediate forms. As belonging to the species indicated

I consider the following varieties :

—

(1) var. moehii (Ludwig)

Literature given aljove.

Locality :—Hongkong (Ludwig '83) ; Mauritius (Théel '86).

(2) var. glaherrima (Selenka).

Holothuria glaherrima Selenka 1867, p. 328, Taf. XYHI., Figg. 57, 58.—

Semper 1867—'68, pp. 92, 279.—Lampekt 1885,p. 90.—Théel 1886«,

p. 205.—Sluiter 1895, p. 78.—Lampert 1896, pp. 56—59.—Ludwig 1898&,

p. 431—Clark 1901&, p. 258.

Locality :—Hayti (Selenka '67) ; Baliama (Selenka '67) ; Panama (Se-

lenka '67) ; Port Rico (Clark : 01) ; Surinam (Semper '67—'68) ; Savanilla,

St. Thomas (Lampert '85) ; Caracas (Lampert '85) ; Nord See (Sluiter '95).

It is acknowledged by all that H. erinaceus Semper with its variety

jjygmœa is identical with H. glaherrima. I append here its literature and

distribution :

—

Holotlmria erinaceus Semper 1867—'68, pp. 91, 250, 279, Taf. XXX.,

Fig. 24, Taf. XXXIV., Fig. 9, Taf. XXXV., Fig. 14, Taf. XXXVI.,

Fig. 11, Taf. XXXVni., Figg. 1, 2. Lampert 1885, pp. 90—91.—

Théel 1886«, p. 206.—Sluiter 1887, pi. 186.—Sluiter 1895, p. 78.—

I;ampert 1896, pp. 56—59.—Ludwig 1898«, p. 434.

Holothuria erinaceus var. pygmœa Semper 1867—'68, pp. 91—92, Taf.

XXX., Figg. 23—24.—Lampert 1885, pp. 90—91.—Théel 1886«, p. 206.

Locality .-—Bohol (Semper '67—8) ; Viti (Semper '67—8) ; Albay, Luzon

(Semper '67—8)
; Port Mackay, N. E. Australia (Semper '67—S) ; Fiji (Théel

'86); Simda Sfa-ait (Sluiter '87); Amljoiua (Sluiter '95); Cocos I. (Sluiter '9.5).
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(3) var. luhrica (Selenka).

Holothuria lubrica Selenka 1867, p. 329, Taf. X\Tn., Figs. 59—60.—

Semper 1867—68, pp. 92, 251, 279.—Ludwig 1882, p. 137.—Lampert

1885, p. 90.—Théel 1886«, p. 205.—Théel 1886/>, p. 7.—Ludwig 1887«,

p. 4.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Luipert 1896, pp. 56—59.—Ludwig

1898, p. 435.—Ludwig 1899, p. 560.—Sluiter 1901&, p. 8.

Locality :
—Acapiüco (Seienilv '67) ; Mazatlan (Se^iper '67—8, Théel

'86) ; Saugliir, Moluccas (Ludwig '82) ; Amboiim (Lampert '85) ; St. Bar-

tholomew (Théel '86) ; Saleyer (Sluiter : 01) ; Labiiaii Pandaii (Sluiter

: 01) ; Labnan Badjo (Sluiter : 01) ; Damner (Sluiter : 01).

(4) var. parva (Keauss).

Holothuria pmrva Lampert 1885, p. 246, Fig. 38.

—

Théel 1886«,

p. 264.—Lampert 1896, pp. 56—59.—Ludwig 1899, 560.

Locality :—Nata,l (Lampert '65) ; Ras Mnliesa bei Pangaui (Lampert

'96); Bawi, Zanzibar (Ludwig '99).

(5) var. marenzelleri (Ludwig).

Holothuria marenzélleri Ludwig 1883, pp. 167—8.

—

Lampert 1885,

p. 91.—Théel 1886«, p. 207.—Théel 1886^>, p. 8.—Ludwig 1887«, p. 2,

Taf. IT., Fig. 12.—Ludwig 18876, p. 1229.—Sluiter 1887, p. 186.—Ludwig

1888, p. 810.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Slitter 1894, p. 104.—Sluiter

IQdlh, p. 7.—Clark 19026, p. 528.

Holothuria andersoni Bell 1886, p. 28.

Locality :—^Naugkami (Ludwig '83, Théel '86) ; Mergiii (Bell '86)
;

Galapagos (Ludwig '87, Théel '86, Clark : 02) ; Sunda Strait (Sluiter '87);

Pulo Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Noordwachter Eiland (Ludwig '88) ; Amboina

(Sluiter '94) ; Labuau Pandan (Sluiter : 01) ; Bima (Sluiter : 01) ; La-

buan Badjo (Sluiter : 01).

To judge by Ludwig's figures (1887a), this form is nothing

but H. lubrica with very broad rods. Among the specimens of

//. mœbii in my possession there is a considerable range of
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variation in the widtli of the rods, and some of the broad ones

approach tliose of this variety figured by Ludwig.

There can be no doubt that H. kapiolanîœ Bell fi'om the

Sandwich Is. ought to be placed in H. luhrica. Whether it be-

longs to one of the above varieties, or constitutes a distinct va-

riety, I have no means of ascertaining.

H. icilleyi Bedfoed from Blanche Bay, New Britain, described

from two specimens respectively 2.2 cm. and 1.7 cm. in length,

is undoubtedly the young of some form belonging to this species.

Like the young animals I have studied (see above), they had

granulated rods (up to 0.125 mm.), smooth rods (up to 0.1 mm.)

and a few scattered tables with reduced spire, but lacked the H-

sliaped supporting rods.

It will be seen from the above Kst of localities that each

variety, as a matter of general fact, has its own region of

distribution. There are probably two reasons for this : 1) these

varieties are more or less local as I have stated above, and 2)

the determination by each investigator has been more or less

influenced by the identitication of previous authors.

25. Molofhuria inacleari Bell.

(Textfig. 20).

Holothurla madeari Bell 1884, p. 152, PI. IX., fig. G.

—

Lampert 1885,

p. 74.—TnÉEL 1886^, p. 218.—LudwiCx 1889—92, p. 330.
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Specimens examined :—

•

99

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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these specimens with H. macleari Bell, the description of which

leaves much to be desired. But the calcareous bodies, so far as

described by Bell, and the characteristic markings agree so close-

ly with it that I feel justified in putting these specimens in the

species named.

Tentacles 20, yellow. In the present contracted state, the

largest specimen measures 5x2 cm. and the smallest 2.3x1 cm.

In the living state, they were much larger and more slender.

The one I figured while living was 9x1 cm.

Pedicels on the ventrum, papilla} on the dorsum : the former

more numerous than the latter. When contracted, it is possible

to make out that both are placed on the ambulacra. On the

dorsum, there are two rows of the papillœ on each of the dorsal

ambulacra. On the ventral median ambulacrum there are two

rows of pedicels, which appear more crowded in alcoholic speci-

mens. On each of the lateral ambulacra, which mark the bound-

ary of the dorsal and ventral surfaces, there are again two rows,

of which one row consists of papillœ and the other of pedicels.

When living and stretched out, it is difficult to make out these

rows, the appendages appearing as if irregularly scattered over

the ambulacra as well as the interambulacra.

The ground color is chestnut brown, which changes into dark

chestnut when the animal is contracted in alcohol. The ambu-

lacral appendages are white, each being surrounded at base by a

whitish area which gradually merges without any sharp demarca-

tion into the surrounding chestnut color. The tip of the append-

ages is straw yellow. The white areas that mark the appendages

are very conspicuous, especially on the dorsum. In contracted

alcoholic specimens these are seen to be arranged in longitudinal

rows as well as in transverse rings, an appearance wliich, I take
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it, is that referred to in Bell's description. In life the append-

ages are longitudinally elongated but in alcohol transversely elon-

gated, as described by Bell. This seems to be a difference due

merely to the state of contraction.

There are three kinds of calcareous bodies. ( i ) Tables in a

very closely arranged layer (textfig. 20 h, c). They have a disk

with smooth margin. Around the large central opening there is a

very neat circle of small holes, ±12 in number. Of these the

four in the radii of the spire-pillars are often larger than the

others. The size of the disk 0.05—0.06 mm. The spire is built

of four pillars with one cross beam. The crown has ± 12

teeth, (ii) Buttons in a layer below that of the tables. Most

numerous are the regularly shaped buttons with three

pairs of holes {a). Some others show four or five pairs

of holes. Some more or less crenate

in the margin, others not. Not un-

commonly the holes are asym-

metrically present in that either

one or more of them on one side

have run together, or one is altogeth-

er without a vis-à-vis on the op-

posite side. The buttons measure

0.06—O.OTGmm. in length. The

above tables and buttons must be

considered as agreeinir well with

Textfig. 20.

Ilolothurkt macleari : a — Calcareous

ring ; b, c—Tjibles ; d—Button ; e, f—
Small imperfect button.. (6-/x 300 . thoSC givCU lU BeLl's figUrCS. (iÜ)
I—Interradialia ; E—Radialia.

Below the above mentioned two

layers, in the under skin, there are somewhat sparsely scattered,

much more minute buttons, only 0.02—0.036 mm. in size. They

are sometimes mere oval rings. (/), but more fi'equently show a
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pair or so of openings (e). These minute buttons are not men-

tioned by Bell, but as they are placed much deeper than the

tables and ordinary buttons, they might easily be overlooked, and

were probably not noticed by Bell.

The supporting rods of the pedicels and papillae are large

button-like plates and slender dendritic rods. Ventral pedicels

are supplied with large, and dorsal papillœ with small, end-

plates.

Eeproductive organs are present on the left side only ; they

were still very small in the specimen examined. Polian vesicles

three, of which one was filiform and the other two more or less

club-shaped, the largest being 1.5 cm. long. Stone-canal single ;

dorsally situated on the right of the dorsal mesentery, with a pea-

shaped madreporic body. Cuvierian organ was a bundle of un-

branched finger-hke tubes attached to the stem of the respiratory

tree. Calcareous ring as shown in textfig. 20 a, the radial pieces

being 2 mm. high.

The above species is close to H. oxurropa Slititee. But in

the latter species, the arrangement of ambulacral appendages in

regular rows can be detected neither on the dorsum nor on the

ventrum, the appendages are without white areas around the base,

and the dorsal papilloe lack calcareous deposits except small

end-plates ; while in my specimens of //. macleari they are covered

with numerous tables and buttons, the stone-canal is attached,

and Polian vesicles are 8—12 in number.

This species also closely resembles H. infesta Sluitek in

having three kinds of calcareous bodies, but in that species, the

innermost layer consists of slender rods slightly thorny at the

ends. Further, the species show close resemblance to //. lamperti

Ludwig, H. curiosa Ludwig and H. fusco-luhra Theel. I should
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not be surprised if some of tliese names should turn out to be

synonyms of H. macleari.

Locality ;—Clairmont and Bird Is. (Bell '84) ; Rodiigiiez I. (Bell '84);

Okinawa I. ; Ogasawara Is. ; Pliilippiue Is.

26, Solothuria maculata (Be.\ndt).

Sporadqyus {Acdpos) maciäatüs Be.\xdt 1835, pp. 46—47.

—

Ludwig

1881«, p. 595.

Holotlturia maculata Selexka 1867, p. 331.—Ludwig 1883, p. 168.—L.\m-

PEET 1885, p. 73, Fig. 6.~Bell 1887«, p. 140.—Ludwig 1887«, p. 2.—Bell
1888, p. 389.—Ludwig 1888, p. 807.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Ludwig

1893, p. 7.—Heeouard 1893, p. 133, PI. VH., Fig. B.—Sluitee 1895, p. 79.—
LA3IPEET 1896, p. 54.—MiTsuKUEi 1896, p. 407.—Bedfoed 1899«, p. 842.—
Ludwig 1899, p. 561.—Bedfoed 1899Z), p. 146.—Sluitee 1901&, p. 9.

Holotliuria arenicola Semper 1867—'68, pp. 81, 277, Taf. XX., Taf.

XXX., Fig. 13, Taf. XXXV., Fig. 4.—Haacke 1880, p. 46.—Théel 1886«,

p. 222.—Théel 1886&, p. 7.—Sluitee 1887, p. 191.—Claek 1902?>, p. 528.

Specimens examined :

—

Sci. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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2 Reihen die beiden Eadien des Rückens bezeichnender brauner

verwischter Flecken, oder gleichmässig über den ganzen Körper

mit dunkelbraunen Pünktchen versehen. Die 5 Muskel schimmern

mattweiss durch die Haut hindurch." (Sempee p. 81). " Colour

light yellowish-grey, with a row of distant darkish-brown spots

along each dorsal ambulacrum ; also some minute scattered spots."

(Theel p. 222). " Die Kalkkörper der Haut sind Stühlchen und

Schnallen von der gewöhnlichen dieser Gruppe zukommenden

Form." (Sempee p. 81). " The tables have the smooth disk

pierced by a larger central hole and several small peripheral

ones ; their spire is built up of four rods and one transverse beam,

and terminates in several teeth. The oval buttons regularly with

six holes The tables have not the nine nearly equal

holes in the disk, which on the contrary is perforated by a large

central hole and a varying number of small peripheral holes. The

spire terminates in twenty or more teeth. The buttons are very

symmetrical, as a rule with six holes The supporting

rods of these pedicels are smooth, slightly enlarged, and per-

forated at the middle and the ends. All the ambulacral append-

ages have end-plates." (Theel p. 222). " Der Wassergefässring

liegt hier weiter vom Kalkring ab, als bei irgend einer andern

mir bekannten Holothurie, nämlich bei einem in Spiritus IG Cm.

messenden Exemplar 2 Cm. weit. Am Wassergefässring eine sehr

kurze Polische Blase, und einziger nccli kürzerer dorsaler Steincanal.

Bei einem der Exemplare von Amboina sass eine ein-

ziger kleiner Cuvier'scher Schlauch am Grunde der Lungen, in

den übrigen von mir untersuchton Individuen konnte ich keine

auffmden." (Sempee p. 81). "Es leben die Tiere hier

im Sande Die Vermutung Theel's dass //. areni-

cola und H. fiisco-cinerea sehr nahe verwandt seien, ist wohl
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für jeden, der die beiden Tiere im Leben vor sich gesehen hat,

kaum wohlbegründet, da sowohl Lebensart, Farbe als ganzer

Habitus beider Tiere sehr verschieden sind, so wie auch die

Tentakel, und mehr oder weniger die Kalkablagerungen." (Slüiter

1887, pp. 191—2).

Remarks :—The specimens before me are about 8 cm. Ion"-

being much contracted as indicated by numerous transverse

wrinkles on the body. They have a grayish brown ground color,

and along each of the dorsal ambulacra there is a series of irre«^-

ular dark brown spots about J cm. across. Besides these, there

are numerous minute spots of the same dark brown color,

scattered all over the bcdy. In one specimen, some spots on the

ventrum are of a somewhat large size instead of all the spots being

minute. Tentacles small, dark brown on the outer face. All

the ambulacral appendages, those on the dorsum as well as those

on the ventrum, have well-developed end-plates. They are there-

fore all pedicels.

The circular ambulacral vessel is situated quite far back,

bemg 12 mm. apart from the calcareous ring, in agreement with

Sempee's statement. A single Pohan vesicle, about 13 mm. loner-

and one very much smaller dorsal stone-canal on the right of the

mesentery. Eeproductive organ somewhat developed, being over-

7 cm. in length. In one specimen, at the base of the left re-

spiratory tree, a branch of very slender Cuvierian bodies about

7 mm. in length and less than 1 mm. in breadth. Calcareous

bodies as described by Thkel.

Locality :—^nez (Heeouaed '93); Kosseir (Lampeet '85); Zanzibar
(Lampeet '85)

;
Lisel Changu, Zanzibar (Lampert '95) ; SeyclieUes (Ludwig

'99)
;
Maimtius (Haacke 'G9, Ludwig '83) ; Bay of Bengal (Bell '88) ; An-

daman Is. (Bell '87)
; Pnlo Pandan (Sluiter '87) ; Piilo Edam (Ludwig '88);
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Moluccas (Sluiter '95) ; Amboiua (Semper '67—8, Ludwig '88) ; Boliol

(Semper 'G7—8) ; Ogasawara Is. (Brandt '35) ; Pepela Bay, Botti (Sluiter

: 01) ; Sanaua Bai, Sula Besi (Sluiter : 01) ; Marshall Is. (Lampert '85)
;

China Skait, New Guinea (Bedford '99) ; JAîn, Loyalty Is. (Bedford '99)
;

Funafuti (Bedford '99) ; Fiji (Semper 'C7—8) ; Samoa (Théel '86) ; Charles

I., Galapagos Is. (Théel '8G) ; Galapagos (Clark : 02) ;
'• Albatross " Stat.

3368 (Ludwig '93) ; Panama, West Coast (Ludwig '87)
; Surinam (Semper

'67—8) ; Bahia (Lampert '85) ; Ogasawara Is.; Okinawa I.

27. Holothuria inamiovata (Jaeger).

(Textfig. 21).

Bohadsdàa marmorafa Jaeger 1833, p. 18, Taf. IH, Figs. 9—10.—

Selenka 1867, p. 320.

Sporadipits (ColpocJiirota) iialensls Brandt 1835, p. 56.

Holotlmria hrcmdtli Selenka 1867, p. 339.

Holothnr'ia uahnsis Selenka 1867, p. 341.

Holotlmria marmorafa Semper 1867—'68, pp. 79, 227, Taf. XXX, Fig.

10, Taf. XXXV, Fig. 3. Taf. XXXVI, Fig. 8, Taf. XXXVH, Figs. 1—4.—

Selenka 1868, p. 118.—Ludwig 1881, p. 594.—Ludwig 1882, p. 135.—Ludwig

1883, p. 168.—Lampert 1885, p. 86.—Théel 1886«, p. 202.—Sluiter 1887, p.

185.—Bell 1887^ p. 145.—Ludwig 1888, p. 806.—Bell 1888, p. 385.—Lud-

wig 1889—'92, p. 33.—Kent 1893, p. 236.—Sluiter 1894, p. 103.—Sluiter

1895, p. 78.—Mitsukuri 1896, p. 408.—Sluiter 1901?>,, p. 12.

Holotlmria idrinquestiginosa Haacke 1880, p. 48.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. CoU.,

Spec. No.
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Description :—Tentacles 20, white ; shields somewhat dark.

Length from 4—6 inches to 1 foot (120 mm. Theel). " Dorsum

fnscocinereum macuhs rotundato-angulosins, intensius coloratis

marmoratum. Hac maculae, in varus variae individuis, ad dorsi

latera inprimis conspiciuntur. Venter albidus dilute fuscocinereus
"

(Jaegee pp. 18—9). " Thier weizengelb, auf dem Rücken mehrere

grosse, unregelmässige braunviolette Flecke " (Selenka 1867 p.

339). " Im Leben ist die Grundfarbe des Eückens gelbhchgrau,

die Flecken sind sehr unregelmässig und ziemhch dunkelbraun
"

(Sempek p. 79). " Dorsal surface auburn, with some large spots or

bands of yellowish-white colour, ventral surface yellowish-white ;

here and there, especially along the sides of the body, a large darker

violet spot may be found within a light yellowish space. The am-

bulacral appendages have the shape of cylindrical pedicels, which,

however, are smaller on the dorsal surface. These pedicels are

supported by a well-developed terminal plate and numerous

transverse rods. Scattered among the dorsal pedicels other am-

bulacral appendages may be seen, which, being slightly larger

than the dorsal pedicels themselves, present an obvious conical

form, and may evidently be regarded as papilla). These papillae

are supported by a great number of rods, but their terminal plates

are very reduced." (Theel pp. 202—3). According to Selenka^

the pedicels have the end-plate but are entirely without support-

ing rods. " Fiisschen ohne Stützstäbe, aber mit ästigen Körpern"

(Lamperï p. 87). " Die Kalkablagerungen der Haut bestehen aus-

schUesslich in rundlichen Ellipsoiden, auf der Bauchseite von 0,02

Mm. Grösse, auf dem Rücken, von 0,005 Mm. Durchmesser ;

durch Verwachsung dieser Körnchen entstehen oft liantel- oder

biscuitartige Formen" (Selexka 1867, p. 339). Sempee figures

very irregular, rather thick rosettes (Taf. XXX Fig. 10). Accord-
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ing to Theel, " The rosettes in the body-wall itself are mostly

very incompletely developed, either resembling simple X-shaped

bodies, or oval grains with incisions at their middle, or rounded

grains with or without perforations, or even rods with a series of

rounded prominences on each side "
(p. 203). Of the same bodies

Lampeet says :
" Krause und rosettenförmige Körper. In der

Bauchhaut rundhche Ellipsoido." Skin soft to the touch. Anus

stellate, owing to 5 groups of small papillae : sometimes not dis-

tinctly stellate. Polian vesicles 1—5, or 7. Stone-canal very small,

attached to the mesentery. Cuvierian organs present,

BemarlxS :—At least two of the specimens before me may, I

think, with a great degree of certainty be identified as belonging

to this species. Sepecimen No. 1216 was collected by myself and

observed while living and is now in a very good condition of

preservation. Therefore the following description for the most

part is founded on it.

When living, it was 40 cm. long and 14 cm. broad. In the

present contracted state, it is 27x9 cm. large. Dorsum and ven-

trum are very differently colored. The ground color of the fermer

is brown. It becomes darker or lighter according to the state of con-

traction. On tliis are scattered many large irregular patches of

ochre -yellow color without any regularity of occurrence. The

smaller of these patches are circular in shape, being as small as

0.5 cm. in diameter. The larger ones may measure several centi-

meters across and are of an irregular amœboid shape, many of

them appearing as if formed by the running together of smaller

circular patches. The patches show a thin well-defined rim of

dark browm chestnut around the ochre-yellow central area. In the

small circular patches a padilla, somewhat larger than the ordi-

nary pedicels, rises from the centre. Such patches therefore look
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like the eyo-spots of //. argus, but here the outer brown rim is

a well-defined line, instead of shading off gradually centripetally ;

moreover, there is no central dark spot. In the largar patches,

there may be a papilla in the centre of each component circle, but

in the very largest, it is not possible to observe the papillae. The

patches along the edges of the dorsum are more or less circular,

measuring 1—2 cm. in diameter, and on the whole form a row

on each side. In general, the dorsum looks like the map of an

archipelago consisting of numerous large and small islands of all

shapes, and well supports the name marmorata.

On the ventrum the ground color is white. There is an ill-

defined longitudinal band of a dark sooty color occupying about

one-third of the ventrum. In this streak, surrounded by white

spaces, are yellow- ochre patches of the same type as on the dor-

sum but generally of only small sizes. Of these there are

roughly speaking two longitudinal rows, one on each side of the

median line. Outside of the sooty band, there is on each side

an irregular row of the same patches, closely bordering on the

darker dorsum. These lateral rows consist on the whole of larger

patches than those near the median line, most of them being

about 1 cm. across. The patches on the ventrum show no central

papilla.

In alcohol, the colors are arranged as in the living specimen,

but the ground color of the dorsum has acquired a purplish tinge.

The ochre-yellow patches now appear dark-brown or mars-brown,

and those on the sides are more conspicuously visible than those

on the more dorsal parts, as the white of the ventrum seems to

extend around those patches and make them stand out distinctly.

In the macerated specimen (No. 1047) the colors are much faded,

and tlie irregular patches a})pear light on the general auburn
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ground color.

The ambiilacral appendages are very numerous, being dis-

tributed all over the body without any regard to the ambulacra

or to the colored patches. The dorsal pedicels and many of the

ventral ones have the tip colored black in life, although this color

fades in alcohol. The pedicels all have well-developed end-plates:

those of the dorsal pedicels seem, however, to be on the whole

smaller than those of the ventral ones. The walls of the pedicels

have, mixed witli other calcareous bodies, supporting rods in the

shape of simple rods which may be more or less curved, with

their ends enlarged or slightly branched. They may attain a

length of 0.10—0.20 mm. The papillao that have been described

above as rising from the centre of the dorsal yellow patches are

conical and have no end-plates, or at the most very weakly de-

veloped ones consisting of a few meshes of calcareous network.

The papilla) have very numerous supporting rods. I am thus able

to confirm Theel's observations on this point.

Calcareous deposits differ very much in the dorsal and ven-

tral perisomc. Those in the

^^^^ ^^ ^^n^i r~ I

^^^tt^'i' î^igi'ce with the descrip-

H^^ a "^ ^^ /^cvJ tion of Theel. They may be

So H^ X-shaped (textfig. 216) or of

a simple biscuit-like or ellip-
Textfig. 21.

soldai shape with or without
Uololhurin marmonäa : a—Eosettcs ; h X-

shapecl bodies ; c—Biscmts or oval grains. perforations (ü). BcsidcS thCSC
(x300).

XI . .

1there exist more or less

highly developed rosettes. I am inclined to think that Semperas

figures (Taf. XXX., Fig. 10) probably represent some of the better

developed rosettes. The calcareous bodies in the dorsal perisome

are of a more gracile appearance than those in the dorsal peri-
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some, consisting almost exclusively of delicate filigree-like rosettes

(a).

Anns with five groups of small papilla?. Shields of tentacles

somewhat dark.

This is one of the commonest and at the same time most

ambiguously defined species. Almost every writer differs materi-

ally from others in characterizing some of the important features.

This is probably due to the fact that this species is evidently a

very extensive one, presenting many forms of variation, which

different authors have seized for their respective descriptions. Also

some of these phases may have been described as different species.

Thkel goes so far as to think—with much show of reason 1 be-

lieve—that H. marmorata, H. argus, H. vitknm, H. tennissima, H.

köllikeri, H. démens, II. similis are probably only young or varie-

ties of one, or at the most, of two or three species. Of this,

however I shall have more to say at anotlier place.

Locality :—Mauritius (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83, Théel '86) ; Mjotte

(Sluiter '95) ; Andaman Is. (Bell '87); Tuticoriii, Madras (Bell '88); Ni-

cobar Is. (Semper '67—8) ; Batavia (Sluiter '95); Pulo Edam (Ludwig '88);

Insel Edam, Bai von Batavia (Sluiter '87) ; Insel Noordwachter (Sluiter

'87); Cocos Is. (Sluiter '95); Java (Selenka '67) ; Celebes (Jaeger '33,

Lampert '85) ; Boliol, Philippine Is. (Semper '6 7—8) ; Zebu (Laivipert '85)
;

Ogasawara Is. (Semper '67—8) ; Aml)oina (Ludwig '82, '88, Sluiter '94,

'95) ; Ualan, Caroline Is. (Brandt '35) ; Fiji Is. (Semper '67—8); Geelvink

Bay (Ludwig '82); Great Bamer Reef (Ivent '93) ; South Sea ? (Lampert

'85); Pulu-Passi-Tanette (Sluiter : 01); Kwandang Bai, Pajunga I. (Sllti^er

: 01) ; Sonana Bai (Sluiter : 01); Timor (Slufter : 01); Roma (Sluiter

: 01) ; Okinawa I. ; Ton-es Strait.
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28. Jlolofhuria inouacaria (Lesson),

Psolus mmiacaria Lesson 1830, p. 225, T;if. LXXVIII.

Hdotlmria monamria Jaeger 1833, p. 24.

—

Selenka 1867, p. 331.

—

Sem-

per 18G7—'68, pp. 78, 276.—Semper 1869, p. 12î\—Ludwig 1882, p. 131.—

Ludwig 1883, pp. 155, 165.—Lampert 1885, pp. 72—73.—Théel 1886rf, pp.

172—3, 217, PI. Ym, fig. 10.—Bell 1887«, p. 140.—Ludwig 1887?>, p. 1224.—

Sluiter 1887, p. 189.—Ludwig 1888, p. 806.—Beli. 1888, pp. 385, 389.—

Lampert 1889, p. 808.—Thurston 1890.—Ludwig 1889— '92, p. 330.—Sluiter

1894, p. 103.—Koehler 1895r, p. 381.—Koehler 1895r7, p. 281.—Sluiter

1895, p. 77.—Lampert 1896, p. 54.—Bedford 1899«, p. 146.—Bedford 18996,

p. 841.—Ludwig 1899, p. 557.—Sluiter 1901^ p. 11.

Holothuria flammea Quoy et Gaimard 1833, p. 117, Taf. VI, Tigg. 5

—

6.

Holothuria faftcioln Quoy et Gmmard 1833, ^. 133.

—

Brandt '1835, p.

74.—Selenka 1867, p. 341.

Holollmrla fasco-pimdata Quoy et Gaimard 1833, p. 132.

—

Brandt 1835,

p. 75.

Silcliopuf! flammen fi Brandt 1835, p. 73.—Selenka 1867, p. 320.

Tlidonota monacarta Brandt 1835, p. 55.

Stichopm gyri/er Selenka 1867, p. 319,

SficJiopufi monacaria Selenka 1868, ]>. 117.

L((hl<l()<lnnaR leiiropns Haaoke 1880, pp. 46—7.

Lal)i<k)dviitaft veglcrlum Haaoke 1880, p. 48,

Holothima dcmraia x. Marenzeller 1881, pp. 137—9, Taf. lY. Fig. 12.—

Ludwig 1882, p. 135.—Ludwig 1883, p. 116.—Théel 1886«, p. 218.—Ludwig

1887«, p. 2. -LüD\MG 1889—'92, p. 329.—Mitsukuri 1896, p. 407.—Bedford

1899«, p. 146.

Holothuria minax Théel 1886«, pp. 173—4, PI. YIII, fig, 8.—Ludwig

1889—"92, p. 330.—Mitsukuri 1896, p. 408.
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Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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emplare (besides the above mentioned) dunkel brannroth
"

(Selenka 1867, p. 319).

RcmarlxS :—This is one of the commonest species of holothu-

rians on the coasts of Japan. It is abundant in Misaki. Some

specimens examined by me came also from Kyüshü and from the

Island of Iki, in the Japan Sea. The Japanese name is " Fuji-

namako " or " Oki-namako."

It will be seen from the list of synonyms given above that

I identify //. decorata Marenzellek and //. minax Theel with this

species. As Enoshima, where the original specimens of Maren-

zellek were secured, is in the Bay of Sagami with Misaki in

sight, I have no doubt that tlie specimens which I here

identify as //. monacaria belong to the same species as

those on which II. decorata of Maeenzeller was established.

That writer himself has pointed out the similarity of the two

species, but established the new species solely on account of the

difference in coloration and habitat. .Vs at the present day

specimens which have been identified with decorata by competent

authorities are known from different localities, and their similarity

to //. monacaria noted (Ludwig, Theel, Bedford), and especially

since the similarity of coloration in the two species has been

pointed out by Bedford (1899«), the points on which Marenzeller

established his species disappear. It seems Marenzeller had

only young specimens, for he gives 1 cm. as the size, whereas

individuals over 50 cm. long are common in Misaki. As to H.

minax of Theel, I see no reason whatever for separating it from

H. decorata or from //. monacaria. The only point of any

importance is that the tables in H. minax have only one transverse

beam, while in H. decorata some of the tables have a larger spire

and as many as three beams. When, however, we remember
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that Maeenzeller's specimens were youug, and similar differencesm the simpe of tables can be observed in SUd^opus japonUm
accordmg to age (see Mitsukuei 1897«), I think the sin^^le point
jnst mentioned hirdly justifles the estabhshment of a distinct
species.

I should like to point out one fact which is of some interest
Among tl,e liolothnrians of the " Siboga "-Expedition, SLunEE dis-
covered a specimen of II. monacana dredged from a depth of 275
meters. Among specimens of the same species from the Salami
feea there are four from a depth of 110 fathoms or about°220
meters, while many specimens are daily obtained by fishermen
from a depth of only 25 fathoms or even less so that the vertical
distnbution of the species appears to range down to a moderately
great depth. It is somewhat strange that no specimens have boon
reported either from Liu-Kiu or Formosa, but this nmy be due
snnply to msufficient exploration.

The dorsum is distinctly divided from the ventrum The
former is provided with papilte, the latter with pedicels. On
the dorsum exist also large tubercles which, though low when
contracted, in the fully extended state are of a conical shape and
termmate in papiU». The tubercles are in six rows : one at the
edge of the dorsum on each side, and two on each of the dorsal
radn. On the latter the tubercles are sot alternately in the two
rows. There are about 17-20 tubercles in each row. They may
be about

1 cm. in diameter at base, and 7-8 mm. hi.di when
extended. All papilla, end bluntly, so that they probably contain
end-plates.

On the ventrum tliere is often, but not always, a median line
devoid of pedicels. There may be present, with or without this
median cle^r space, two lateral clear spaces which divide the
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pedicels into three zones if the median line is absent, or into four

zones if this is present. In the latter ease, each zone consists

of about four rows of pedicels ; in the former case, the;

median zone of pedicels is the broadest of the three, having

7—10 pedicels across. In certain specimens the pedicels are

apparently scattered ah over the ventrum without any of the

clear lines just mentioned. It is more than probable that the

division of the pedicels into zones by the clear lines is most

conspicuous in the younger specimens.

Color of ventrum always lighter tlian that of dorsum,

—

either almost white or tino;ed with a light straw yellow. The

bases of pedicels are surrounded by a dark brown, the basal

parts of each pedicel being also similarly colored. Beyond this,

the tip of the pedicel is yellow. The ground color of the dorsum

is generally a very light brown. There is a difference in shade

in different individuals, those from the deeper waters seeming to

be generally darker. In one specimen, there was a slight greenish

yellow tinge to the ground color. Numerous dark brown spots

mark the bases of dorsal papilla?. Although these spots are

generally scattered without any order, those on the line, or just

outside the line, of the inner series of tubercles on each dorsal

radius are often arranged more or less in a longitudinal line ; and

furthermore as the outer aspect generally, or sometimes all of

the adjacent large tubercles, are colored with more or less con-

spicuous large brown patches, this line stands out prominently ;

and wdien the general view of the animal is taken from a distance^

it looks like a streak of dark brown on each side of the body.

This effect is heightened in most specimens by the presence, just

outside the line, of a more or less clear longitudinal streak wdiich

is devoid of brown spots (this streak corresponds to the line of the
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radius). Outside this again, brown spots at bases of papilla)

may be more or less in a une, marking the outer boundary of the

clear space ; but this seems never so regular as the Hne first

referred to. All the tubercles, excepting those referred to above,

are of tlie light ground color, and, as they are devoid of brown

spots, look like whitish patches on the general brown surface of

the dorsum. When fully expanded, it is seen that the tip of the

cone as well as the base of the surmounting papilla is colored dark

brown, xlll tlie papillae have their rather bluntly ending tip

tinged slightly yellow.

The cloaca is surrounded by a circle of small papillœ, and

the mouth by an oral membrane fringed with papillœ.

Tables among calcareous deposits sometimes with regular

(Makenzeller Fig. 12, A) and sometimes with irregular or

incomplete base (I.e., Fig. 12, B). Spire with one cross-beam.

Crown with 13—20 teeth. Ventral tables plumper than dorsal.

Buttons mostly with three pairs of holes, but sometimes with

4—7 pairs. They are often irregular, being deficient in parts or

having more holes on one side than on the other.

The species hves under ledges of rock. Tliey are found in

all depths from the shore to 25—125 fathoms. It is not cured

to any extent into trepangs, nor is it eaten.

Localit!/ .-—Qnenmha. (Semper 'GO); Zanzibar (Selexka '67); Baui

(Lampert '96) ; Insel Bneni (L.urrERT '96) ; Kokotoni, Zanziliar (Ludwig

'99) ; Mamitius (Haacke 'SO, Ludwig '83, Théel '86) ; Malié, Seychelles

(Ludwig '99) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87) ; Tuticoriu (Bell '88) ; Bay of Bengal

(Bell '88) ; Andaman Is. (Beij. '87) ; Gulf of Manaar (Thurston '90)
;

Nicobar Is. (Semper '67—8); Pnlo Tikul (Semper '67—8); Pulo Edam

(Ludwig '88); Noordwacliter Eiland (Ludwig '88) ; Batavia (Sluiter '87,

'95); Simda Is. (Koehler '95); Lumu-Lumu, Borneo Bank (Sluiier : 01) ;
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Bai von Kwniidaiig, Pajuuga I. (Sluiter : 01) ; Bai von Pidjot, Lombok

(Sluiter : 01) ; Soba (Savu) (Sluiter : 01) ; Piumali Lnsi, Tinu I. (Sluiter

: 01) ; Laiwni, Obi Major (Sluiter : 01) ; Haingsisi (Sluiter : 01) ; Dongala

(Sluiter : 01) ; Kur (Sluiter : 01) ; Noimini, Timor (Sluiter: 01) ; Süd Insel

(Slutter : 01) ;
" Siboga " Stat. 105 (Sluiter : 01) ; Amboina (Semper '67—8,

Ludwig '88, Sluiter '94, Koehler '95) : Zamboanga, Philippine (Semper

'67_.8) ; Celebes (Ludwig '82
j ; Waigni (Ludwig '82) ; Enosliima (v. Maren-

zeller '81) ; Japan (Théel '86) ; Australia (Selenka '67j ; King George's

Sound (Lampert '85) ; Thursday Is. (Sluiter '94) ; Pelew Is. (Théel '86)
;

New Ireland (Quoy et G.umard '33) ; Vanikoro (Quoy et Gaimard '33)
;

Loyalty Is. (Bedford '99) ; Lifu, Loyalty Is. (Bedford '99) ; Fiji (Théel

'86); llotuma (Bedford '99); Lefeska, Tonga (Lampert '89) ; Samoa Is.

(Semper '67—8) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67) ; Tahiti (Lesson '30) ; Borabora

(Lesson '30) ; Insel Floriana, Galapagos Is. (Ludwig '87).

29. Holotlniria pavdalis Selenka.

(Textfig. 22).

HoJothuria 2MrdaUs Selenka 1867, pp. 336—7, Taf. XIX., Pig. 85.—

Semper 1867—'68, pp. 87, 248, 278, Taf. XXX., Fig. 31.—Semper 1869.

p. 120.—Ludwig 1880, p. 7.—Ludwig 1882, p. 137.—Ludwig 1883, p.

169.—Bell 1884, i^p. 509, 511.—Lampert 1885, p. 62, Fig. 28.—Théel

1886a, pp. 224-5.—Sluiter 1887, p. 192.—Ludwig 1887«, p. 3.—Ludwig

1887^ pp. 1226—7, 1242.—Ludwig 1888, p. 807.—Bell 1888, p. 389.—

Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Herouard 1893, p. 134, PI. H., Fig. B.—

Sluiter 1894, p. 104.—Ludwig 1894a, p. 7.—Sluiter 1895, p. 79.—Koehler

1895c, p. 381.—Koehler 1895ri p. 283.—Mitsukuri 1896, p. 407.—White-

LEGGE 1897, p. 161.—Lmipert 1896, p. 52.—Ludwig 1898a, p. 5.—Ludwig

1899, p. 559.—Bedford 1899a, p. 839.—Sluiter 1901?>, p. 12.

Holoihurla (incata LuDWiG 1874, p. 27, Fig. 42.—Ludwig 1880, p. 7.—

Ludwig 1882, p. 136.—Ludwig 1883, p. 170.—Bell 1884, p. 152.—Lam-

pert 1885, p. 63, Fig. 26.—Théel 1886a, pp. 225.—Bell 1887a, p. 140.

HolotJmrla perccjrhm Ludwig 1874, p. 29, Fig. 30.—Bell 1884, p. 152.
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—LAMrERT 1885, p. 63.—Théel 1886«, pp, 225.

Holothuria inslgnis LuDWiCr 1874, p. 30, Fig. 28.

—

Ludwig 1880, p. 7.

—Ludwig 1882, p. 170.—Lampert 1885, p. 61.—Théel 1886r/, p. 226.—

Bell 1886, p. 28.

Labidodemas lyunctatum Haacre 1880, p. 47.

Holothuria 2wrdoJis var. inslgnis Sluiter 1889, p. 106.

—

Bedford 1899?>,

p. 145.

Specimens examined \
—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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" Die grössten derselben sind 6 Cm. lang und an der Körpermitte

1 J Cm. dick " (Ludwig for H. lineata). 9 cm. long (Ludwig for

H. peregrina). 4J cm. long, 2J cm. broad (Luwig for H. inslgnis).

Up to 8 cm. long (Selenka for H. suhditiva), etc.

Shape :
—" Nach vorn und hinten ist die Körpergestalt ver-

jüngt " (Ludwig, //. lineata). " Das eine 9 Cm. lange Exemplar

verjüngt seine Gestalt nach vorn und hinten ziemhch gleichmässig

und ist in der Körpermitte ungefähr 4 Cm. dick " (Ludwig, H.

peregrina). " Körper schlank " (Selenka, H. suhditiva). Color :

—

" Schmutzig gelbgrau, auf dem Kücken zwei Eeihen von je 5—8

alternirenden schwarzen Flecken. Bisweilen laufen über den

Körper auch fünf dunkle Längsstreifen, entsprechend den fünf

Längsmuskeln. Eine feine dunkle Punctirung ist über den ganzen

Körper ausgestreut. Die Endscheiben hellgelb " (Selenka, H.

pardalis). " Die Thiere sind auf grünlich gelbem Grunde fein

bräunlich gesprenkelt. Die Eadien sind auf der äusseren Haut

durch eine feine dunkle Längslinie markirt. Auf dem Rücken

ausserdem noch eine Doppelreihe unregelmässiger brauner Flecken
"

(Ludwig, H. lineata). " Es ist schmutzig-weiss in seiner Grund-

farbe und hellbraun gesprenkelt ; auf dem Eücken stehen zwei

Längsreihen von 8—10 verwachsenen braunen Flecken. Die

Füsschen sind an der Spitze von einem feinen, aber deutlich

sichtbaren braunen Ringe umgeben " (Ludwig, H. peregrina). " Die

Farbe der beiden, 4J Cm. langen, 2J Cm. dicken Exemplare ist

grau mit einem Stich ins Violette mit dunklen, violettschwarzen,

verwachsenen Flecken, w^elche namentlich auf dem Rücken zahl-

reich sind und an dem Vorderende und Hinterende des Körpers

mit einander verschmelzen " (Ludwig, IL insignis). " Gelbbraun,

auf dem Rücken 2 Reihen von je 5—8 alternirenden dunklen

Flecken" (Selenka, //, suhditiva).
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Ambulacral Appendages :—" Die einfachen Saugfiisschen über

den ganzen Körper gleichmässig reich vertheilt ; nur in der

unmittelbaren Nähe des Afters zeigt sich die Tendenz einer

Ordnung der Füsschen in fünf Längsreihen " (Selenka, //. par-

dalis). " The dorsal ambulacral appendages have a sUghtly conical

form. . . .the small scattered dorsal appendages resemble papilla?
"

(Thkel). " Die Füsschen des Bauches sind unbedeutend zahlreicher

als diejenigen des Rückens und haben grössere Endscheiben als

die Piückenfüsschen. Um den runden After steht ein dichter

Kranz von winzigen Papillen " (Ludwig, H. lineata). " Die Füss-

chen sind klein und über den ganzen Körper unregelmässig

zerstreut Der After ist von einem fünfstrahligen Papillen-

kranze umstellt " (Ludwig, H.percgrhia.). " Die gleichartigen zahl-

reichen Füsschen sind über den ganzen Körper zerstreut " (Ludwig,

H. inslgnis). " Die einfachen Saugfiisschen über den ganzen

Körper gleichmässig reich vertheilt ; doch erkennt man in der

Nähe von Mund und After die Tendenz einer Anordnung der

Füsschen in fünf Längsfelder " (Selenka, H. subcUtica).

Calcareous Bodies :
—" Die thurmförmigen Hautkörper ähneln

denen von H. princeps ; sie stehen auf einer 0,08 Mm. grossen

dornigen Basis und sind 0,035 Mm. hoch. Die schnallenförmigen

Gebilde 0,06 Mm. lang, in der Bindefaserschichte zu 0,15 M?u.

grossen Kreisen und Eingen zusammengebettet. Die Wandungen

der Rückenfüsschen von glatten, rippenartig gekrümmten Kalk-

stäben gestützt ; die der Bauchfüsschen von breiten durchlöcherten,

bilateral symmetrischen Platten " (Selenka, H. pardalis). " Unter

den Kalkkörpern sind die Schnallen unregelmässig entwickelt,

meist verkrümmt und verbogen. Die Stühlchen haben eine dor-

nige Basis und einen ganz ungemein kurzen, in meist acht

Dornen auslaufenden Stiel. In den Füsschen des Bauches liegen
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nahe dem Endscheibchen gegitterte Stützplättchen, in den Rücken-

fasschen nur an den Enden durchbrochene Stützstäbchen " (Ludwig,

H. llneala). " Von Kalkkörpern finden sich Schnallen, welche plump

unregelmässig durchlöchert sind, ferner Stühlchen, welche halb so

hocli als breit sind, eine gedornte Scheibe und einen in der Eegel

achtspitzigen Stiel haben. Die Stützstäbe haben eine langge-

streckte Schnallenform." " In ihrer (Füsschen) Wandung liegen

glatte, gebogene und nur an den Enden durchbrochene Stütz-

stäbchen. Nahe den Endscheiben der Füsschen werden die

schnallenförmigen Kalkkörper länger als in der übrigen Haut "

(Ludwig, //. peregrina). " Von Kalkkörperchen finden sich Stütz -

Stäbchen, Stühlchen und Schnallen ; letztere sind unregelmässig

und meist nur halbseitig entwickelt " (Ludwig, //. insignis.). " Die

thurmförmigen Kalkkörper der Pigmentschicht gleichen denen

von II. pardalis. Lie glatten schnallenförmigen Gebilde der Binde-

faserschicht sind 0,040,06 Mm. lang, in den Füsswandungen ein

wenig grösser " (Selenka, //. subditiva). " Buttons not collected

into groups or circles " (Theel).

Tentacles :
—" Die 20 Tentakel sind gelblichweiss und sehr

klein, dem entsprechend haben auch die Tentakelampullen eine

geringe Grösse" (Ludwig, H. lineata). "20 gelbe Tentakel, deren

Scheibe in verästelte Fiederchen zerfällt " (Ludwig, //. peregrina).

" Die 20 gelben, 8—10 Mm. langen Tentakel haben eine Scheibe,

welche in verästelte Fiederchen zerfällt " (Ludwig, H. insignis).

" Tentakel 20 " (Lampekt, //. i^ardalis). " Tentakel klein
"

(Sluitek). " Tentakel 20 " (Lampert, H. subditiva).

Calcareous Bing, Pohan Vesicles, Stone-Canals, Cuvier's Organs

etc. :
—" 2— 4 Poli' sehe Blasen, sehr kleiner Steinkanal " (Lampeet,

H. pardalis). " CuviEPt'sche Organe fehlen ganz " (Sluiter).

" Der Kalkrino; ist nur 2 mm. hoch. Die. . . .Geschlechtsschläuche
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inseriren etwas hinter der Körpermitte. CuviER'sche

Organe fehlen " (Ludwig). " Der Kalkring ist ungemein klein ;

die Eadialia sind nur 1J Mm. hoch. Eine 8 Mm. lange Poli'sche

Blase und ein dorsal festgelegter 2 Mm. langer Steinkanal sind

vorhanden Cuvier'sche Organe fehlen an den geöffneten

Individuen " (Ludwig, //. Uncaia). " Der eine dorsale, 1 Cm. lange

Steinkanal hängt frei vom Wassergefässring herab, Poli'sche

Blasen sind zwei vorhanden, deren grössere 2 Cm. lang ist. Die

Geschlechtsorgane inseriren 1/3 vom Yorderende des Thieres
"

(Ludwig, IL pcrcgrina). " Die Körperhaut ist dick, die Muskulatur

sehr stark entwickelt Die Eadialia des Kalkringes sind stark

2 Mm. gross, die Interradialia etwas kleiner. 2 Poli'sche Blasen

von je 3 Cm. Länge sind vorhanden, ferner 2 Steinkanäle, von

denen der eine im dorsalen Mesenterium festliegt, der andere fi-ei

in die Leibeshöhle herabhängt " (Ludwig, H. insignis). " Die

wenigen mir vorliegenden bis 8 Cm. langen Exemplare unterscheiden

sich nur durch die mehr oder weniger deuthche Fleckung. Die

Tentakelscheiben sehr klein, kaum über 1 Mm. breit. Der Kalkring

wie in Stichopiis Kefcrsteinii gebildet. Lunge und Blutgefässe mit

vielem eingestreuten Pigment ; CuviEii'sche Organe blinddarmförmig,

zu Büscheln zusammengruppirt. Bingkanal dünn, sehr tief (1—

2

Cm. unterhalb des Kalkringes) ; PoLi'sche Blasen 2—4 ; Steinkanal

sehr winzg ; Tentakelampullen ganz kurz " (Selenka, //. sw&cWù-a).

Rcmarls :

—

The specimens I have examined come fi'om the

southern part of Japan proper (Satsuma, Hyüga, Ösumi and Tosa)

and from Liu-Kiu and Ogasaw^ara Islands. Those w^hich I col-

lected myself in the Liu-Kius were aU found on dead coral

reefs.

The largest among them is 8 cm. by 2 cm. (No. 1225) ; the

smallest 2.7 cm. by 0.9 cm. (No. 1195). There are all sizes
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between these.

The color is brown in many shades : some being decidedly

dark, while one from Paumotu is so light that it may be described

as white speckled with brown. The specimens from the Okaha

Eeef (No. 1229) have a decided yellow tinge. The state and

differences of preservation have, no doubt, had a great share in pro-

ducing the different appearance of different specimens. By far the

largest number show on the dorsum two series of dark brown

spots 7—8 in number, each series corresponding to each of the two

dorsal ambulacra. The specimens from the Okaha Reef have no

dark spots but only small brown dots scattered all over the body.

The Paumotu specimen has a few dark spots and in addition has

minute brown scattered dots. In some, the bases of the pedicels

appear as small light specks (Nos. 1195, 1229, 1223 and the

Paumotu specimen). In some, the ventrum is lighter than the

dorsum, while in others, no difference is discoverable between the

two surfaces, except for the brown spots already referred to, and

where those spots are absent, no coloration distinguishes the two

surfaces. In all the specimens, the groups of buttons are visible

as minute dots to the naked eye or at least under a hand-lens.

In some, shallow grooves are marked on the outside along the

five ambulacra.

In some specimens, pedicels are more numerous on the

ventrum than on the dorsum (Nos. 1224, 1225). In others, pedicels

seem uniformly scattered all over the body (Nos. 1194, 1195, 1223,

1227, 1229 and the Paumotu specimen): In all, the pedicels seem

to be more or less in longitudinal rows along the five ambulacra.

In some individuals the ventral median ambulacrum has four

rows of pedicels, while the two lateral have two rows each.

On the dorsum they are more scattered, but still the rows on the
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two ambulacra are lecognizable (Nos. 1223, 1225). In some (No.

1227) the body is cylindrical and the pedicels are arranged in

five ambulacral zones, especially obvions near the anus. In all,

dorsal appendages seem to have the end -plates more weakly

developed than in the ventral pedicels ; still in some they are

tolerably well developed, while in others they are very small ;

in fact, it is very difficult to make a clear distinction botween

pedicels and papilla3.

Calcareous deposits are tables and buttons. Buttons in groups

which are visible to the naked eye or at least under a hand lens.

In one specimen, the grou2}s measured in diameter 0.17, 0.24, 0.32,

0.40 mm. In the Ogasawara specimen (the larger cue of No. 1223),

the gronps are in the shape of rings. In some (No. 1224,) these

are covered over with tables

so that at first sight they

appear more like groujDS of

tables than of buttons, while

in others they are obvious from

the outside. The buttons are

either (i) complete and then

mostly provided with three

pairs of openings (textfig. 22 e)

or (ii) half- sided [d). Occa-

sionally (iii) there are some

which are reduced to tlie

central red only with bent

ends, so that a short thick
Textfig. 22.

„
, ,, . , ,. , ,n,, -., . C-shape may be produced

llo.ot/ivrii jrirJalis : a, h.—Tal)les with spiny -* "^ ^

m.irgin; c— table with smooth mnrgin ; d—half- (NOS. 1229 1133). ThcrO arC
sided button ; e—ordii:ary button

; /, g—suppoiting

rods seen from different sides. ( x 300). all sorts of intermediate forms
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between those mentioned above. They may all be mixed

together in one individual ; but there is a tendency for some

one type to be predominant in one individual. Buttons and

tables are more or less scattered in the interspace between the

groups.

Tables have generally a spiny margin. In some, only the

four central holes with the spiny margin are present in the

disk (6). Very frequently a more or less complete second circle of

holes is present : this is probably the commonest form (a). In one

specimen (No. 1227) tables are plump, and may have a third

circle of small holes in addition. Disks with smooth margin are

occasionally seen (c). The spire may be rudimentary, but oftenest

has one cross-beam and ends in a crown which has 7—^12 teeth.

The small Tosa specimen (No. 1194), measuring 2.7x1.2 cm., has

very peculiar calcareous deposits and is referred to this species

with considerable doubt. In it tables with spinous margin are

rare ; by far the largest number of them have smooth crenate

margins and a second circle of holes, their sizes varying consider-

ably. Occasionally among them, large tables (0.12 mm.) a:e found,

with four very large central holes and some smaller ones added.

These large tables seem to have a tall spire, probably with two

cross-beams. Buttons in the specimen are half- sided. In other

characters, it approaches the other specimens of II. pardalis.

Considering its small size, it is probable that we have liere to do

with a young individual of the species. As already mentioned,

tables with smooth margin are found in other individuals too, but

not proportionally so numerously in relation to spiny-margined

ones as in the small specimen under question. Since, now, the

spiny margin is simply an expression of an incomplete formation

or of the degeneration of the table-disks, it seems possible that
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H. pardalh, when young, has smooth-margined tables as in the

young of StlcJiopiis japonicus, and that the large tables occasionally

found are remnants from still earlier stages in whicli the

tables were generally of that size and had a tall spire with two

or more cross-beams.

In the species, supporting rods are present in ambulacral

appendages in the shape of bent rods having the ends slightly

enlarged and perforated (/, g).

Polian vesicle mostly one, in one specimen two (No. 1225) ;

quite long, being about 3.5 cm. long in a specimen of 8 x 2 cm.

Stone-canal dorsal, small, single and free, ending in an oblong

end. A diligent search failed to reveal a second attached stone-

canal. In every specimen which I searched for Cuvierian organs,

there was a bundle of very short tubes at the bifurcation of the

respiratory tree. In an individual of 3 X 2 cm., the bundle

formed a yellowish oval mass 4 mm. in length and 3 mm. in

width, and consisted of a large number of minute tubes 0.08 mm.

in diameter and 2 mm. in length. This undoubtedly represents

the Cuvierian organ and agrees well with Selenka's description

of the same in //. subcUtiva.

Calcareous ring very narrow ; only 1 mm. high in a specimen

8x2 cm. Reproductive organs are placed far back : at about

the middle of the body or even behind that point.

The examination of these specimens shows that this is a

species exhibiting a very wide range of variation in color, in

ambulacral appendages, in calcareous deposits, etc. There can

not only be no doubt that H. lineata, H. peregrina and H. insignis

should be united Avith //. pardalh ; but also, the great authority

of Ludwig to the contrary notwithstanding, that //. suhclitiva should

be included in that species, as Theel, Sluiter and Bedfoed have
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stated. Now that Cuvier's organ is proved to be present in IL

pardalis, there exists no substantial distinction between it and H.

subcUtiva.

Locality :—Sandwich Is. i^Selenka '67) ; Zanzibar (Selenka '67, Lalipeet

'85, Ludwig '87) ; Mozambique (Sempek '67—S) ; Bed Sea (Semper '67—

8, '69) ; Port Mackay (Semper '67—8) ; Samoa (Semper '67—8, Ludwig '74)
;

Eowen, AustraHa (Ludwig '74) ; Nangkanri (Ludwig '83) ; Mam-itius

(Ludwig '83) ; Glorios L (Bell '84) ; Tliursday I. (Bell '84, Sluiter

'94); Port Philip (Lampert '83); Amboina (Lampekt '85); Cebn (Lampert

'85); Kosseir (Lampert '85); HongKong (Ludwig '80); Querimba (Lampert

'85) ; Eooa (Théel '86) ; Palaw Bay, Mergui Archip. (Bell '86) ; Andaman

Is. (Bell '87j ; Bai von Batavia (Sluiter '87, '95) ; Honolulu (Ludwig '87)
;

Massann, Bed Sea (Ludwig '87) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87) ; Falkland I.,

Antarctic Ocean (Ludwig '87) ; Pnlo Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Noordwachter

Eiland (Ludwig '88) ; Bay of Bengal (Eell '88) ; Ambon (Sluiter '89, : 01) ; à

la fontanie de Moïse, Bed Sea (Herouard '93); "Albatross " Stat 3368 (Ludwig

'94) ; Sunda Is. (Koehler '95) ; Funafuti (Whitelegge '96, Bedford '99)
;

Baui (Lampert '96) ; Tumbatu (Lampert '96) ; Kokoloni, Zanzibar (Ludwig

'98); Aldabra I. (Ludwig '98c); Mahé, Seychelles (Ludwig '98); New

Caledonia (Bedford '99
j ; Boma (Sluiter : 01 ) ; Lucipara I. (Sluiter : 01) ;

Kwandang Bay (Sluiter : 01) ; Sanguisiapo (Sluiter : 01) ; Beo, Ivarakelang

I. (Sluiter : 01) ; Pepela Bai, Botti (Sluiter : 01) ; Binongka (Sluiter : 01) ;

Southern Japnn ; Cgasawnra Is. ; Liu-Kin Is.

30- Holothnrla x>evvicax Selenka.

(Textfig. 23).

Holothuria pervicax Selenka 1867, p. 327, Taf. XYIII, Fig. 54.—

Semper 1867 -'68, pp. 92, 251, 279.—Semper 1869, p. 120.—Ludwig 1883,

pp. 156—7, 173—4.—Lampert 1885, p. 62. Fig. 25.—Théel 18S6(v, p. 213.

—Ludwig 1887«, p. 32.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 330.—Sluiter 1894, p.

104.—Lampert 1896, p. 53.—Ludwig 1899, p. 560.—Sluiter 1901 Z>, p.

9.
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HolotJiiirîa depressa Ludwig 1874, p. 32, Fig. 44.

Hdofhurla mimicnhla Haacke 1880, pp. 46, 48.

Jlolofhnrla fusco-cinerea var. pervicax Bedford 1899(/, p. 837, PI. LTI,

Figs. 2ft, h.

Specimens examined :

—

Sti. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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LENKA p. 327). „Graubraun, auf dem Eticken drei bis vier grosse,

quergestellto, braune Flecken Die Eückenwarzen sind auf

ihrer Höhe dunkel gefärbt ; die Füsschen des Bauches hingegen

stehen auf heller Basis und haben an den einen Exemplaren eine

helle, an den anderen eine dunkelbraune Endscheibe" (Ludwig p.

32). „Nur das grössere Tier von den ÏAicipara-Inseln hatte (as

an exceptional coloring) den ganzen lUicken dunkelbraun, den

Bauch weisslich, die Füsschen dunkel" (Slitter 1901). Calca-

reous deposits are tables and rods. The tables are „nur 0,024

Mm. hoch ; unter ihnen finden sich zahh-eiche kurze Stäbchen mit

warziger Oberfläche von 0,024 Mm. Länge. In den Wandungen

aller Füsschen liegen, nahe dem Endscheibchen, viele glatte rip-

penartig gekrümmte StützStäbchen, in denen der Bauchfüsschen

oft noch maschige, bilateral symmetrische Platten" (Selenka p.

327). „Die schnallenförmigen Kalkkörper liaben die charac-

teristische Gestalt, die Stühlchen kommen in verschiedenen

Formen vor, von den die niedrigeren häufiger sind ; in den Füss-

chen und Papillen liegen lange Stützstäbe, die namentlich in er-

steren gegittert sind" (Ludwig p. 32), " The tables are not very

well developed, the spire being often more or less reduced, short,

and terminating in four simple teeth ; tlie disks are small, rounded,

smooth or slightly uneven on the margin. The small, more or

less elongate rods are characterised by being uneven and warted,

or distinctly undulated, or deeply incised so as to form a row of

loops or holes along each side The rods present examples

of transitional forms between simple rods and ' buttons.' Pedi-

cels and papillae with numerous, slightly curved rods provided

with spines. These rods have often a complete or incomplete

series of holes along one or both sides, or only at the ends. Ter-

minal plates of the papillae very rudimentary" (Thkel ]:». 213).
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,,Dic Kalkkörper zeigen alle Uebergänge zwischen den von Selenka

abgebildeten und denjenigen, welche ich früher von der von mir

aufgestellten Art //. depressa gab" (Ludwig 1883, j). 173). „Die

Tentakelscheiben und der Kalkring sind von mittlerer Grösse ; die

Interradialia des letzteren so breit als die lîadialia hoch sind.

Tentakelampullen klein. CuviEE'sche Organe braun, blinddarm-

förmig. Kloake im Innern nicht pigmentirt" (Selenka p. 327).

Polian vesicle single, 3 cm. long ; the single dorsal stone-canal

free in the body-cavity and 1 cm. long.

Remarks :—The distinction between the dorsal and the ventral

surfaces is marked in all the specimens. The ventrum is in all

crowded with numerous pedicels and is, except in the Ogasawara speci-

mens of an ashen-white color. In the Ogasawara specimens, which

are all young, being 4.5— 7 cm. long, the coloring of the whole body

is considerably darker and the ventrum shares in the deep shad-

ing, resembling, I imagine, the Lucipara specimen which Sluitee

studied. The dorsum has fewer papillœ, is of a more or less

brown color, and differs considerably in coloration in different

specimens ; but 1 believe the last fact is due in a large degree to

the state of preservation rather than to original differences

in the specimens themselves. The specimen from Kagoshima (No.

1031), which is at present 13 cm. long, has the dorsum uniform-

ly light bi'own with darker brown spots marking the posi-

tion of the contracted papillas. There is a suggestion of a median

lonuritudinal darker band of no definite breadth. This seems to

correspond best with Selenka's original description. In the speci-

men from Aburatsubo (No. 1055, at present 12 cm. long, in life

18—20 cm.), of which a rough sketch made from life by my as-

sistant, Mr. TsucniDA, remains, the dorsum has a light brown

ground color. On this, a not sharply marked longitudinal median
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band, of a considerably darker brown color and of a width about

J that of the body, runs from the anterior to the posterior end.

In this, there are several specially darker transverse areas which,

extending laterally outward, appear like large transverse bands.

At the outer ends of these bands, or interspersed between these

ends, there is on each side of the body an irregular series of

seven or eight dark brown spots about 0.5— 1 cm. in diameter.

A large papilla occupies the center of each of these spots.

Other papillae which are scattered all over the dorsum have also

dark bases, and when contracted, appear to divide the dorsal sur-

face into a number of small polygonal areas. In the Shimoda speci-

men (No. 1221) which is much contracted, these transverse bands

are very conspicuous. They seem to agree with Semper's de-

scription. The Ogasawara specimens (No. 1030) arc all much

darker, but four or five dark transverse bands can be made out. In

the two smallest (4.5 and 5 cm. long) there is a ventral

median longitudinal line devoid of pedicels. The specimen from

Tomari-mura, Naha, Okinawa (No. 1240, in life 14 cm., now 7.0 x

1.6 cm. in ale.) has now on the dorsum a dirty brown color. On

this, there are six much darker transverse bands. The whole dor-

sum is occupied by larger and smaller mammae-like elevations, the

largest of which are nearly 5 mm. in diameter. These elevations

are arranged in pairs in six dark bands ; they have each a pa-

pilla on top.

T^aJs^ /^\ p\ (ï^ fl
The cal-

*JÜ^ (|y^ ^ © II earcou» dc

b^~-v£/ c d ^
posits con-

sist of tables
Textfig. 23.

and rods.
Uololhuria jjervicax : a—Cnlcareous ring ; h—Table ; c, d—Button-like

rods ; e—Ordiniiry rcil. (?;—ex4C0). I—Intermdialia ; R—RuliiJia. TllC formcr
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(tcxtfig. 2ob) are mostly in the rudimentary condition, i.e., there

stand on a disk, which varies very much in the degree of

its development, three or four short teeth representing the rudi-

ments of a spire. In some the spire may be developed as far up

as the cross-beams, which may however not unite all the four

pillars. In the more developed ones, the four pillars grow beyond

the cross-beams to varying lengths and each end in a simple top

without being united into a crown. I have seen tables which

have two stories of cross-beams, and Ludwig (1874) also figures

such. These seem to be more common on pedicels. I have tried

to see if perfect tables are not commoner in the young, or if

there do not exist tables with several cross-beams in each, f^o far

as the smaller specimens in my possession go, even the youngest

of only 4.5 cm. length, seem to have the tables all rudimentary.

The rods are much more numerous than the tables and form

a layer inside these. The most numerous form among them is

that shown in textfig. 23 e. It has enlarged ends and from both

its sides there arise several laterally directed branches, which

mostly terminate in a small, longitudinally directed i)iece. The

result is that the rods in certain cases assume the form of small

buttons [c, d), there existing sorts of intermediate forms. In the

Tomari-mura specimen (Xo. 1240) the buttons in shape approacli-

nearest to Selenka's figures, i.e., they are rods with irregular jn-o-

tuberances on each side.

Ventral pedicels are very numerous ; they sliow a black band

near the tip and have well-developed end-plates. In their wall there

arc present, besides the same calcareous bodies found in other

parts, large supporting rods 0.10—0.15 mm. in length and with

a latticework developed on each side. Dorsal papilUc are much

more sparsely scattered and more slender. So far as I can make
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out from somewhat contracted specimens, tliey are devoid of end-

plates. The supporting rods are simple curved rods of about the

same length as those in ventral pedicels, but with, at most, short

tooth-like projections at irregular intervals along the sides instead

of latticework.

In one small specimen (No. 1030), I observed one rather

large stone-canal on tlie right side near the dorsal mesen-

tery, and three finger-like Cuvierian vesicles on the left respira-

tory tree near its base. No Polian vesicle could be detected. In

a large specimen (No. 1040) I found one stone-canal 1 cm.

long near the dorsal mesentery on the right side and one Polian

vesicle several cm. long on the left ventral interambulacrum ; a

bunch of numerous large Cuvierian threads, 2 mm. thick and up

to 9 cm. long, was present on the respiratory tree before its bi-

furcation, a few more threads occurring also on the right respira-

tory tree.

The calcareous ring of the species is of the structure shown

in textfig. 2oa.

As to Bedford's statement that this species ought to be

merged with //. fuscoclncrca Jaegeu and witli IL curiosa Ludwig,

I am strongly inclined to accept it. The specimens which I have

examined may without much difficulty be placed in 11. fuscoclnc-

rca. In nearly all of them, many of the rods become converted

into buttons, although I can not find any exactly corresponding

to those figured by Sempee for 11. fiiscocinerca. In other points,

the specimens may be said to agree completely with the descrii)-

tion of II. fuscocincrea by that author. Further, the fact that, ah

thougli 11. fuscocincrea has been reported by Ludwig to occur in

Japan, I have not as yet come across any specimens that I can

indubitably identify with it, may be said to speak for the identi-
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ty of that species witli II. pervica.r. I deem it not unlikely that

some of the specimens 1 have placed in //. pervicax might be re-

ferable to //. fuscocinerca. It would be helpful if those who have

specimens of the latter species would carefull}' re-examine the

point in question. The only point in which the two species seem

to differ consists in the shape of the buttons, and this can probably

be bridged over.

Bedfokd's statement that //. ar(jus Jaeger is a close ally of

the present species, I can not support, as the two species are

very clearly distinguishable both in calcareous deposits and in

coloration. For details see the description of H. argus in the

present memoir.

LocaliUi :—Red Sea (Semper '(37—8); Ai^sab (Ludwig '87j ; Zanzibar

(Selenka '67) ; Bueni (Lampert '9G) ; ]\hiimtins (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83)
;

Seychelles (Lampert '85) ; Piotti, Bay of Pepela (Sluiter : 01) ; Lucipara Is.

(Sluiter : 01) ; Saleyer Is. (Sluiter : 01) ; Gisser (Sluiter : 01) ; Kabaëna

I. (Sluiteiî : 01) ; Amlx)ina (Sluiter '94) ; Philippine Is, (Ludwig '74)
;

Pelew Is. (Ludwig '74) ; Austiulia (Semper '67—8) ; Samoa, Navigator Is.

(Théel '86) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67) ; Tahiti (Ludwig '74) ; Ptotuma

(Bedford '99) ; Pacific coasts of Japan ; Liu-Kiu Is.

31. Holothurta seahva Jaeger,

(Textfig, 24).

Hdoihnria scahra Jaeger 183,3, p. 23.—Brandt 1835, p, oG.—Selenka

1867, p. 341.—Semper 1?67—'68, pp. 79, 247, Taf. XIX,, Taf. XXXIU,,

Fig. 15, Taf, XXXIV,, Figs, 2, 3, 4.—Selenka 1868, p, 118,—Ludwig

1880, p, 6,—Haacke 1880, p, 46.—Ludwig 1881, p. 599,—Ludwig 1882,

p, 135,—Ludwig 1883, p. 168,—Lampert 1885, p, 69,—Théel 1886r^ p.

234.—Ludwig 1887r^ p. 31,—Ludwig 1887/>, pp, 1224, 1242,— Sluiter

1887, p, 193,—Ludwig 1888, p. 807,—Ludwig 1889— '92, p, 330.—Sluiter
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1894, p. 103.—Sluiter 1895, ]>. 78.—Lampert 1890, p. 54.—Tatdwig 1899,

p. 557:—Sluiter 1901?>, p. 11.

Holotlmrla tigris Selenka 1867, p. 333, Taf. XIX., Figs. 70—72.

Holothma cadelli Bell 1887/>, p. 144. PI. XA'I., fig. 7.

Specimens examined :—

Description :—Tentacles 20, white, small. Ambulacral ap-

]:)endages mimerons, simple, all papillns (Thkel), at least with

small terminal plates. Calcareons deposits :— ( i ) Tables solid,

0.048 nnn. high with a smooth, well-developed disk and a spire

of the nsual shape terminating in a crown with 12—10 teeth,

(ii) Buttons 0.048 mm. long, symmetrical, mostly witli three pairs

of holes, and knobbed. Color :—Dorsum olive green or olive

brown, sometimes with irregular wliite spots ; ventru7n whitish
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with nnmerous fino dark points and a median longitudinal groove.

Anns star- shaped. Skin rough. Size up to 28 cm. Polian vesicle

one. Stone-canal one, very large, \—h the length of the body,

consisting of several meandering hollow stripes. Cuvierian organ

in the shape of blind guts, often very numerous (up to 100).

Tentacular ampuU^G long.

Remarhs :—The four large specimens from Öshima measure in

the present contracted state 12—13 cm. in length and 7—8 cm.

in breadth ; but as their skin is very tliick, it is quite conceiv-

able that in the fresh state they would easily attain a

length of 30 cm. or more. Their color on the back is dark-grey

with a tinge of green, being darkest along the middle of the

back. From this, it becomes gradually ashen-grey at the sides

and passes into white on the ventral surface. All over the body

are scattered dark points which mark the positions of ambulacral

appendages. These show themselves very conspicuously on the

ventral surface as black spots on the white ground, and are most

numerous along the three ambulacral lines. On one of the speci-

mens they are each marked with a small white rinrr showinc'

best on the dark ground of the dorsum and tlie sides. The skin

is rather smooth and hardly deserves the name scabra. Ambula-

cral appendages are all small. Dorsal papilla) are unfortunately

all much contracted : so far as I have examined, I have not been

able to make out an end -plate in any of them. Even on the ventral

pedicels this is very weakly developed.

The Guam specimen is 1 1 cm. long and 5.5 cm. broad. The

color is decidedly dark-brown on the dorsum and greenish white

on the ventrum. In this specimen I was able to recognize end-

plates in both the dorsal papillœ and the ventral pedicels. Those

in the latter are decidedly more strongly developed than those in the
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ventral pedicels of the large Osliima specimens above mentioned.

The South Negros specimen is 8 cm. long and 3.5 cm. broad.

It is much rougher to the touch than any specimen in the above

two sets. In coloring it much resembles tlie Oshima specimens.

The ventral pedicels have well-developed end -plates. The dorsal

papillae, at least some of them, also have well-developed end-plates.

The Liu-Kiu specimens all measure about 4.5 by 2 cm. The

skin, which is thin, is quite rough to the touch. Their color re-

sembles on the whole that of the Oshima specimens, but is some-

what darker on the dorsum and dirty wdiite on the ventrum. On

two of them there is a narrow median longitudinal groove—

a

structure not distinct in any of the other specimens in their pres-

ent contracted state. The end-plates are found in both the ven-

tral and the dorsal ambulacral appendages.

Tlie three specimens from Torres Strait (No. 1259) are re-

markable in that they arc almost black in color on the dorsum

and on the ventrum have a tolerably

dark shade of yellowish brown. They

are like other specimens in every other

detail.

Calcareous deposits are very abund-

ant, especially in the ventral peri-

some. They consist of tables outside,

and a bed of buttons inside. It will

be seen from the figures (textfig. 24 b,

c) that tlie tables in these specimens

have a rather solid irregularly quadri-

lateral disk with smootli margin. The

disk is frequently irregular and incomplete, in wliich case the

central opening is often eccentric in position. In complete disks

Textfig. 24.

Ilolothuria scabra : a—Calcareo i3

ring ; b, c—Tables of dorsum ; d
—Button of ventrum. (h—dxSOO).

I—Interraclialia ; R—Radialia.
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there is a circle of rather small holes around the central open-

ing, but in complete ones this circle is often interrupted. The

spire is built of four rods with a transverse beam and terminates

in a crown with 12— 10 or more teeth. The buttons (d) have

mostly three pairs of openings with the margin decidedly crenato.

There are knobs on the middle beam, and very often other parts

are also beset with the same. Tlic calcareous bodies in the ventral

perisome are plumper than those in the dorsal, so that the

holes are smaller. In the small Liu-Kiu specimens there are, be-

sides the tables of the same shape, some others with much

larger disk but comparatively small crown and with two or more

circles of small holes around the central opening in the disk. It

seems therefore probable that in this species also the young

animals have tables that are larger and more complete than those

in the old.

The anus appears to be stellate, and is surrounded by five

groups of small papillœ. Polian vesicle one. Stone- canal, attached

to the right of the dorsal mesentery, very large, long and band-

like, having the characteristic appearance described by Selenka

(1867, p. 333, Fig. 71 x). Its wall contains felt-like fibres which

appear to me to be of an elastic nature and not calcareous.

Calcareous ring, as shown in a of the textfigure. Even in well-

preserved specimens I can not discover any Cuvierian organ, which

is probably wanting in this species.

From the foregoing accoinit two interesting facts stand out :

1) the end-plates of both the dorsal and the ventral ambulacral

a})pendages are more developed in the yoimg than in the old in-

dividuals, and 2) among the calcareous deposits the tables are

larger and more completely built in the young than in the old

individuals. From the first of these facts, it is not entirely cor-
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recb to describe the ambiilacral appendages of this species as all

papillae, as Theel does. In the younger individuals the ventral

appendages must bo described as pedicels.

H. aculeata Semper certainly resembles this species very

closely, as is stated by Theel. I should, however, like to point

out one difference not noticed before ; viz., that the stone-canal in

H. aculeata is described by Semper as very small, while the same

in all the specimens of this species which I have examined is

specially long and large. This species seems to approach also

H. notaUlis Ludwig, II. klunzingeri Lampert, H. occidentalis Lud-

wig and //. sulcata Ludwig.

Locality :—Red Sea (Semper '67—8) ; Berbera (Ludwig '83) ; Bay of

Margalla (Ludwig '87) ; Zanzibar (Selenka '67, Sempee '68, Ludwig '87,

Lampeet '85, '96) ; Mauritius (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83, Théel '86) ; Natal

(Lampert '85, Théel '86) ; Andaman Is. (Bell '87) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87)
;

Singapore (Théel '^G) ; Gulf of Siam (Théel '86) ; Indian Archipelago

(Sluiter '95) ; Batavia (Sluiter '87) ; Java (Selenka '67, Théel '86)
;

Banka (Ludwig '82) ; Macassar (Ludwig '82) ; Celebes (Jaeger '33, Lampert

'85) ; Dongala (Sluiter : 01) ; Kwandang (Sluiter : 01) ; Sanana (Sluiter

: 01) ; Kabala dua (Sluiter : 01) ; Saleyer Is. (Sluiter : 01) ; Gisser (Sluiter

: 01) ; Pulu Kawassang (Sluiter : 01) : Waru-Bai (Sluiter : 01) ; Timor

(Ludwig '82, Sluiter : 01) ; Amboina (Selenka '67, Ludwig '88, Sluiter

'94) ; Philippine Is. (Semper '67—8, Lampert '85) ; Cebu (Lampert '85)
;

New Holland (FjAMPERT '85) ; Torres Strait (Théel '^i^) ; Fiji (Semper '()7

—8, Théel '86) ; Liu-Kiu Is. ; Amami-Ösliima.

32. Holothurla vagahiinda Selenka.-

Ilolotlmria vayahimth Selenka 1867, p. 334, Taf. XIX., Fig. 75—76.—

* I do not yet feel quite equal to the heroic tusk of superseding the well-known and .well-

established name vagahumla by the designation leucospUota : f<v tlie in-^scnt I am willing "for the

sake of iiriority to follow pre-vious writers on this point.
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Semper. 1867—'68, pp. 81, 248, Tnf. XXI., Taf. XXXT., Fig. 1, Taf.

XXXIV., Fig. 15—17, Taf. XXXV., Fig. 0, 10, Taf. XXXVIII., Fig.

5—8.—Semper 1867, p. 120.—Ludwig 1881, pp. 595—6.—Ludwig 1882,

p. 135.—Ludwig 1883, p. 169.—Bell 1884, pp. 509—510.—Lampert 1885,

p. 71.—Théel 1886a, pp. 180, 218, PI. VII., figs. 10.—Bell 1886, p. 28.—

Ludwig 1887/., p. 1242.—Bell 18S7/>, p. 140.—Sluiter 1887, p. 189.—

Ludwig 1888, p. 807.—Bell 1888, pp. 385, 387, 389. -Lampert 18S9,

p. 809—810.—Ludwig 1890.—? Thurston 1890.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p.

330.—Kent 1893, p. 5.—Ludwig 1894, p. 8.—Sluiter 1894, p. 103.—

KoEHLER 1895c, pp. 383—4.—Koehlek 1895(/, p. 284.—Sluiter 1895, p. 78.

—Whitelegge 1896, p. 161.—Ludwig 1898/>, pp. 448, 450.—Ludwig 1899,

p. 558.—Bedford 1899«, p. 145, PL XVII., figs. 5 «,/>,c.—Bedford 1899/>,

p, 842.

Stidiopus {Gyhinocldrota) Icuco^ipilota Brandt 1835, i).
51.

Stichopus leucospilota Selenka 1867 p. 320.

—

Semper 1867
—

'68, pp. 74,

275.

llolotlmria vafjabundu var. Ludwig 1874, i>p.
36— 7, Fig. 40.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sd. Coll..

Spec. No.
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holes. Color brown ; on tlie ventral side liglit. Length of body,

up to 20 cm. Calcareous ring, as Selenka's fig. 75. Cuvierian

organ lirown-red, hanging in two rows at the bottom of the right

respiratory tree. Polian vesicle one. Stone-canal free, simple

and small. Tentacular ampulhne tolerably long.

Bemarls :—As the above Hst of the specimens examined by

myself sliows, the range of this species in eastern Asiatic waters

extends from the Philippines through Formosa (Hattan I.) and

the Liu-Kiu group to Satsuma from which province I have

specimens from several localities. Then coming up along the

Pacific side of Japan proper, there are specimens from Hyüga,

Tosa, and finally quite up north from the Hachijö and Kozu Is,

in the Shichitö group of Izu. The last named island lies at about

34' 20' N. Lat., and is over 8' north of the most northern locality

hitherto reported. Although Kozu I. is almost within sight of

Misaki, the species has not been obtained at the last localitv.

This is probably due to the fact that both Hachijo and Kozu are

almost in the direct line of the main current of the warm Kuro-Shiwo.

Ambulacral appendages are found all over the body. In all

cases in which I have been able to make sure, there is a clear

demarcation between the ventral and the dorsal surfaces. The

pedicels on the ventrum are much more numerous than those on

the dorsum. They lack supporting rods. Thkel places this

species among those whose ventral pedicels are not arranged in

longitudinal series. Although this seems to be the case witli

large and old specimens, it is different with young individuals.

In these three longitudinal rows of pedicels are distinctly recogniz-

able. In a specimen 4.5 cm. long from Formosa, the median

series possesses four rows of pedicels while the two lateral series

consist of two rows each. In another 7.5 cm. long, this arranc^o-
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ment can still be recognized. Ttieel expresses a great deal of

uncertainty as to the condition of the dorsal appendage, but

finally comes to the conclusion that there are both pedicels and

papillae. My conclusions, after examination of a large number of

specimens, are as follows : In the dorsum there are no appendages

whose end -plates are as large as those of the ventral pedicels.

But there seem to be differences in the reduction of the size.

Some dorsal appendages have well-formed end-plates, and their

ends may have sucking power. Others are more strictly papilla-

like, and have very small end-plates. I can not be sure of a

single case where a dorsal appendage is absolutely without any

end-plate. My conclusions are therefore very much like those of

Theel.

Calcareous deposits consist of an internal layer of buttons

and an external layer of tables. Buttons are smootli and have

mostly three pairs of holes. Their ]nargin is not much crenated.

The table from an adult individual from Tosa (8 cm. long in

alcohol) have disks both smooth and spinous on the margin. The

crown is very characteristic with the central circular aperture and

eight or more teeth projecting outwards. The spire is formed of

four columns with one transverse beam. It has already been

noticed by Theel in specimens from the Philippines that there

are two kinds of tables. He says :
" scattered among the common

tables with the wide annular apex of the spire provided with

eight to ten teeth, others are found with their spire much more

tapering towards the apex which becomes very narrow and com-

paratively inconsiderable" (1886, p. 180). I find that this is on

the whole the case with younger individuals. In an individual

from Tosa, there are tables that are conspicuous by their larger

size but have smaller crowns as observed bv Theel. As in-
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dividuals grow larger, these large tables with small apexes seem to

disappear. The crowns become all large, so that often the crown

is as large as the disk. As a rule, the disk seems to become more

and more rudimentary, while the annular crown seems to gi'ow in

diameter, and after a while, it sends out processes which may

unite and thus produce holes.

Cuvierian tubes are generally described as reddish brown,

and while such seems to be the color in alcoholic specimens,

they are pure white in the fresh state or when shot out, as I

can testify from my own observations in collecting this species

in Kagoshima Bay. Those who have seen the tubes shot out

and sticking to everything within reach, entangling all sorts of

animals if placed in the same bucket, can hardly doubt, it seems

to me, that they are organs of defense. Anyway they must be

said to perform that function remarkably well, even though their

primary object be something else. In preserved specimens, the

tubes are often half out of the cloaca. By dissecting such

specimens, at least in one case, I have found that these tubes

were attached to the basal part of the left respiratory tree.

When shot out, they seem to pass through an opening temporarily

made in the cloacal wall, as I have seen in one case, dorsal to

the anus. These facts seem to agree well with those observed

by MiNCHiN in //. nigra.

Locality :—Kosseir (Lampert '85) ; Aden (Semper '69) ; Zaiizibai- (Se-

LEXKA '67, Ludwig '99) ; Mozambique (Semper '67—8) ; Natal (Lampert '85)
;

Port Louis, Mauritius (Lampert '89) ; DaiTos I. (Bell '84) ; Seychelles

(L\mpert '85, Ludwig '99); Tuticoriu, Madi-as (Bell '88); Gulf of Manaar

(Thurston '90j ; Ceylon (Ludwig '90) ; Bay of Bengal (Bell '88) ; Anda-

man Is. (Bell '87) ; Nicobar Is. (Ludwig '83; ; 3Iergui Archipelago (Bell

'86) ; Gulf of Siam (La^ipert '85) ; Sunda Is. (Semper '67—8, Koehler
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'95) ; Java (Selenka '67, Ludwig '82) ; Bay of Batavia (Sluiter '87) ; Pulo

Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Amboina (Ludwig '88, Sluiter '94, Koehler '95,

Sluiter '95) ; Philippine Is. (Semper '67—8) ; Samboaugan, Pliilippine Is.

(ThéeIj '86) ; Zelm (Lampert '85) ; Hong Kong (Ludwig '83) ; Great Ban-ier

Keef (Kent '93) ; Bowen (Ludwig '74) ; Adelaide (Lampert '85) ; Ualan

(Brandt '35) ; Jaluit (Lampert '85) ; Lifu, Loyalty Is. (Bedford '99)

Funafuti (Whitelegge '96, Bedford '99) ; Fiji (Lampert '85, Théel '86)

MacKean's I. (Semper '67—8); Samoa (Semper '67—8, Ludwig '74)

Tongatabu, Friendly Is. (Théel '86) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67) ; Society

Is. (Selenka '67); Tahiti (Ludwig '87); Cocos Is. (Ludwig '94); Peru

(Ludwig '98) ; Caroline Is. ; Pescadores Is. ; Liu-Kiu Is. ; East coasts of

Kiûshû and Shikoku ; Sliichitô (Seven Islands, Izu).

33. Holothuria vittensis Semper.

Holothuria vitiensis Semper 1867—'68, pp. 80, 247—8, 277, Taf, XXX.,

Fig. 12. — Lampert 1885, p. 89L— Théel 1886a, p. 203. — Ludwig

1889—'92, p. 330.—Kent 1893, pp. 238-9.—Sluiter 1895, p. 78.—

Koehler 1895c, p. 382.—Sluiter 1901&, p. 13.

Specimen examined :—One large alcohoHc specimen from Sokari, Amami-

Ösliima, collected by Mitsukuri, Ikeda et al. JMar. 30, 1901.

Description :

—" 20 Tentakel. Zahlreiche Füsscheii auf Rücken

und Bauch gleichmässig dicht stehend. Rücken wie Bauch hell-

braun, Basis der Füsschen dunkelbraun, die Füsschen selbst heller.

Am Wassergefässring eine grosse runde langgestielte Polische

Blase, ein einziger dorsal angehefteter Steincanal mit freiem

Madreporenknöpfchen. Geschlechtsfollikel sehr zahlreich,

ihre Basis links vom Mesenterium etwa 2 Cm. vom Wassergefäss-

ringe. An der Vereinigungsstelle der Lungenäste mit der Cloake

sitzen die längsten und die dicksten CuviEK'schen Schläuche, bis

zu 4 Cm. lange ; dünnere und kürzere, aber immer einfache sitzen
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bis an die äussersten Enden der feinsten Lungenästchen hinauf.

Die Kalkkörper ähnlich denen von //. argus Jaeger." (Sempee,

p. 80).

Remarks :—The specimen which I examined during life had

the following coloration. On the dorsuui, a very broad longitudinal

band of light straw yellow extended from the anterior to the

posterior end, surrounding the large circular cloacal opening, so that

the largest part of the dorsum was of tliat color. Toward the

sides the yellow gradually shaded into white, which was the

color of tlie ventrum. Within the yellow band of the dorsum,

the dorsal ambulacral appendages had each a brown ring around

its base. The appendages themselves were clear and transparent.

The brown circles were confined witliin the yellow area. Toward

the sides, the brown changed to yellow. More laterally and on

the ventrum, there was no pigment around the ambulacral

appendages. In alcohol, the yellow color has faded : the whole

animal is of a light brown, somewhat but not much darker in

the place where the yellow was present in life. The brown rings

around the dorsal papillaß are still somewhat visible.

There is no sharp distinction betw^een the dorsum and the

ventrum. It has been said there are papiUœ on the former and

pedicels on the latter. Microscopic examination shows that some

dorsal ambulacral appendages have hardly any or only very small

end-plates while others have well-developed end-plates. In life I

have noted that there is a band without pedicels on the median

Tentral line ; but this is not now apparent, as the specimen is

contracted in alcohol. The anus is circular, surrounded by five

groups of small papillœ. The internal cloacal wall is dark colored.

The calcareous deposits are rosettes resembling those of //.

^trgus, H. marmorata, etc. In the present specimen, those of the
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ventrum are generally oval grains with a mixture of the rosettes

and biscnit-shaped grains, all of them being plumper than tliose

of the dorsum. In the ambulacral appendages, there are spicules

that are somewhat larger and irregular ; some are X-shaped or

even rod-shaped with two ends bifurcated, but none that may

properly be called supporting rods.

Calcareous ring as in //. argus, etc. Polian vesicle one,

spherical, with not very long stalk. The stone-canal is attached

to the dorsal mesentery and runs forward, its somewhat large

madreporic body lying free in that window-like opening which in

this and allied species is found between the calcareous ring and

the mesentery. Cuvierian tubes abundant. They are found not

only on the two respiratory trees but also on branches arising

from the common part of these, which part is somewhat longer than

in other species. Of the said branches one is especially long.

The largest mass of the tubes was found on the left respiratory

tree. The genital bundle about 1 cm. behind the circular canal.

A specimen of Flerasfer was discovered in the body cavity

during dissection, with the head in the cloacal cavity and the

tail pointed anteriorly.

This sj^ecies is one of the group in which are placed //.

marmorata Jaegee, //. argus Jaeger, //. hivitlata, sp. n., etc. That

it bears closest resemblance to these, there can be no doubt,

though the coloration in life is so utterly different. The natives of

Oshima distinguish it by a different name "Shiro-Shikiri." Anatomi-

cally the species differs from the others mentioned in several details :

absence of large supporting rods in the pedicels, the free madre-

poric body of the attached stone-canal, spherical Polian vesicle,

and the arrangement of Cuvierian tubes. So that, I am strongly

inclined to maintain the distinctness of this species, although it
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is a mere matter of opinion whether a specific or varietal value

is to be assigned to each of the forms within the group. There

can be hardly any doubt that //. tenuissima Semper is a synonym

of this species.

Locality ;—Nicobar (Sempek '67—8) ; Fiji (Semper '67—8) ; Samoa

(Semper '67—S) ; Simcla Is. (Koehler ^95
j ; Java (Sluiter '9-j) ; Moluccas

(Sluiter '95) Lumu-Lumu (SLunER : 01) ; Gisser (Sluiter : 01) : Amami-

Oshima, S. of lüüshu.

Holothuria cleniens Ludwig ?

I have a specimen (Sp. No. 1231) taken in shallow water at

Manjuyod, South Negros, Philippine Is., by Dr. B. Dean and

kindly given me by him, which belongs in this group of species.

It is now much contracted, being Gx4.5 cm., but in hfe must ]iave

been 12 cm. or more in length. Its ground color is white, this

being the color of the whole ventrum. On the dorsum, however,

the middle is occupied by several large dark brown patches more

or less confluent, and also on each side there are four smaller

patches of the same color. The specimen being eviscerated, I can

not make out the genital organs. It lias one long Polian vesicle

and one stone-canal which is attached to the mesentery including

the madreporic plate. Cuvier's organ can not be well made out

although tlie respiratory trees remain. The calcareous deposits

are the usual dehcate rosettes in the dorsal perisome and plumper

biscuit-shaped or incomplete rosettes with the oval bodies as the

most abundant element. Ambulacral appendages irregularly but

uniformly scattered over the body. Dorsal appendages have only

very small end-plates, and have dehcate, slender, rod-shaped support-

ing rods with somewhat bifurcated ends. Anus with Ave groups of

small papillae. Calcareous ring as usual in the group.

As the species of this group are marked mostly by external
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markings, I have looked for a known species with such colora-

tion as described above. H. löllikeri Semper and IT. démens Lud-

wig seem to answer the description best. But in what respects

these two species differ from each other and from other

species, can not be made out from the works of the authors.

Seeing that they come from the same locality—Samoa Islands—it

is not impossible that the two are identical. I call my specimen

provisionally //. clcniens, as the stone-canal does not agree with

the description of that of //. höllikeri.

Genus Stichopus Beandt 1835.

34. Stichoinis ananas (Jaegep.).

(PL I., figs. 6—8; toxtfig. 25).

Trepang ananas Jaegee 1833, p. 24, Taf. III., Fig. 1.

Hohthuria ananas Quoy et Gaimaed 1833, pp. 110—110, Taf. YI., Fig,

1— 3.—Selenka 1867, p. 322.

Holothuria ananas (Siibgen. Thcronoia, Sect. Caiaarosonta) Brandt

1835, p. 53.

Holotliur'ia (jramlis (Snhgen. TJteronota, Sect. Platysoma) Brandt 1835,

p. 53—54.

HolotJmria grandis Selenka 1867, p. 332.—Semper 1867—'68, pp. 93,

279.

Sticliopus ananas Semper 1867—'68, pp. 75, 275.

—

Ludwig 1881, p.

591.—Ludwig 1882, p. 133.—Lampert 1885, p. 104.—Théel 1886«, p. 196.—

Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 331.—Slutier 1901^ p. 30, Taf. H., Fig. 1.

Stichopus varlegatus Kent 1893, p. 234, PI. XXXV., Fig. B.
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Specimens examined :

—

151

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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pillse. They are largest and most developed in the middle

part of the body, but become simpler toward the two ex-

tremities, and at the very front and posterior ends, are represent-

ed by large conical simple papillae. The space between composite

papillöß has many wart-like simple papilloe, which are 2—3 mm.

across. The whole ventrum is closely beset with large pedicels,

without any arrangement in rows. Kent gives a good photograph

of the animal (PI. XXXV., fig. B, named Stichopus variegatus by

mistake) ; only in my specimens, the large compound papillae are a

little closer.

The ground color of the dorsum can best be likened to that

of a ripe tomato, being of a peculiar yellowish red color. When

kept in a vessel for some time, the yellowish tinge comes to pre-

dominate. In the space between large compound papillae, there

are many brown spots which correspond to wart-like simple

papillae. All over the dorsum, on the compound papillae as

well as in the interspace, there are numerous minute spots,

yellow when living, and whitish in alcohol. They enclose

each a minute opening and probably correspond to minute

papillae. Between warts, there are seen some irregular blackish-

brown streaks which are especially prominent on the side of

the body and can be seen best in life. The color and

papillae of the dorsum have been recently figured by Sluiter

(19015.). The color of the ventrum has a much more

reddish tinge than that of the dorsum. The tentacle is

yellow.

There are two kinds of calcareous deposits : ( i ) Slender X-

shaped spicules whose ends divide dichotomously once or twice

and are produced into long, fine tapering points (textfig. 25c).

(ü) Innumerable minute grains (/>), which, collected into aggrega-
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tions, are scattered all over the perisome but at irregular inter-

vals. The minute white spots which cover the dorsum seem to

be due to aggregations of these grains. In the pedicels, 1 can de-

tect no specially developed supporting rods : there seem to be

only X-shaped spicules and minute grains, some of the former

possibly somewhat thicker than in other parts. The end-

plates are somewhat peculiar : instead of a plate with uniformly

close net-work, there are centres of close net-work in the

plate, and these are united with one another by looser net-

work.

The calcareous ring is as shown in textfig. 25«. The mouth

being ventral, the ring has an oblique position and the pieces are

more or less oblique. The dorsal pieces

are certainly larger than those of the

ventral part. The stone-canal is fastened

on the dorsal mesentery and the mad-

reporic body is found on the edge of the

opening in the mesentery close to the dorso-

median piece of the calcareous ring. In

one specimen, the proximal part of the

stone-canal was distinctly white and cal-

careous and seemed even to stick out of

the membrane. A membranous duct

was formed as a continuation. In an-
dialii ; Rrd—Right dorsal radialia

;

other specimen, there was no such pe- Rii_Right lateral radüüia.

culiar arrangement. The Polian vesicles are in two bundles, one

on each side of the ventral median line. Each bundle starts with

a single stem, but soon divides. In one specimen, the right

bundle had two long vesicles and one much shorter, which how-

ever had several small branches. The left bundle started also

°?o ^
Textfig. 25.

Siickopus ananas : a—Calca-

reous ring ; h—Minute grains ;

c—X-shaped spicule. (h—c x

300). Imd—Middorsal interra-

dialia ; Ird—Right dorsal interra-

dralia ; Irv—^Right ventral interra-
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with one stem, but soon divided into a large number of vesicles.

No Cuvierian organ.

The present species and Mülleria formosa Selenka coincide

remarkably in the shape and character of the calcareous deposits

and in the disposition of the dorsal papill». In fact, with the

exception of the presence of anal teeth in the latter species, they

are so entirely alike that one can not help entertaining a suspi-

cion that the two species are identical. If they are really sepa-

rate, such close resemblance must be considered a singular case

of convergence. It is also a noteworthy fact that while the pres-

ent species has been found in various parts of the world at

various times from 1833 to 1901, Mi'dlena formosa h'à^hQQnîown.à

only twice in two widely separate localities, Mauritius (Haacke

'80) and Macassar (Selenka '67), and in spite of many recent ex-

plorations not a single specimen has been reported either from

intermediate spots or from any other localities. The original

specimen described b}^ Selenka was strongly macerated. There

are in my possession some dried specimens, which seem not un-

likely referable to M. formosa, and yet I feel constrained to place

them in the present species, especially after obtaining fresh specimens

from the same localities and ascertaining them to be of the same

species as those cured for market, which were once examined by

Prof. Selenka and were placed without any hesitation in Mülleria

formosa. Taking all things into consideration, Mülleria formosa

needs re-examjnation, and I should be not at all surprised if such

a species should turn out to be non-existent.

The articles cured for market from the species are called

" Gajimaru " or "Plum-blossom trepang " (f^ ^ #), the latter

name obviously referring to the clusters of papillae. The value is

40—50 Yen per 100 Kin.
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Localifj/;—Celebes (Jaeger '33) ; New Ireland (Quoy & Gabl\ed '33)
;

Lngimor, Giroline Is. (Brandt '33) ; Polynesia (Selenka '67) ; Java (Selenka

'67)
;
Bay of Geelvink (Ludwig '82) ; Navigator Is. (Théel '86) ; Great Bar-

rier Pteef (Kent '93)
; Saleyer Is. (SLurrER : 01) ; Amtoina (Sluiter : 01) ;

Koma (Sluiter : 01} ; Nalaliia Bai (Sluiter : 01) ; Pasir Pandjang (Sluiter

: 01) ; Okinawa I.

35. Sticliopus californiens (Stevipson).

(Textfig. 26).

Holothuria californica Stimpson 1857, p. 528.—Selenka 1867, p. 331.—
Lampert 1885, p. 93.—Théel 1886«, p. 239.

Stichopus cali/ormcus Clark 1901a, pp. 164, 171.—Clark 1901r7,

p. 496.

Specimens examined :—Two alcoliolic specimens from Vancouver, received

from the Department of Agriculture and Commerce, Apr. 26, 1897 (No.

1059). These two specimens are respectively about 19 and 18 cm. long in

their somewhat macerated condition. Although there seem to be some points

of difference, there can be no doul)t that they belong to Stichopiis californiens

as redefined by Clark.

Description :^Tei\i'eiG\Q^ 19. Stone-canal attached to the

mesentery; madreporic body oblong and in the usual position.

Polian vesicle one, long and large. The more dorsal radial pieces of

the calcareous ring are higher than the more ventral ones. Ventral

pedicels large and in three rows, the middle being twice as broad

as the lateral; well-developed end-plates present. Large dorsal

conical warts on the lateral edges and on the dorsal ambulacra.

Small papillœ not discernible and probably absent. Calcareous

deposits : Tables (textfig. 26«, h), in the outer layer slender and del-

icate
; disk large, with four large central holes and some additional
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Textfig. 26.

circles and smooth margin ; spire

built of four pillars with one or two

transverse beams ; crown with com-

paratively long, pointed teeth, 16 or

more in number. Buttons (c) in a

layer below the tables, not thickly

crowded but scattered more or less

sparsely. They seem more numerous

in the ventral perisome. Rather

large, with 5—8 pairs of holes. I

can hardly find any with nine
,,,.,^,^^,^, caiifindcus : «, h-

pairs of holes as stated by Claek. Tables
;
c-iMton. (xsoo).

These buttons form the supporting rods of ventral pedicels which

have well-formed end-plates.

Remarks :

—

Stimpson's description is very unsatisfactory. It

runs as follows :
" Body much elongated, of nearly tlie same

thickness throughout ; below, flattened and thickly covered with

stout sucker-bearing feet not arranged in rows. Dorsal surface

with about forty large conical cutaneous processes (or false feet)

sparingly scattered ; between which there are numerous cirriform

feet also diskless. Tentacula twenty, short, peltate with broad

discs. Color reddish brown ; below lighter. Length
1
J feet

;

thickness 1\ inches."

Clark (lOOla, pp. 164—165) says of the species: "Its position

in the Genus Sticliopus is suggested by the flattened ventral surface

and the large warts and papilla) on the dorsal side, and is clear-

ly proven by the arrangement of the genital gland in two tufts,

one on each side of the mesentery. It reaches a length of over a

foot and is dark brown in color. It is easily distinguished from

other members of the genus by the remarkable calcareous de-
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posits. In the outer layer of the body-wall are large numbers of

well-developed tables, with discs wliich normally contain four

central holes and four larger and eight smaller ones in the

periphery ; the spire terminates in 20^24 teeth and has one or two

cross-bars. Underneath the tables is a layer of very numerous,

long, thin buttons usually with nine pairs of holes. At the base

of the tentacles and in the skin of the oral disc are numerous,

slightly knobbed or branched rods, and there are numerous other

rods somewhat similar to the supporting rods of the tentacles.

The pedicels, however, seem to have no other supporting rods

than the long buttons. The C-shaped bodies, such as are found

in many species of Stlchojms, seem to be wanting."

The species seems to bear a close resemblance to SticJiojJus

jolmsoni Theel reported from Santa Barbara, California. The re-

lations of the two species ought to be re-examined.

Localitij :—Paget Sound (Clark : 01) ; Tomales Bay, Cal. (Stimpson '57) ;

Pacific Grove, Cal. (Clark : 01).

36. Stichopus cJiloronotus Brandt.

(Textfig. 27).

Stichopus (Periderh) chJoronotm Brandt 1835, p. 50.

—

Lampert 1885,

p. 107.—Théel 1886«, pp. 159, 189, PI. Vn., fig. G.

Stichopv.s cUoronotm Selenka. 1867, x^p. 315—6, Taf. XVII., Fig. 20

—

24, Taf. XVm., Fig. 25.—Selenka 1868, p. 116.—Semper 1867—'6S, pp. 74,

275.—Semper 1869, p. 120.—Ludwig 1881, p. 591.—Ludwig 1882, p. 133.—

Ludwig 1883, pp. 157, 164.—Bell 1884, p. 509.—Bell 1886, p. 27.—Sluiter

1887, pp. 195—6.—Ludwig 1887^>, p. 1224, Fig. 4.—Bell 1887«, p. 140.—

Ludwig 1888, p. 812.—Bell 1888, p. 389.—Lampert 18S9, p. 815.—Kent

1893, pp. 225, 240, Clir. xn.. Fig. 3.—Sluiter 1894, p. 104.—Koehleii
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1895«, p. 285.—KoEHLER 1895c, p. 385.—Sluiter 1895, p. 79.—Ludwig 1899,

p. 561.—Bedfobd 1899?;, p. 150.—Sluiter 1901?>, p. 31.

Stichopus cylindricus Haacke 1880, pp. 46—7.

Stkliopus cMoronotos IjvmYiG 1889—'92, p. 331.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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ly faded, and both the preserved specimens in hand are light

brown.

The body is angular and quadrilateral in section. Along each

of the two dorsal and two lateral ambulacra an alternate row of

large papillae (ca. 2 cm. high) is found. The whole length of the

Oshima specimen when living was 30 cm., but has shrunk to 15

X 7 cm. in alcohol.

Calcareous bodies are tables and C- shaped bodies. Tables

are all of slender build (textfig. 27 h, c). The disk is rather small

being about 0.028 mm. across, and having, in addition to four

large holes, only four other openings, or at the most one

more or less incomplete additional circle of openings. The spire is

about 0.032

mm. in height,

built of four

slender pil-

lars and hav-

ing only one

cross-beam.

The crown ap-

pears to be

somewhat
flared out, and

teeth

number eight

(in which case

two stick out laterally from each angle) or twelve (in which case

an additional tooth is directed upward from each angle), all point-

ing away from one another. The C-shaped bodies [d) are in a

layer below the tables, and are scattered irregularly. Their size

Textfig. 27.

Stichopus chloronotus : a—Calcareous ring ; b, c- Tables of dorsum
;

d—C-shaped body; e—Supporting rod. (6—e x240). Imd—Middorsal tllO
interradialia

;
Ird—Right dorsd interradialia ; Irv—Right ventral interradialia;

Rmv—Midventral radialia ; Rrd—E^ht dorsal radialia ; Rrl—Right lateral

radialia.
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is rather small and remarkably uniform being ± 0.035 mm. Like

Theel, Sluitek and Ludwig, I have been able to detect occasion-

ally rosettes which are formed by the combination of C-shaped

bodies. In the pedicels, tables with reduced spire and much

larger disk than in those in other parts are present. Also large

supporting rods with serrated margin and irregular fenestrated ex-

pansions, generally on one side of the middle part, are present (e).

Polian vesicles three. Stone-canal one, attached to the mesen-

tery, much meandering in its course, with a large madreporic body.

Calcareous ring as figured in textfig. 27a.

The animal lives in shallow water. The nati^'c name in

Oshima is " Kuromi-Shikiri "
; this however is equally applicable

to other black-colored species.

In the Oshima specimen, a Ficrasfcr came out from the

cloaca.

Localitif :—Zanzibar (Selexka '67); Querimba (Semper '69); Mozambique

(Semper '69) ; Sejclielles (Lampert '85) : Dan-os I. (Bell '84) ; Mauritius

(Ha.\cke '80, Ludwig '83); ludian Ocean (Ludwig '82); Ceylon (Ludwig '87);

Andaman Is. (Bell '87) ; Bay of Bengal (Bell '88) ; Elpliiustone I., Mergui

Arch. (Bell '86) ; Nicobar (Théel & Lampert) ; Pulo Tikul (Théel & Lam-

pert) ; Pulo Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Java (Sluiter '95) ; Bay of Bata-

via (Sluiter '95) ; Sunda Is. (Koehler '95) ; Sebang Ivotang (Sluiter : 01) ;

Lumu-Lumu (Sluiter : 01) ; Kaliala dua (Sluiter : 01) ; Karakelang (Slui-

ter :01); Sarasa (Sluiter : 01) ; Pepela Bai (Sluiter :01); East Timor

(Sluiter : 01) ; Amboina (Sluiter '94, Ivoehler '95, Sluiter : 01) ; Moluc-

cas (Semper '67—8) ; Macassar (Ludwig '82) ; Lugunor & Gualian (Brandt

'35) ; Pelew Is. (Théel k Lampert) ; Ton^es Strait (Kent '93) ; Great Bar-

rier Reef (Klnt '93) ; Lifu, Loyalty Is. (Bedford '99) ; Fiji (Semper '67

—

8, Théel '86, Lampert '89) ; Samoa (Semper '67—8, Lampert '85) ; Tonga-

tabu, Friendly Is. (Théel '85) ; Sandwich Is. (Selenka '67); Carolines
;

Amami-Osliima.
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37. Stichopus hirotai, sp. n.

(Textfig. 28).

Specimens examined

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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0.052—0.060 mm. or more (c). The

spire is often absent or is represented

merely by four knobs. When present

it is rarely formed of five columns ;

about 0.035 mm. high, with one cross-

beam and twelve or more points, ex-

panded above. I can not discover any

conical tables. (ii) C-shaped bodies

numerous, usually small, measur-

ing about 0.032—0.36 mm. (d). (iii)

Rosettes not numerous but not rare ( / ),

not much smaller than C-shaped bodies,

and some at least formed apparently

by combinations of the latter (e). Sup-

porting rods in pedicels 0.4 mm. or

more (g).

Size of body up to 10 cm. in al-

cohol. Color uniformly light brown in

alcohol. Skin soft and flaccid.

EemarJxS :—This species is nearest to Stichopus liorrens Se-

LENKA, from which it differs only in two points : (1) in having

18 tentacles instead of 20, and (2) in the calcareous deposits. In

S. liorrens C-shaped bodies are 0.1 mm. long, and tables are of

three kinds : (a) ordinary delicate ones, (b) similar but larger

ones distributed among (a) at regular intervals, and (c) large

conical ones. Whereas, in the present species I can find only

two kinds : (a) ordinary kind and (b) larger disked ones, mostly

with imperfect spires and found in ventral pedicels, especial-

ly near the end-disks. Conical tables can not be found. C-shaped

bodies are much smaller than in S. liorrens.

Textfig. 28.

Stichopiis hirotai : a, h—Tables

of perisome ; c—Same of pedicel
;

d—C-shaped body ; e, /—Rosettes
;

<j—Supporting rod. (a—/x 320
;

g X 240).
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The original specimen of Selenka was only 5 cm. long. The

only other investigator who has examined this s][3ecies is Lam-

PERT, and he also gives 5 cm. as the average length of the spe-

cies. Now it is possible that the difference in the calcareous

deposits of this species and S. liorrens is due simply to a differ-

ence in age. The number of tentacles is not a wholly reliable

character. It is therefore possible that this species may prove to

be the same as >S^. horrens or only a variety of it. But at pre-

sent, the differences are too great and leave no choice but to

describe this as a new species. An individual in lot No. 1342,

4 cm. long, does not show any large tables distributed at regular

intervals, nor any conical tables at the base of the pedicels.

A F'ierasfer is said to have come out of specimen No. 1342.

I have pleasure in naming this species after the late Mr.

HiEOTA, a friend and pupil of mine, who spent some time explor-

ing the Ogasawara Islands and collected a set of the specimens

under consideration. His untimely death cut off a career of much

promise.

38. Stichopiis japoniciis Selenka.

(PI. IV., figs. 32—44 ; textfig. 29).

Sticliopm japoniciis Selenka 1867, p. 318, Taf. XVIII., Fig. 33-36.

—Semper 1867—'68, p. 74.—v.Marenzeller 1881, p. 136, Taf. V.,

Fig. 11.—Lampert 1885, p. 104.—Théel, 1886«, pp. 160, 194, PI.

Vn., fig. 3.—Ludwig 1887?>, p. 1242.—Ludwig 1889—92, p. 331.—Mi-

TSUKURi 1896, p. 408.—MiTSUKURi 1897«, p. 31.—Östergren 1898, p. 134.—

Sluiter 19016, p. 142.—Clark 1902«, p. 563.

Holothiria arnuita Selenka 1867, p. 330, Taf. XVIII., Fig. 66.—Lam-

pert 1885, p. 91.

Stichopus armatiis ? Semper 1867—'68, p. 75.—v. Marenzeller 1881,

p. 121.
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Sticliojms (Hdotlmria) armatus Théel 1886«, p. 196.—•Mitsukuri 1896,

p. 408.

SticJiopus japonicus, var. f/jpicus Théel 1886«, ]). 161, PI. VIII., fig. 2.

Specimens examined :
—

From Hokkaido and Sa":lialieii.

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No
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Sc-i. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Its course is much convoluted. The madreporic body is pear-

shaped, situated opposite the opening in the mesentery facing the

middorsal interradius. PoKan vesicle one, large, on the median

ventral ambulacrum. In one specimen, there was a second small

one on the left ventral interambulacrum. Calcareous ring, as in

many other Sticliopus-siiecies, has the dorsal part pushed further

forward than the ventral part. Hence, all the pieces except the two on

the ventral and dorsal median lines are obliquely disposed. Selenka's

statements that the interradialia are broader than the radiaha has

been thought by v. Maeenzellee to be incorrect, which opinion I

must share. Color varies greatly. I have seen two specimens (No.

1409) which are entirely white and must be considered as "albinos."

Again there are specimens which are of a deep, dark color ap-

proaching black without a single lighter spot. The most usual

colorations are as follows : Those that live among rocks along a

rocky beach have the dorsal surface of a variegated, mottled ap-

pearance with darker and lighter patches produced by the inter-

minolincr of brown and maroon. The animal looks like rocks

overgrown or encrusted at spots with small algae and other marine

organisms, the coloration without doubt serving as a protection.

Individuals of this coloration seem moreover to have a larger

number of tall papilloo. The ventral surface is of a red color

with the tips of the tube -feet white. Those that live on sandy

or muddy ground, probably among sea-weeds, have generally a

uniform dark-green color, so much so that they are known in

common Japanese as " Ao-namako " (green holothurian). These

seem to have fewer and shorter papillae.

The specimens from Hokkaido and the northernmost part of

Honshu have taller and more numerous papillae, which are most

conspicuous in dried specimens. In those specimens, the papillae
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are in four rows, along the two dorsal ambulacra and the lateral

margins, with many smaller ones interspersed between them.

This form was distinguished by Selenka as //. armata. In the

specimens from more southern parts, the papilla? become shorter

and fewer. Some individuals seem even entirely smooth. This

is the form which 1 propose to call australis. It seems to me

probable that while the armata-iovvn. alone is found in Northern

Japan, both armata- and australis-iovm^ are found in the southern

parts. They are not varieties in the sense that they are different

from the typical form of the species, but rather they are the two

extremities of a large group of

forms all connected by inter-

mediate forms. The difference

seems to be correlated with their

liabitat, as indicated above.

I have stated already in a

former paper that the calcareous

deposits of this species change

with age (Mitsukuki 1807a, pp.

35-41). Besides the tables, there

are a few supporting rods in

the ventral pedicels (textfig. 29

a, h). They are more numer-

ous in the dorsal papillae, most

of which possess very small end-

plates. Numerous, very complex-

figured calcareous bodies in the

^ J
r

^fe<
^Pa.

\GV^ ^/

^''-'c:^~çyy.

^mm^^
ÖCMo9^OJ

Textfig. 29.

Stichopus japonicus : a, h—Supporting rods

of pedicel ; c, d—Rods from genital tubes ; e—
Cloacal wall (e). They extend up Complex plate from cloacal wiJl. (x300).

into the larger branches of the respiratory tree, gradually dimin-

ishing in number as they ascend in the tree. Eeproductive
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organs and intestinal walls have simple cnrved rods (c, d). No

calcareous bodies are found in the peritoneum or in the tentacular

ampullae.

Habitat : They are most abmidant along the coast, among

rocks which are full of nooks, crevices, and dark holes, or in

sheltered localities such as harbors, inlets, etc. They seem never

to be found on an open sandy shore with surf. As a general

thing, they do not descend very deep, being found at the most

at only a few fathoms' depth. Somewhat exceptional, therefore,

are the two specimens (No. 1398) obtained off Jögashima, Misaki,

at 60 fathoms' depth by a fisherman's long-line.

This is par excellence the Japanese species of the Holo-

thurians. Its name " Namako " has been made in the Japanese

language synonymous with the name of the order. As the

accompanying list shows, it is found in every part of Japan. The

most northern points from which I have specimens are Eêbun I.,

Eijiri L, and Kunajiri I. How much further north the species

extends, whether it is found in the more northerly islands of the

Kuriles and in Saghalien, I have unfortunately no means of as-

certaining at present. The most southern point in Japan from

which I have specimens is Kagoshima. It may extend a little

further south into Tanegashima and other small islands, but I am

certain that it does not occur in Öshima or in the Liu-Kiu Islands ;

for although I have collected there myself, and have seen many

collections fi'om there made by competent naturalists and have

often examined cured trepangs from the islands, I have never

yet come across a single specimen of this species. There are in

the Science College collection two lots of dried specimens of this

species from Taipeh in Formosa, which were exhibited at the

Second National Fisheries Exhibit at Kobe, but the labels accom-
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panying them which were made at the Exhibition state particularly

that the localities from which they came were not ascertainable,

and it is probable that they were exhibited simply as merchandise

sold in Taipeh. I have therefore no specimen which is certain-

ly known to have come from points further south than

Kagoshima.

Outside of Japan, I have specimens from Vladivostok, and

from different points on the eastern coast of Korea facing the Sea

of Japan, most of these specimens being those dried by the

Japanese fishermen who go out to these parts, so that the

species is found all around the shores of the same sea. I have

no specimen from the western coast of Korea or from any spot on

the Yellow Sea or from any place in China. These parts have

simply not been explored, and whether the species extends to

them or not I have no means of ascertaining. So far as my
present experience goes, the species is confined to Japan proper

and to the coast of the Asiatic continent facing the Sea of Japan.

Remarkable, therefore, is the locality given by Thkel, viz. Hong-

Kong, especially as I have been unable to find any in the Liu-Kiu

Islands.

Locality :—Japan (Selenka '67, v. Marenzeller '81, Théel 'QG) ; Hako-
date (Selenka '67); Northern Japan (Lampert '85); Amboiua? (La^ipert

'85)
; Yokohama (Ludwig '87)

; Hong Kong (Théel '86) ; Sitka (Clark : 02);

Sagbalien
; Iviùsliù ; Vladivostok ; Eastern Coast of Korea.

39. Stichopiis osJiimœ, sp. n.

(Textfig. 30).

Specimens examined:— ^i specimens from Katsujoki, Kageroma I. in

Öshima, obtained near shore in 1—3 fathoms. Collected by Mitsnkmri and

S. Ikeda. Apr. 1, 1901. (Sei. Coll., Spec. No. 1325).
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Description :—The four specimens measured were respectively

18 X 4 cm., 14 X 4 cm., 15 x 4.5 cm., and 15 X 4 cm. Tentacles

20. Body, as viewed from above, somewhat narrowed toward the

posterior end. The dorsal and ventral surfaces are clearly marked

off from each other by a series of large papillce which project

laterally and make up the edge of the body. The papillse are

not all single, but sometimes two or more are united together, a

membrane going round the anterior end. The whole dorsal sur-

face together with the lateral papillae may be described as

variegated in color, presenting various shades of brown or yellowish-

brown, on the whole growing darker toward the posterior end in

all the five individuals. The dorsum is roughly divided into

right and left lialves by an irregular broken black line running

along the dorsal median part and sending out irregular branches

towards both sides. This line may be taken to represent the

median dorsal interradius, and the two halves of the dorsum

the lateral dorsal ambulacra. Tlie large and small papillae,

scattered irregularly over these halves, therefore, belong to the

dorsal ambulacra. These papillae are comparatively large, some

being more than 1 cm. in height, quite thick at the base and

conical in shape. Although generally single, some of them are

double, two starting from a common base. They are not very

numerous. Their tips were sometimes black, but oftener reddish-

brown, and the surface of all the papillae was marked by incom-

plete and unclosed dark rings.

There are some strikingly characteristic points on the ventral

surface. The mouth is surrounded by a membrane. The general

color was a somewhat dark brown, but there were dark patches.

In one specimen there were two pairs of black patches on the

anterior two-thirds, while the posterior one-third was entirely
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black. The pedicels in the former parts are closely set in three

zones, while in the latter they are markedly more sparse : in tliis

part, the middle zone presents an irregular double row of them,

while in the lateral zones they are very much reduced in number,

or one or both of the lateral zones are entirely absent. The

posterior third therefore presents a striking appearance. It will

be remembered that very much the same thing was described for

Stichojncs naso Sempee, which however narrows toward the anterior

end and not toward the posterior as in this species.

Color of the tentacles reddish brown. Polian vesicles six.

Calcareous ring as indicated in textfig. 30 a., resembling that of

>S^. variegatus Seüpee, S. naso Sempee, etc. It is oblique, the

posterior prolongations of the radialia becoming longer dorsally.

Stone -canal attached to the

mesentery, much meander-

ing.

Calcareous deposits : ( i
)

C-shaped bodies of various sizes,

measuring 0.052 — 0.144 rnm.,

and frequently bent a little at

the center {e,f). (ii) Rosettes

very numerous, much smaller

than C-shaped bodies (c/). (iii)

Tables delicate, slender ; disk

small, 0.02 mm. in diameter ;

spire 0.032 mm., 12 or more

toothed, teeth spreading out-

Textfig. SO,

Sdchopïis oshiino' : a—C.ilcfireous ring ; h, r—
Tables ; d—Eoselte ; e, f— C-shaped bodies, {b—

ward and reminding one of a /x400). I-Interradifilia;Rmv—Midventml mdi-

alia ; Erd—Eight dorsil radialia ; Rrl—Eight

stag's horn {h, c). lateral radialis.

Bemarls :—All the specimens were obtained in 1—3 fathoms
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of water by spearing from the boat. Unfortunately, all the

specimens became very much distorted during their transmission

to Tokyo.

Although I obtained this species only in Öshima, there is

very little doubt that it occurs in the Liu-Kiu group also ; for

when I showed my sketch of this species to Nabisa, an intelligent

native fisherman, he at once recognized it and said that in his

part of the islands it was called " Daru-ga," meaning " skin that

hangs down."

This species evidently belongs to that group of the Stichopus-

species which have as their calcareous deposits C-shaped

bodies and one or more kinds of tables with or without

incomplete rosettes, and which are very difficult to distinguish

from one another. It seems very probable that some of these

species will be found to be synonyms representing diflerent ages

or more local varieties of one and the same species. The present

species can not be identified with any of the species hitherto

described. Wliile I am prepared to learn that it is identical

with one of the already known species, I have at present no

grounds for thinking so ; and as there are well-marked differences

from any of the species already described, I have no choice but

to describe this as a distinct and new species.

The species is certainly close to S. variegatus and perhaps

closest to S. naso.

The species is called " Gazumaru " in Japan.
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40. Stichopus owstonif sp. n.

(PI. n., figs. 18—20; testfig. 31.)

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec.
No.
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shaded papillae ; in alcohol, uniform grey with slightly darker

papillae. Pedicels in three longitudinal bands, the middle band

twice as broad as the lateral band. Scattered among these

pedicels numerous dark spots which look indented. These are

probably small pedicels or papillae. At the lateral edges large

conical papillae in a row, 7—10 mm. in height, 17 or 18 in

number. Smaller papillae of various sizes scattered all over the

dorsal surface, the tallest of these being very much smaller than

the lateral papillae. In specimens observed in life, some of the

taller of these dorsal papillae were arranged in a more or less

irregular double row along each of the two dorsal ambulacral

lines. Smaller papillae were scattered all over the dorsal surface.

In some specimens, these smaller ones were more or less in a

straight line along the lines of the taller papilla^ (dorsal ambula-

cral), so that longitudinal lines of black dots were noticeable,

especially when contracted. In other specimens no such arrange-

ment could be observed. Around the subventral mouth, a crown

of tentacles, surrounded by a membrane fringed with 25 or more

medium- sized papillae, these being more conspicuous on the dorsal

and lateral parts and rudimentary on the ventral part of the

membrane. Anus terminal, subdorsal, with some large papillae in

the neighborhood.

Genital bundles two. Stone- canal attached to the mesentery.

Madreporic body as usual, near the opening in the mesentery

opposite the middorsal interradial piece of the calcareous ring.

Polian vesicles variable in number. In one (No. 1054) there are

four, of which one is large, two middle-sized, and one small. In

another (No. 1053) only one. In a third (No. 1332) two large

vesicles united at the base into a single tube. Calcareous ring as

given in textfig. 31a. Both radial and interradial pieces of the
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dorsal part are taller than the ventral ones.

Calcareous deposits :—Over the general surface of the body
there are to be found tables only {h, c). Disk well-developed, 0.00

—0.85 mm. in diameter. Around the four large central holes, one
or two more or less incomplete

circles of smaller holes with in-

dented margin. SjMre well-

developed, built of four pillars,

but not rarely of five, 0.048 mm.

liigh
; nearly all with two trans-

\^rse beams, with teeth on

each beam. A top view gives

8—12 or more teeth. There

seem to be no noticeable differ- Textfig. si.

ence in the tables of the dorsal ^f^'^^op's OKstonl: a—C.nJcareons ring; h,n—

,
Tables; cZ—Snpporting rod of dorsal papiUa.

and ventral surfaces, but if (?>-(? x 300). I-Interm.TmUa; Rl,l_Left dorsal

anything, there are more tables ^r^L^^^"
'"^^^' ^"^^= ^-^-^^^^

with smaller disk in the ventral than in the dorsal perisome. In
the dorsal papilLT, end-plates none or very slightly developed.
In the ventral pedicels, end-plates well- developed, with similar

supporting rods. No calcareous bodies in the peritoneal membrane
or Polian vesicle. Beautiful complex calcareous deposits in the"
cloacal wall and respiratory tree.

Bemarls :—In the specimens from the north, there are many
tables with five pillars and others with six, seven, eight, or only
three. This is especially noticeable in No. 1372, in which tables
with four pillars are not common. Aoki observed a Fierasjer
come out from one of the specimens (1333).

Found so far in 80-100 fathoms or deeper waters of the
Sagami Sea. Rather common. Taken in numbers bv ' Tecruri "-
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nets in Yodomi in 80 fathoms. Strangely enongli, the species is

also found in about the same depth in the Japan Sea in

Hakui District, Province of Note, for the specimens from which

locality I am indebted to the goodwill of Mr. Y. Snioi. There

the specimens, dried for commerce, are known as " Mukade-iriko."

It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the species will be

found in intermediate stations.

This species is near to Stichojms griecji Östeegren, but I can

not detect any X-shaj^ed spicules below the layer of tables.

Moreover the calcareous bodies in the cloacal wall, etc., are much

more complex than in that species.

I have pleasure in naming this after my friend, Mr. A. Owston,

who has been instrumental in bringing up many treasures from

the depths of the Sagami Sea, and to whom I owe some specimens

of this species.

41. SHchopus iHtviegatus Semper.

(Textfig. 32).

Stkliopus variegatus Semper 1867—'68, pp. 73, 246—7, 275, Taf. XVI.,

XXX., Figs. 1—6 ; Taf. XXXT., Figs. 2, 3, 6, 9 ; Taf. XXXII., Figs. 1, 3,

5 ; Taf. XXXUI., Figs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 17 ; Taf. XXXV., Figs. 1, 11, 12, 13 ; Taf.

XXXVI., Fig. 1 ; Taf. XXXVIIT., Fig. 10.—Ludwig 1882, p. 134.—Ludwig

1883, pp. 156—7, 164.—Bell 1884, p. 151.—Lampert 1885, p. 105.—Théel

1886«, pp. 162, 191, PI. VII., fig. 7.—Bell 1887a, p. 140.—Ludwig 1887?>,

pp. 1224, 1242.—Sluiter 1887, p. 196.—Bell 1888, p. 389.—Ludwig 1888, p.

811.—Lampert 1889, p. 814.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 33L—Kent 1893, pp.

57, 226, 234, PI. XXXV., fig. B.—Sluiter 1894, p. 104.—Sluiter 1895, p.

79.—Koehler 1895c, p. 384.—Lampert 1896 p. 59.—Ludwig 1899, p. 561.—

Sluiter 1901?^, p. 31.

Stichopus variegatus var. hcrrmanni Semper 1867
—

'68, pp. 73—4, 275,
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Taf. XVn., XXX., Fig. 2.—Lampeet 1885, p. 106.—Lampert 1889, p. 814.

Sticliopus naso Haacke 1880, p. 46.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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The spire is also reduced mostly to four knobs, but from the

most complete ones, I am able to make out that they resemble

closely the tables of the group of Siicliopus to which S. varicgahis

belongs. There are also C-shaped bodies about 0.08 mm. long,

like those in aS^. varlegatus and somewhat larger than those seen

in S. cJdorcnoius. They are tolerably numerous. There are also

rosettes scattered in moderate abundance. They are mostly smaller

than the C-shaped bodies. Large ventral pedicels arc in three

distinct rows, of which the middle one is twice as broad as the

lateral. On the dorsum, there are large wart-like papillae whose

arrangement I can not make out distinctly owing to the distortion

of the specimen, but which seem to be confined to the two dorsal

ambulacra. The lateral edges (between the dorsum and the

ventrum) have only a few large warts distributed widely

apart. Numerous smaller papillae seem to be scattered all over

the dorsum. On the whole, the specimen seems to agree best

with the description of Stidiopm variegatus.

The specimen from the Ogasawara Is. also probably belongs

to this species, although it may possibly represent S. naso or

some other allied species.

The other two lots from Torres Strait can be identified with

the species. Of the three specimens examined l)y me, two are

quite large, being about 20x10 cm. even in their present con-

tracted state. The third specimen is much smaller, being 10 x

4.5 cm. In alcohol, the color of the larger specimens is uniformly

light brown ; the smaU specimen is also of that color, but shows

on the dorsal surface a large patch of a darker shade of brown.

in all the specimens, papillae raised on comparatively small

warts are scattered irregularly over the dorsal surface, in the

interambulacral as well as the ambulaeral regions. In the ventrum,
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nmnorous i)udiccls arc in three distinct zones, the middle zone

being, in the large specimens twice as broad, and in the small

specimen abont as broad, as the lateral zone.

In one of the large specimens : Polian vesicle one, pear-

shaped, several cm. long, and situated on the left ventral inter-

radius of the circular canal. In the small specimen, Polian

vesicles are four in number, two being large and two small.

Stone-canal one, attached to the mesentery, much meandering.
The madreporic body in the usual position in the opening of

the mesentery opposite the middorsal interradialia of the

calcareous ring. Calcareous ring oblique, being highest and
stoutest in the middorsal Hue and gradually narrowing toward the

midventral line (textfig. 32«). Radialia four-pointed, interradialia

one-pointed. The notch on the posterior edge of radialia is

shallowest in the midventral one and gradually becomes deeper

m the more dorsal ones, owing to the more pronounced posterior

l)rolongations of these latter.

Calcareous deposits :— ( i ) Slender tables of only one kind,

about 0.036 mm. high, with

disk measuring about as

nmcli in diameter {b, c).

The latter has mostly

four central holes and four

interradial corner holes,

or at the most only a

peripheral circle uf small

holes. Spire with one
titichopus varie<jatus : a—Culwirccjus iItic; ; h, c—Tublcs; i

'Z—Rosette ; c—c-shapcd ixxiy. (h—e x 400). I—Right ^^''^iisvcrse beam, ending
veutnaintemv.lkUa; Ira-Right clorsalinterracliditjRmv in twclvC OruiOrC tcCth—Mid veil tral riidiiilia ; Rul—Right doi^jil miliilii ; Rrl—
Right liilenil nwliiUa. wllicll h'dXC a tcndcUCy

Textfig, 32.
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to incline outward and look like a stag's horn, (ii) C-shaped bodies

in a layer below the tables (e). Size various, 0.08—0.125 mm.

(iii) Rosettes much smaller than C-shaped bodies, numerous, mixed

with the latter ; size 0.015—0.032 mm. or more {cl). These

rosettes seem to be different from C-shaped bodies and not to be

a combination of them. In the younger specimen (No. 1261)

rosettes seem more elaborate.

Locality :—Kosseir (Lampeet '85) ; Zanzibar (Ludwig '87, Laimpert '96,

Ludwig '99) ; Mauritius (Haacke '80, Ludwig '83) ; Ceylon (Ludwig '87^>)
;

x\ndanian Is. (Bell '87) ; Bay of Bengal (Bell '88) ; Indian Ocean (Ludwig

'82) Sunda Is. (Koehler '95) ; Bay of Batavia (Sluiteu '87, '95) ; Pulo

Edam (Ludwig '88) ; Nooid\va< -liter Eiland (Ludwig '88) ; Lucipara I. (Slui-

TER. :01); Bulu-Passi-Tanette (Sluiter : 01) ; East Timor (Sluiter : 01) ;

Saleyer I. (Sluiter : 01) ; Saleh Bay ( Sluiter : 01) ; Roma (Sluiter : 01) ;

Pepela Bay (Sluiter : 01) ; Bidjot Bay, Lombok (Sluiter : 01) ; Kaljaena

I. (Sluiter : 01) ; Kur (Sluiter : 01) ; Atjatuning (Sluiter : 01) ; Elat

(Sluiter : 01); Lumu-Lumu (Sluiter : 01) ; W;mi Bay (Sluiter : 01) ;

Waingapu (Sluiter : 01) ; Sarasa (Sluiter : 01) ; Timor (Ludwig '82) ; Am-

boina (LuDAViG '88, Sluiter 91-, '95, : 01) ; Cebu (Lamteut '85, Théel '8())
;

Plnlipi3ines (Semper '67—8)
; Pacific Ocean (Théel '86) ; Bay of Segar,

M'Cluer Gulf (Lamtert '89) ; New Ireland (Lampert '89) ; Port ]Molle,

Queensland (Bell '84) ; Fiji (Théel '86) ; Samoa (Semper '67—8) ; Torres

Strait ; Ogasawara Is. ; Kôzusliima, off Izu,
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Family II. ELPIDIIDAE,

Subfamily 1. Deimatinas.

Genus Lsetmogone Thkel 1879.

Tentacles 15 (20 after Théel, Ludwig), rather large, not re-

tractile. The lateral ambulacra of the ventral surface with very

large pedicels disposed in a single row, all along each side of

that surface. The odd ambulacrum naked. The dorsal surface

with extremely elongated, flexible, non-retractile processes, disposed

in a single row all along each of its ambulacra. Integument

with numerous wheels, and besides these deposits spicula or

cruciform bodies.

42. Lœtinoffone neglectdf sp. n.

(PI. v., fig. 45 ; textfig. 33).

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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of dorsal papillae. In the first specimen, length C.2 cm., breadth

1.6 cm., pedicels on each side 47—48 in number, and dorsal

papilla3 18—20; in the second, length 4 cm., breadth 0.9 cm.,

pedicels 31—32, and dorsal papilla? 12—15. Owing to the small

size of the animal and the large number of the lateral pedicels,

the latter become necessarily smaller than is generally the case

in the species of Lœtmogone or llijoclcvmon, and appear crowded ;

in fact, some parts of the row^ appear double or at least alternate-

ly double. Tlie diameter of tlie dorsal papillae is about the same

as that of the lateral pedicels.

The tentacles number 15 and are relatively large. In one

specimen their tips are deep violet ; in another, yellowish. The

tentacular disk, in the center of Avhich the mouth is situated, is

obliquely situated so that the dorsal surface is considerably

longer than the ventral surface, and the mouth faces decidedly

ventrally.

The calcareous deposits are characteristic : they are large

wheels, small wdieels, and rods. ( i ) Large wheels are confined

almost exclusively to the dorsal perisome, wdiich has besides

these, at the most only a few small wheels scattered far between.

The large wheels have almost without exception twelve spokes,

and six unequal central holes (textfig. 33rt). Their sizes are

variable, the largest being about 0.18 mm. and the smallest 0.08

. mm. in diameter. There are all intermediate stages, (ii) Small

wheels are found in the ventral perisome, the dorsal papilla?, and

lateral pedicels. These have, also almost invariably, twelve spokes ;

but the central holes are as invariably four in number (h) and about

0.04 mm. in diameter. At the same time there are some

which may be said to be between the large and the small wdieels,

and may be called middle-sized : thus, in Spec. No. 1519 there are
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found wheels of 0.068 mm. diame-

ter, VN-itli thirteen spokes and five

central holes ; in another specimen

were noted wheels of 0.08 mm. di-

ameter, witli twelve spokes and four

central holes. When the various parts

of a small wheel are slender, it

approaches the wheel-like plate seen

in Pannychia. (iii) Eods are found

scattered abundantly in the ventral

perisome in a layer deeper than that

of the wheels {d). They are mostly

straight, with some irregular teeth at

the ends. Their sizes are anywhere be-

tween 0.1 mm. and 0.18 mm. Support-

ing rods and end-plates are found only

in the ventral pedicels. The former are

arcuate, with some irregular teeth,

about 0.3 mm. or more in length (c).

The dorsal perisome possesses large

wheels almost exclusively. Small

wheels are few and far between. The

ventral perisome encloses both rods and small wheels, which fact

constitutes the great peculiarity of this species. The rods are in

a layer deeper than the wheels. Seen in surface view, both are

equally abundant. Dorsal papilla) have almost exclusively small

wheels. No supporting rods, nor end-plates. Ventral lateral

pedicels have small wheels and supporting rods. Besides these,

there are well-developed end-plates. The supporting rods are

numerous and are present throughout the length of the pedicels.

Textfig. 33.

Laimogone neglecta: a—Large

wheel of dorsmn ; 6— Small wheel

of ventriim ; c—Supporting rod of

pedicel ; d—Eod of ventral peri-

some. (X 200).
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Eemarks :—This species is very near L. loyvllle-tJiomsoni Theel.

In fact, the specimen from Japan placed by Theel in that species,

I surmise, belongs to the present species. Theel himself remarks :

*' The individual from Station 232 was in such an incomplete

state that no close examination is possible ; it is only 25 mm.

long and has thirteen developed tentacles and rudiments of a

fourteenth ; it is most probable that this form is a distinct species

from L. wyville-thomsoni, and this seems still more likely on

considering the nature of the sea-bottom and the comparatively

inconsiderable depth where the animal was found living" (1882,

pp. 77—8). The chief reasons for separating the present species

from L. icyi'iUe-thom-^om are : (1) its small size and general con-

figuration, (2) the large number of lateral pedicels in comparison

with the size of the animal, (3) the absolute smallness of the

pedicels, (4) the number of spokes in large and small wheels,

and (5) the geographical distribution, all the specimens of L.

iDymlle-tliomsonl being from the Antarctic Ocean, with the excep-

tion of the doubtful specimen above referred to from Japan, which

counts for something in separating the species.

One of the animals shows protruded through a ruptured

place in the dorsal perisome, a well-developed sexual organ, so

that the animal must be mature.

43. Lfetniogone i^ai't^rt, sp. n,

(PI. v., figs. 46—i7 ; textfig. 34).

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec.

No.
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Sei. CoU.,

Spec.

No.
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Textfig. 34.

Lainiogone parva : a—Wheel-like

pliite of (lorsiil papilln ; h—^Same of

X^eclicel ; c—Complex plate of pedicel
;

d—Supporting rod of pedicel. ( x 240).

smaller holes typically ten in

number. Moreover they are vault-

ed with the center highest. Those

in the dorsal papillre are 0.035

—

0.045 mm. in diameter (textfig.

34/>). Sometimes they are oval,

being slightly longer in one di-

ameter than in the one at right

angles to it. In the ventral pedicels,

there are similar wheel-like plates,

but most frequently there is a

tendency to produce a second

circle of small openings. Many have several circles of holes

(c). The ventral plates are all much larger, 0.06—0.075 mm.

in diameter (a). There are irregular, bent, thorny supporting

rods in the wall of the pedicels and the papillœ (d) ; well-

developed end-plates in the pedicels ; and much curved rods in

the tips of the tentacles, A'ery much like those in Lœtmogone

selenkai.

EemarJis :—The specimens in alcohol measured respectively

2.8x0.45 mm. and 1.9 x0.3 mm. They are, I believe, adults; for,

in one specimen (No. 1490) not larger than the three mentioned

there are to be seen some eggs which have burst out at the dorsal

median line in front.

Although 1 am unable to make out some anatomical details

such as the calcareous ring, the presence or absence of the tentacular

ampulLT, or tlie number of genital organs, I do not think there

can be much doubt that this species belongs to the subfamily

Deimatinne, and to the genus Lœtmogone, This species is very

clearly distinguishable from others of Lœtmogone by its calcareous
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spicules and their scarcity.
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44, Lœlniogone selenkai, sp. n.

(PI. v., figs. 48—51 ; textfig. 35).

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec.

No.
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pedicels (10—34 in number on each side). Polian vesicle one,

not colored. Genital opening on a papilla on the median dorsal

line. Stone-canal opening by means of 5—8 pore-canals near the

genital opening.

Calcareous deposits : With a hand-lens, one can recognize

in the fresh state numerous white spots scattered everywhere in

the perisome on the dorsal as well as the ventral surface ; these

are wheels. The large wheels have six or rarely five unequal

holes in the center, and nine or ten (rarely eight) spokes (textfig.

35a). The diameter measured 0.132—0.096 mm. in those near

the anterior end of the dorsal surface, and

O.OGO—0.075 mm. in those in the pedicels

and the ventral perisome. Besides these, there

are smaller wheels with four central holes

and twelve or thirteen spokes (/>), the diam-

eter measuring 0.032—0.04G mm. In the

pedicels, there are, besides these wheels,

supporting rods about 0.2 mm. long, which

are spiny near the ends and somewhat

bent (c). They are most crowded near the

ends of the pedicels. The pedicels have

also well-developed end-plates. In the

tentacles, bent or nearly straight irregular

calcareous rods are found near tlie tips of

the branches.

Bcmarhs :—The specimens are mature

as the sexual organs were ripe at the time

of capture. The great peculiarity of this species is its small

size and its numerous lateral pedicels, which are more slender

and more numerous than the dorsal papillae. If emphasis be laid

Textfig. 35.

Zœlmogone seknkai : a—
Large wheel ; h—SmfiU

wheel ; c—Supporting rod of

pedicel. (x240).
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on the fact that the pedicels in preserved specimens are in more
than one row in some parts of the body length, this might be
put in the genus Ilyodœmon, but as the dorsal papillse are so

distinctly in one row, [ have placed it in Lcdmogone. I agree

witli previous writers, like Sluitek, in thinking that the distinc-

tion can not be maintained between Ihjodœmon and Lcetmogone ;

and this species offers a strong argument in support of that

view.

The species nearest to the present one is 11ijodamon fimhrlatus

Sluitee, but there are some important points of difference which ob-

lige us to separate the two species : (1) The size is very different
;

in /. ßmhriatu?, the smallest specimen measured 8 x 2.5 cm., while

in the present species the largest examined is 4.7x0.8 cm. The
small size, as I have stated above, is not due to the immaturity

of the specimens. Hence we must believe that there is a con-

siderable difference in the size of the two species. (2) In /.

fimhrlatus, the dorsum is said to be hardly more vaulted than

the ventrum. In the new species, the dorsum is decidedly

vaulted, while the ventrum is fiat. (3) In /. jimbrlatus, the

papillœ are said to be smaller than the pedicels, as in so many
other species of Lcetmogons and» Ilyodœmon. In L. seJenkai, the

papillae are broader than the pedicels. (4) In I. fimhrlatus, each

of the two dorsal radii has a double row of papilla?. In L.

selenkal, there is only one row of papilhe on each ambulacrum, a

fact which induced me to place it in the genus Lcetmogone. (5)

In /. fimhrlatus, dorsum and ventrum are " hell-violett " while

pedicels and papilla) are somewhat darker rose-violet ; the end-

disks of both pedicels and tentacles, are said to be dark violet.

In L. selenkai, the perisome is transparent and colorless ; the

end-disks of the pedicels are hkewise colorless, but those of the
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tentacles are light yellow fringed with crimson spots. (6) The

calcareous bodies are very much alike in the two species. But

in I. fimhriatus, the large wheels are about 0.175 mm. in diameter,

while in the present species, they are usually smaller, none being

larger than 0.132 mm. and some as small as 0.06 mm. In /.

fimhriatus small wheels are 0.05 mm. in diameter, have usually

ten spokes, and always four holes in the center. In my species,

they are not larger than 0.04G mm. and may be as small as

0.032 mm. and have usually twelve spokes. (7) Polian vesicle is

colorless in my species, so far as can be made out from a pre-

served specimen which has not lost its color. It is said to be

violet in I. fimhriatus.

All these points oblige us to establish the species as a new

one. I have pleasure in naming it for the late Prof. Emil Selexka

whose work marked an epoch in the study of Holothurioidea.

45. Lœfinogone violacea Théel.

(PI. VI., figs. 52—54 ; textfig. 36).

Lœtmogom violacea Théel 1SS26, ij. 78, PI. Xni., XXXVI., figs. 20—24,

PI. XLH., fig. 2.—Théel 1879, p. ll, PI. I., figs. 14«-f?.—Lampeet 1885,

p. ] 96.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 338.—Perrier 1896, p. 900.—Perkier 1900,

p. 116.—Sluiter 1901?>, p. 62.—Perrier 1902, p. 390.

Cryodora .sjjonyiosa Théel 1879, p. 9.

Lœtmogone spongiosct Théel 1882?>, p. 80, PI. XIV.,

—

Lampert 1885, p.

196.—Ludwig 1889—92, p. 338.—Mitsukuri 1896, p. 409.

Lœtmogone jourdainli Petit 1885, ^. 9.—Ludwig 1889
—

'92, p. 338.

Lœtmogone hrongniarti Perrier 1891, p. 337, fig. 241.

—

Ludwig 1889

—

'92, p. 338.
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Specimens examined :
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Description :
—" Body elongated, about twice and a half as

long as the greatest breadth. Month anterior, subventral. Anus

posterior, terminal, slightly dorsal. Tentacles of almost equal

size ; their terminal part rather large, almost discoidal, destitute

of visible processes. Pedicels eleven along the left side of the

ventral surface, and tv,'-elve along the right, rather long and large
;

the posterior pairs small. Processes of the dorsal surface very

slender and flexible, in one individual twenty, in another twenty-

three along each of the ambulacra ; the largest process about as

long as the greatest breadth of the body ; a rather short genital

process placed in the medio-dorsal hue, a little behind the ten-

tacles. Integument very thin and rough, with four sorts of

numerous calcareous deposits : scattered spicula ; spinose bodies,

cruciform or in the form of an X, with the four arms curved ;

large wheels frequently with eight spokes ; and small wheels,

sometimes with thirteen spokes. Both sorts of wdieels resembling

those of Laimogone icyvUlc-thomsoni (i.e., concave, the felly being

directed outwards, not on the same plane as the nave ; the

wheels have somewhat the form of a crown) ; between the large

and small wheels there are many forms, varying much in size

and shape. Colour in alcohol, grey violet. Ends of the tentacles

light yellowish-brown. Length about 00 mm. Breadth about 35

mm." (Theel 1882, p. 78).

Remarks :—Next to Ilyodœmon ijimal, this is the commonest

holothurian in the deeper parts of the Sagami Sea. It seems

to occur in all parts of that sea in depths greater than 250

fathoms.

The measurements, and the number of pedicels and processes

in some of my specimens, are as in the following table :
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Specimen
Niimber
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In this table, several interesting facts appear.

1. The length of the body is commonly a little over twice

its breadth. In some cases, it is three times as long or even

longer.

2. The number of lateral pedicels in larger individuals is less

than the number of the dorsal papillse.

3. The number of lateral pedicels does not increase with the

size of the individuals. On the other hand, an examination of

various individuals shows that the lateral pedicels grow larger in

absolute size in older individuals.

4. The number of dorsal papilke increases with the size of

the individuals. That is, older individuals have a larger number

of papillae than younger individuals. On the other hand, the ab-

solute size of the papilla3 does not increase as mucli as in the

case of lateral pedicels.

Dorsal papillae are slender and conical, and in the best pre-

served individuals are of a considerable length, viz., 3(3—40 mm.

Some of the most anterior ones are in a transverse row. Each

longitudinal series may be said to be in a single line and inter-

nal dissection shows that they all arise on tlie median side of

each dorsal abulacrum. At its origin, each papilla has a not

very large vesicle freely projecting into the body-cavity and vio-

let in color. hâterai pedicels are on each side in a strictly

single row. Dissection shows that each pedicel has in the sub-

stance of the ventral perisome a cavity divided into three compart-

ments, which however freely communicate with one another, the

apparent partitions being only ridges projecting from the roof of

the cavity. These cavities show themselves from the outside in

ventral view of the animal. Tentacles 15 in number, large, disk-

shaped, not contractile.
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Calcareous ring is well developed (textfig. 36a). When looked
at from the outside, it looks simply like a plain ring with some
mdentations, but when it is pulled outward so as to show the in-
side a httle, processes become visible. Polian vesicle one, on the
left ventral interradius of the circular canal. Genital organs
two, bushy, one on each side of the dorsal mesenterv. Genital
papilla distinct in the median dorsal line. The stone-canal opens
with several openings near the base of tlie genital papilla.

Calcareous deposits are as pointed out by Thi^el, comprising
large wheels, small wheels, cruciform bodies, and spinose spicules!
Large wheels are largest in dorsal papilla?, 0.180—0.220 mm. in
diameter, with eight or rarely nine spokes and four central holes
(h)

;
those in lateral pedicels, 0.120-0.164 mm. In dorsal and

'^(K^WM^'^UU^

Textfig. 36.

_

Lairnorjone violacé,: «-Calcareous ring; ^,-Large ^.heel of dorsal papula: o-Middle-.zed wheel of dorsal pen-some; ./-Small wheel of dor.nl papilla; c-Spino.xs spluleofcor^alpensome /-Cr..ciform body of ventral perisome
; .-Supporting rod^ofoLTapHI^

/.-Spinous rod from genital tubes. (/.-Ax 200). I-Interradialia
; R_Eadialia.

ventral perisome, large wheels are few and scattered, cruciform
bodies being most numerous. The large wheels are relativelv
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small or middling in size, 0.08—0.13 nnn. in diameter, with 8

—

10 spokes and 3—5 central holes (c). Small wheels on the dor-

sal papillae and lateral pedicels have 10—15 spokes and 4—

5

central holes, the diameter measuring 0.052—0.108 mm. (d).

Cruciform bodies are found in the dorsal and ventral perisome

and are four-, three-, or sometimes five-radiated, with several ir-

regular teeth on the ends of the arms (/). They measure 0.18

—0.14 mm. in diameter. Spinose spicules (e) are found only in

the dorsal and ventral perisome but none in the appendages.

They vary from 0.15 to 0.20 mm. in length. End-plates and sup-

porting rods (g) are found at the ends of the lateral pedicels. No

calcareous bodies are found in the cloacal wall or peritoneum.

In the genital tubes there are slender bent spicules with teeth

On tlie outer surface of this animal, a hydroid colony with

an extensive network of hydrorhiza with hydroid polyps arising

from the nodes was sometimes observed.

Lomllt1/
:—" Chullengev " Stat. 164 and 235 (Théel '82); "Iviiiglit

EiTant " Stat. 4 (between Faroe Is. and Scotland) (Théel '82) ;
" Siboga

"

Stat. 314 and 178 (Slüiter : 01) ;
" Talisman " Dr. 13, 31, 45, 48, 49, 84, 85,

93 and 121 (Perkier : 02) ; Sagami Sea.

Genus Ilyodaemon Thkel 1879.

In the description given of I. ijlmai (Mitsukuei 1897?>, p. 133),

I emphasized the fact that in that new species dichotomously

branched bodies are wholly lacking ; hence the last part of the

description given by Thkel (1882) should read " Integument with

numerous wheels, sometimes also with dichotomously branched

bodies." After a closer study, I am inclined to make some more
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additions or emendations as to other parts. (1) Lateral pedicels

are said by Theel to be " apparently disposed in a double row

all along each side of that surface." I am inchned to think that

the lateral pedicels are in one series along the side of the body,

and that they appear double only as the result of contraction.

(2) The " crowded scries of dorsal processes " are, in /. ijimai

at least, always in four rows on the dorsal surface or in two rows

in each longitudinal half. That is, on the sides of each dorsal

ambulacrum there is an alternating double series of slender dorsal

papillae, and, when they are looked at from the inside, the ambula-

cral vesicles of these papillœ form one series on each side of the

longitudinal muscle. As emended, the definition of the genus

should be as follows :

—

Tentacles 15, rather large and non-retractile. The lateral

ambulacra of the ventral surface wdth large pedicels, arranged in

a single series along each side of the body, often appearing in

alcohol specimens as if they were disposed in a double alterna-

ting row. The odd ambulacrum naked. The dorsal surface with

a series of very numerous retractile, slender, rather long processes,

disposed generally in two alternating rows on the sides of each

dorsal ambulacrum, but often appearing crowded on account of

contraction. Internally, a series of ambulacral vesicles correspond-

ing to each double row, is seen on each side of the longitudinal

vessel. Integument with numerous wheels, sometimes also with

dichotomously branched bodies.

Sluitee (19016, p. 66) expresses doubt as to the possibility of

keeping Lcetmogone and Uyodœmon separate. He says " Ich glaube

dass es in der Zukunft kaum möglich sein wird, die beiden

Genera Lœtmogone und Ilyodœmon nebeneinander zu behalten." I

was at first inclined to accept this view, but further study has
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convinced me that, for tlie present at least, the two genera should

be kept apart. When a dorsal arabnlacrum is looked at from the

inside, there is in Lœtmogone only one series of ambulacral

vesicles on the outer side of the said ambulacrum ; while in

Ilyodcemon there arc two series of these vesicles, one on both the

outer and the inner sides of the ambulacrum.

46. Ilt/odœnion ijhnal Mitsukuiu.

(PI. YI., fig. 55 ; textfig. .37).

Ihjodœmon yimai Mitsukukt 1897/>, pp. 133—5.

Specimens examined :

—
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Sei. Coll.

Spec. No
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Sei. Coll..

Spec. No.
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the longest about one-third of the width of the body, and in about
four rows, of which the inner two are sometimes distinctly

separated by a space from the outer two. Back naked in the

median dorsal interambulacrum, with the exception of the genital

process in the anterior part. Integument soft and pliable, some-
times thin, sometimes thicker and spongy (the difference being
due to the state of preservation) ; colorless, more or less trans-

lucent, most so in the fresh state ; internal organs (especially

the light-colored ones like the genital organs) visible from the

surface. Color in alcohol, whitish gi-ey without any white spots
;

in the fresh state, a beautiful hght violet, with deeper tints on
the dorsal papilla). A rather broad straw-colored streak on each
side of the dorsal surface and outside the outer series of dorsal

papillae, becoming fainter toward the front, is visible in the fresh

state, but is lost in preserved specimens. Polian vesicle one, on
the left ventral interradius ; in one specimen 2.2 cm. long.

Genital organs paired, bushy. Stone-canal opens to the exterior

by a number of small openings, near the genital papilla, which
is in the anterior part of the median dorsal interambulacrum.

When the area of the openings is somewhat circumscribed and
convex, it appears like a madreporic plate.

Calcareous deposits in the general perisome consist of two
kinds of wheels : large wheels with six central rods and 9—12
spokes (textfig. 376), and small ones with four central rods and
usually twelve spokes (c). Arcuate or spindle-shaped spicules are

present on the pedicels and tentacles (d).

Remarks .-—This is by far the commonest of the holothurians

found in the deeper parts of the Sagami Sea, exceeding greatly

in number Lœtmogom violacea Theel, which is next to it in

abundance.
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Measurements, etc., of some preserved specimens are as

follows :

—

Specimen
Number
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The above table shows : (1) that the length of the body is

between 2.5—5 times the breadth, the seeming differences being

largely due to the degree of contraction of specimens ; (2) that

the number of the lateral pedicels does not increase with the size

of the individuals, although the larger the individuals the larger

seems to be the absolute size of these pedicels ; (3) that the

number of dorsal papillae increases with the size of the in-

dividuals ; that is, the older the individuals, the greater the num-

ber of dorsal papillae. Their absolute size does not however

increase as much as in the case of the lateral pedicels. The last

two points are as in Lcetmogone violacea, and such seems to be

the case with all similar species.

The lateral pedicels are stated by Theel to be ap-

parently disposed in a double row all along each side of the

body. The ^vord " apparently " is very important ; for an examina-

tion of a large number of specimens convinces me that in life they

are in a single row, and that the double appearance is caused by

contraction iti preservation. Similarly, the papillöe of the dorsal

surface are stated by Theel to be disposed in three or four irreg-

ular close- set rows along each of the dorsal ambulacra. In all

the well-extended specimens I have examined, there are only two

rows along each of the dorsal ambulacra, one on the outer and

the other on the inner side of that ambulacrum. Each row has,

however, its papillœ arranged in a zigzag line so that it may be

described as alternately double. Wlien the animal is contracted

in killing, it is very easy for a row to appear double ; in such a

case there appear to be present three or four rows of papillaî on

eacli side. That they are, however, in life in two rows is proved

by the fact that even in the same animal they appear in three

or four rows when contracted, and in two rows when well-
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extended. Moreover, when we look at them from inside, the

vesicles which are present on the inside, corresponding to each of

the dorsal papilla?, are arranged in two rows, one on each side of

the ambulacrum. The length of the papillae is, in preserved

specimens, 0.7— 1 cm. The lacuna? in the ventral perisome, cor-

responding severally to each lateral pedicel and its three divisions,

are similar to the structures described in Lcdmogouc violacea.

In tiie dorsal perisome, there are present large wheels, with

small wheels only in very small proportion, if present at all ;

some of the former arci the largest in the whole body. They

have mostly nine spokes (rarely eight, ten, eleven or twelve,

sometimes even sixteen) and six central holes (very rarely four,

seven or eight) ; the diameter measures 0.06—0.255 mm., but

commonly 0.10—0.18 mm. In dorsal papilla?, the basal part has

large and small wheels,

but toward the upper part

only small ones are pre-

sent. The small wheels

have the margin cre-

nate ; spokes eleven or

twelve, central holes four,

diameter 0.030 — 0.048

mm.

While we may find

large " large wheels " in

small individuals and

small " large wheels " in

large individuals, there is

in many cases a striking

contrast in appearance be-

Textfig. 37.

Uyodoiiion Ijhuai : a—Calcareovis

ring ; b—Lurge wheel of dorsum
;

c—Small wheel ; d—Supjx>rling

rotl. (b—dx2iM)). 1-Iaterradia,li:i;

K—Had ialia.
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tween tlie calcareous bodies in the dorsal perisome of large and

small individuals. Medium-sized individuals are intermediate

between these. If tlie size of individuals had been measured

when fresh, the gradation would be more striking.

The species is named for my colleague Prof. Dr. I. Ijima

in pleasant remembrance of many uncomfortable but fruitful

days spent together in fishing boats on the Sagami Sea, and in

appreciation of his great services in bringing to light the treasures

of these deeper parts.

Genus Pannychia Thkel 1882.

" Tentacles 20, rather large and non-retractile. The lateral

ambulacra of the ventral surface with large pedicels, disposed in

a single row all along each side of that surface. The odd am-
bulacrum with a double row of pedicels. The dorsal sm-face with

a crowded series of very numerous, slender processes all along

each side. Integument witli numerous wheels and small wheel

-

shaped plates." (Thkel 1882, p. 88).

47. JPanm/cJtirt moseleyi Théel.

(Textfig. 30).

Pannychia moseleyi Théel 18826, p. 88, PI. XYIL, PI. XXXII., figs.

1—^3.—Lampeiît 1885, p. 197.~-LuDWiG 1889—'92, p. 337. Ivishkouye

1894, pp. 14G -7.—Ludwig 1894, pp. 278—9.—Sluiter 1901/>, pp. 71—2.—
Perrier 1902, p. 405.

PannycJda moseleyi vav. henrici Ludwig 1894, p. 95, Taf. X., Fio-. l_2.
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Specimens examined :-

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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a more or less round central hole, from the edge of which pro-

jects a crown constructed of four or more slightly curved arms.

The central hole is covered in every case with an opercular plate

through which there may open from one to several openings.

Small wheel-like plates are 0.052 mm. in diameter, with about 15

holes (four in the center and eleven around the periphery). Large
wheels are most numerous in the dorsal perisome and the pro-

cesses
;
they are very few and scattered in the ventral perisome

and pedicels. Besides, the dorsal perisome contains some wheel-
like plates

; while in the ventral perisome there are numerous
small wheel-Hke plates and isolated large wheels (Slotee). Sup-
porting rods and end-plates present in pedicels. CValcareous ring

rudimentary, fragile and spongy. PoKan vesicle, one. Stone-canal

opens to the exterior by several pores. Genital bundles, two.

Size, 20 cm. long and 4 cm. broad. Color, greyish white ; back,

dark violet in alcohol, violet when fresh (Ludwig).

Remarks .-—The specimens are considerably smaller than the
" Challenger " specimens, being respectively 53 mm. x 13 mm.,
33 mm. x 10 mm. and 00 mm. x 19 mm. They are at present much
shrunk, and there can be no doubt that they were much longer

when living : in fact Aoki makes a statement to that effect.

Tentacles 20, large, non-retractile, in some specimens decided-

ly yellowish. Dorsum vaulted, ventrum flat. Along each side of

the body there is a series of large pedicels ; in the first speci-

men, 17 on the left side and 19 on the right; in the second, 17

01 18 on each side; in the third, 19 on the left, 20 on the right,

being crowded and smaller toward the posterior end. Along the
median ventral ambulacrum, the second specimen has about 11

pedicels somewhat smaller than the lateral, and arranged in a
zigzag row. Of these, about nine are in the posterior half of the
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body (approaching var. henrici in this respect). In the first speci-

men no pedicel can be detected on the median ventral ambula-

crum. This is probably due not to their actual absence but to the

extreme shrinking which the specimen has undergone. In the

third specimen, the first of the median pedicels is somewhat in front

of the middle ; at first there is considerable space between them,

while they become crowded toward the posterior end. On each of

the dorsal ambulacra, some 15 or more conical papillao can be

counted ; in reality the number is probably much larger. In the

first specimen there is much difference in size, some being large

and others smaller, the posteriormost series being especially long.

In the second specimen, they seem all about equally slender and

long. In both specimens the anterior two or three are in a

transverse row. In the third specimen, besides the double rows

on each side there are one or two rows of small, low papillœ which

seem to be given off" from the ventral lateral ambulacra.

In the general perisome, large wheels and small wheel-like

plates are present. In my specimens, both kinds of these de-

posits seem to be as numerous in the ventral perisome as in the

dorsal. This is different from what was observed by Theel, who

says that large wheels are most numerous in the w^alls of the papillae

and the dorsal perisome, while only a few of them occur on the

ventral surface and in the pedicels and tentacles. In Sluiter's speci-

mens also, numerous wheels and wheel-like plates were present in

the dorsal perisome, but in the ventral perisome there were only

wheel-like plates and not a single wheel. Large wheels are

very characteristic (textfig. 38 a, h). The spokes are rather numer-

ous, numbering 12—15 in my specimens, 13 and 14 being

the most common numbers. Moreover, between every two spokes,

there is a roundish plate on the under side, which is visible
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through the intervals between the spokes. The crown in the

center is usually of the triradiate typo and shows generally five

openings. The " Deck-

platte " closes this from

below, and there may

be one or more—up to

several—openings in this

plate. The wheels in

question are very large,

the largest reaching

0.216 mm. in diameter.

They may be as small

as 0.072 mm., but such

are not very numerous.

In my specimens they

are largest in the dorsal

perisome. Small wheel-like plates have always four holes in the

center, and 10— 1 1 in the periphery (c). They are circular or slightly

oval. In the former case, the diameter is 0.044—0.05G mm. ; in

the latter case, 0.050 mm. in longer diameter and 0.048 mm. in

shorter diameter (in one specimen, 0.056 and 0.052 mm. respective-

ly). In the dorsal papillso, large wheels and wheel-like plates are

present up to very near the tip ; but near the tip, there are only

wheel-like plates. There are no end-plates, but there exist some

weak supporting rods. In the ventral pedicels, there is a large

irregularly large- and small-meshed end -plate. Around and over

the end-plate there are irregular X- shaped supporting rods (d). In

the lateral walls, there occur also some spinose supporting rods. Like

Ludwig I can not detect any wheel-like plate wdiicli is like Thi^el's

fig. 7 in PL XXXIL, nor any plate like his fig. 8 in PL XXXII.

Textfig. 38.

rannijchia moseleyi : a, h—Large wheels ;
<"—Small

wheel-like plate of dorsum ; d—Irregular pLite around the

end-plate of lateral pedicel. ( x 200).
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Locality :—" Cliallenger " Stat. 164, 169 (Théel '82); Near Ösliima I.

(KiSHiNOUYE '94); " Albatross " Stat. 3371, 3431, 3432, 3436 (Ludwig '94)
;

" Sil^oga " Stat. 145 (Sluitep '01) ; Sagami Sea.

Subfamily 2. Elpidiinse.

Genus Periamma Ieepjer 1896.

The forms belonging to the family Elpidiicla) seem to be

very closely allied and to pass from one to another by gradual

transitions. It is therefore no wonder that its genera were not

very sharply defined by its discoverer (Theel 1882). So long as

the known forms did not increase in number, Theel's classifica-

tion was satisfactory enough, aud Lampert (1885) and Ludwig

(1889
—

'92) followed Theel closely. As soon however as the num-

ber of newly discovered species increased, it was evident that

Theel's system was not entirely adequate to showing where they

belonged. Heeouaed (1902) made an attempt to revise the fami-

ly, l3ut he depended altogether on the shape of the body and did

not take into account the nature of the spicules, with the result

that he gave an entirely new definition to some of the old gener-

ic names. Peerier (1902) then proposed a revision of the family,

which, while it is not probably the last that will be said on the

subject, is a great improvement on Théel and Herouard. I

therefore, for the present at least, adopt Perrier's revision, as I

have not materials enough at command to attempt one myself.
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48. Perianmia J^umai,^ 9,-p. n.

(PI. VI, figs. 5G—58 ; textfig. 39).

Specimens examined :

—

Xumber of

individuiiJs
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•' palmure." Just posterior to this, there is a pair of small pointed

conical appendages. In front of the " palmure " the body bends

downwards and the mouth faces entirely ventrad. There are ten

tentacles with the disk at the top not much larger than the stem.

At the lateral edge between the dorsum and the ventrum there

are about eight pairs, sometimes one or two more, of lateral papillae

which gradually diminish in size from before backwards. The

perisome is tolerably thick and translucent, the viscera inside

showing through by their livelier hues. At the time, the sexual

organs were ripe. The madreporic canal opened externally near

the sexual opening.

Calcareous deposits : In the perisome, " examined in both

fresh and preserved states, there are only C-shaped bodies (text-

fig. 39 c) and large and

small spiny bent rods («).

Both seem to be confined

to the tips of the papillae.

It may seem that the species

is referable to the genus

Kolcja, but there are pre-

sent in the wall of the

main reproductive ductmany

triradiate spicules and a

smaller number of four-

radiate spicules as well as

C-shaped bodies {h).

For this reason I put the species in the genus Pcriamma, although

it seems intermediate between Kolga and Periamma. The tentacular

crown has bent calcareous rods. In the calcareous ring, five

slender spider-like radialia alone are present {d). Pohan vesicle one.

Textfig. 39.

Perunmna kumai : a—Beut rcxl ; 6—Triradinte

rod from genital tubes ; c—C-shaped lx)dy from

genital tiibes; d—Calcareoi-.s ring, (a—c x 24(( ; d

X ca. 65).
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49. Enypniastes exhnia Théel.

(PI. VII., figs. 59, 60).

Enypniastes eximia Théel 1882Z^, p. 56, PI. YIU., figs. 6, 7,

—

Lampert

1885, p. 193.—LüDWirx1889—'92, p. 342.—Sluiter 1901/>, p. 77, Tai. H.,

Fig. 8, 9, Taf. X., Fig. 5.—Peeeier 1902, p. 433.—Hüttox 1904, p. 286.

Specimens examined :—14 individuals examined fresli and mostly preserved

in formalin or alcohol-water-gljcerine mixture ; from the northern parts of

Smiiga Bay at a depth of 600—750 Idro, collected by Mitsukuri and Aoki.

May—June, 1905 (Spec. Nos. 1565—1578).

Thanks to the liberality of Dr. B. Dean, I was enabled to

send our veteran collector Aoki to Surnga Bay during the latter

part of May, 1905. He soon reported that ho had caught a beau-

tiful holothurian at about GOO /^/yo's depth, not far from Numazu.

The specimens, which were sent preserved, showed that they

belonged to a soft and delicate species very hard to preserve.

Accordingly, I went with the laboratory artist ]Mr. Saküma to

Nnmazu to study the species in the fresh condition. Aoki brought

up several specimens for us to study. The figures (PI. VIL, figs.

59, 60) are made from the sketch and notes made by the artist on

the spot. The study of the specimens convinced me that in spite

of several not insignificant differences, the species is Enypniastes

eximia of Theel. The occurrence of the species at two localities

as distant as New Zealand and Japan seems remarkable enough,

but 1 do not think they can be referred to a different species,

and the wonder is somewhat lessened, when it is remembered

that the " Siboga " obtained the species at an intermediate spot,

i.e., near the island of Ceram in the Moluccas.
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Both Theel and Sluiter had imperfect specimens, and their

descriptions contain therefore several mistakes such as would

naturally be caused by imperfect materials. In fact, my own

preserved specimens show more points of agreement with the

descriptions than the fresh specimens do. Theel's description of

the genus runs as follows :

—

" Body very depressed, with an extension of the body-wall

round its anterior extremity, constituthig a very large, broad, and

rather flat brim. Tentacles twenty (?). The dorsal surface with

small projections round the margin of the brim and with some

other very small processes on its ambulacra. Pedicels along the

sides and round the posterior extremity of the body."

The figures (PI. Vll., figs. 59 and 00) show that the body is

far from being depressed. In fact, it shows a considerable height,

the ventral sole being flat, and the dorsal surface being consider-

ably vaulted. What was made out by Theel to be a broad brim

around the anterior extremity of the body is not such at all. It

should rather be compared to the dorsal hood-like appendage

seen in Peniagom and allied genera. The mouth is ventral, and

the large circular oral field is surrounded by 20 large aspidochirote

tentacles. From the anterior end of the mouth-field, the dorsal

appendage stands up like a hood. It is composed of 12—14

large finger-like appendages enclosed in a common membrane,

]3ut each appendage can be easily recognized from the outside,

and its peripheral end seems to project a little beyond the edge

of the membrane. The outermost epidermis covering the whole

body is extremely delicate and is easily torn off in shreds.

Below it, there is a rather thick layer of jelly-like connective

tissue, which seems to fill up entirely the space between the

outer epidermis and the inner layer next to the peritoneum. The
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epidermis and the jelly-like layer seem to be lost in preserved

specimens. The epidermis is of the beautiful bright color

given in the illustration, but even in the fresh condition, this

color changes to a dull red, and to green in patches wliich seem

to increase in extent and number as time goes on (compare figs.

59 and 60 in PI. VII). On each of the dorsal ambulacra, there

were three slender papilla) in the anterior part of the body ; the

posterior two of them are visible in the figure. Along the lateral

ambulacra, there were twelve or more appendages. In one case at

least, of the twelve the six posterior were longer and crowded,

while the anterior six were smaller and more scattered. On the

dorsal median line, in one specimen at least, there was a papilla

in the anterior part, at the tip of which the genital organ and

the stone-canal seemed to open. There was no pedicel on the

ventral median ambulacrum. The body was about 18 cm. long, and

cm. high at the anterior end. Like Theel and Sluitee, I could

not find any calcareous bodies in any part of the body, and as

1 used fresh specimens for observation, this could not have been

due to dissolution ; so I think, we must consider the species to be

without any calcareous spicules.

Sluitee gives some anatomical details. I may say that pre-

served specimens came to assume appearances very much like

his figures (PL II., figs. 8, 9). According to Sluitee, the tentacles

are not all of equal size : the dorsal being smaller than the ventral.

This I am unable to see. They all seem to be of a uniform size.

The oral field is 35 mm. in diameter. The end-shield of the

tentacles has a slender neck making each tentacle look like a

bottle. The diameter of the shield is about C— 7 mm. Sluitee

mentions that the intestine lac]i:s the usual convolutions and is

almost straight. In the specimen I dissected, the intestine dis-
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played the usual convolutions, showing nothing remarkable in

this respect. Each genital bundle consists of a number of closed

sacks in which I could detect remnants of eggs.

Locality ;—" Clialleiiger " Stat. 168 (Theel '82) ;
" Siboga " Stat. 173

(Sluiter '01) ; Sagami Sea.

Family III. CUCUMARIIDAE.

Genus Colochirus Teoschel 1846.

50. Colfjchiriis dolioluni (Pallas).

(PI. I., figs. 10—11).

Actinia doliohm Pallas 1766, p. 152, Tab. XI., Fig. 10.

Holotlmria doUolum (partim.) Lamakck 1816.

Pentactes dolidum (partim.) Jaegek 1833, p. 12.

Cladodaciyla doliohmi ? Brandt 1835, p. 45.

Oucmnaria doliohm Selenka 1867, p. 348, Taf. XX., Fig 108.—Semper

1868, pp. 53, 269.

Colochirus doliohm v. Maeexzeller 1874, pp. 303—4.—Lampert 1885,

p. 128.—Theel 1886a, p. 125.—Ludwig 1887^>, p. 1229.—Ludwig 1888, p.

818.—Ludwig 1889— '92, p. 349.—Lampert 1889, p. 819.—Sluiter 1894, p.

104.—Pearson 1903, p. 196.

ColocTiirus australis Ludwig 1874, p. 12, Fig. 15,

—

Bell 1886, p. 148.

—

Lampert 1885, p. 123.—Theel 1886«, p. 122.—Sluiter 1887, p. 205, Taf.

n., Fig. 20—22.

ColocJdrus vdmttus Ludwig 1874, p. 13.

—

Lampert 1885, p. 123.—Theel

1886a, p. 121.

Colochirus pygmœus Théel 1886r/, p. 83. PI. IV., fig. 9.
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Specimens examined :

—

219

Sei. Coll.

Spec.

No.
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einander abstehenden Längsreihen zu je zwei, seltner zu je drei

nebeneinander. In den Eadien des Kückens finden sich 1—

2

Papilleureihen, die Interradien sind gänzhch frei von Papillen.

Der After ist mit kleinen Kalkzähnen versehen. A^on Kalkgebil-

den finden sich in der Haut zahlreiche knotige Schnallen, welche

sich zu grossen Kalkplatten umwandeln. Diese letzteren sind auf

dem Rücken grösser als auf dem Bachen, bis 2 Mm. gross. Man

kau die Kalkplatten in der Haut schon bei äusserer Betrachtung

deutlich wahrnehmen. In den Wandungen der Füsschen finden

sich zahlreiche Stützstäbchen. In der oberflächlichen Hautschicht

liegen umgewandelte Stühlchen, welche durchbrochene Halbkugeln

darstellen, deren Scheitel durch das Zusammentreten von regel-

mässig vier Kalkstäben gebildet wird und deren offene Basis

bei jüngeren Formen durch einen einzigen Querstab, bei älteren

Formen durch mehrere gedornte Querstäbe geschlossen wird. Die

drei am meisten ventralen Glieder des Kalkringes sind nahe

aneinander gerückt, entsprechend den zwei kleinen ventralen

Tentakeln. Die zehn Tentakel sind dunkelbraun und gelb gefleckt

und haben einen stark verkalkten Stiel. Die Geschlechtsorgane

heften sich etwas hinter dem Ansatz der Eetractoren an, welche

selbst 1/3 vom Vorderende inseriren. Sie bestehen aus zwei

Büscheln unverästelter, brauner, 1

—

IJ Gm. langer Schläuche.

Links am Gefässring eine einzige 7 Mm. lange Poli'sche Blase ;

ein dorsaler, im Mesenterium festgelegter Steinkanal." (Lidavig

1874, pp. 12—3.)

Remarks :—This seems to be one of the most widely distributed

species of Dendrochirotœ in Japan. It is found from Hokkaido

in the north down to Kagoshima in tlie south. The largest

specimens before me (No. 1642) are 4.3x1.5 cm. and 5 x 2 cm.

They are quadrangular in sliape, but towards the anterior end are
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decidedly pentangular, the median ventral ambulacrum becoming

prominent. These five angles correspond to the five valves by

which the mouth is closed. The three ventral ambulacra are

distinct, each showing about two pedicels standing side by side at

the ends, but in the middle more than two. In the dorsal lateral

rows of papilla?, the bases of these are surrounded by spiny elevations

formed by calcareous plates which make the whole body stiff and

hard. All the intei'ambulacra are naked and in most specimens

darker colored than the ambulacra. Tentacles ten ; two ventral

tentacles smaller than the rest. Calcareous ring simple : I can not

discover that any of the joints are narrower or more crowded than

the rest. Polian vesicle one. Stone-canal one, attached to the

dorsal mesentery. Genital tubes unbranched. Retractors inserted

at about 1/4 of the body length. Anus with five small teeth.

Calcareous deposits of three kinds : (i) small reticulate hemispheres,

(ii) knobbed buttons, and (iii) large plates. In addition to these

there are found (a) supporting rods, (h) tentacular supporting rods,

and {c) distinct end-plates.

Localitij :—-Cnpe of Gool. Hope (earlier authors) ; Boweu (Ludwig '74) ;

Sydney (Ludwig 74) ; Port Jackson (Beix '86; ; Port Molle (Bell '86)
;

New South Wales (Lajipeet '86j ; West Austraha (Lampeet '86) ; Amboina

(Ludwig '88, Sluitise '94) ; Bahia (Théel '86) ; Billiton (Sll^tee '87)^;

Ceylon (Pearson '03) ; East Coast of Japan, from Hokkaido to Satsuma.

51. Colochirus hiornatus v. MAEE^'ZELLEE.

(PI. 7HI, fig. 73; textfig. 40;.

Colocldrus inorimtii.s v. Maeenzellee 1881, pp. 130—2, Taf. Y., Fig. 7.

—Lampeet 1885, p. 127.—Théel 18S6r^ pp. 77, 120, PI. YL, fig. 8.—

Lampeet 1889, p. 824.

Thyone hiornntn Ludwig 1889—92, p. 346.
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Specimens examined :^

Sei. Coll.,

Spec.

No.
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surface, and is surrounded by five minute teeth. Ambulacral

appendages are scattered aU over the body. On the ventral sur-

face, the three ambulacra are distinctly marked by longitudinal

rows of minute holes within which the pedicels have retracted.

They are most marked in the middle of the body, for in tliis

part pedicels are less numerous in the interambulacra than nearer

the two ends of the body. The dorsal surface, which is colored

brown, is thickly and uniformly crowded with the holes within

which ambulacral appendages have retracted. I have not been

able to ascertain whether these are pedicels or papillœ. The

ventral surface is of

a lighter color. In the

two specimens ex-

amined for the pur-

pose, the tentacles

were twelve in num-

ber, of wliich the two

ventral were smaller

than the rest. In the

calcareous ring the lateral ventral radialia of both sides are re-

presented each by two pieces. I can not see that the ventral

pieces are any narrower than the rest. PoUan vesicle one, on the

left lateral radius. Stone-canal one, with a large lobulate madre-
poric body on the mesenterium.

The calcareous deposits in the perisome are of three kinds :

(i) delicate, reticulate, flat cups with some knobs (textfig. -iOb), (ii)

thick, robust buttons with large rounded knobs (a), and (iii) plates

which are not very large (c). In the pedicels are found well-de-

veloped end-plates with longish irregular, many-holed supporting

rods.

Textfig. 40.

Colochirus imrnatus : a-Ivnobl^ed buttou ; 6—Retieiuute,

knobbed cup; c—rerfomted i^late. (x 300).
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Although this species is put by Ludwig in the genus lliycne,

it seems tourne that the presence of a sole and the resemblance

of its calcareous deposits to those of Colochinis doUolum, make it

desirable to retain it in the genus ColocJnrus.

Localiff/ :—Japan (v. Maiîenzellek '81, Lampeet '85, Théel '86) ; Gulf

of Tokyo.

Genus Fsolus Oken 1815.

52. Fsolus fiscidii'formiSf sp. n.

(PI. I, figR. 13—15 ; textfig. 41).

Specimen cxarnined:—-One alcoholic specimen from off Miyako, Vyoy. of

Kiknchii, 500 liiro. Wakij'a Coll., Fel). 1903. (Sp. No. 1650).

I can not identify this with any of the previously described

species.

In alcohol, it is almost black in color. The shape is decided-

ly ascidian-like, both the oral and anal processes standing up

from the body more than 1 cm., the former being much larger

than the latter. The sole is trapezoidal in shape, the anterior

end being much broader than the posterior. There is no sign of

pedicels in the median ambulacrum. Around the margin of the

sole, there are two rows of pedicels, one within the projecting

rim of the sole, and the other just at the edge of the said rim.

The whole dorsal surface not included in this sole is covered

with large scales. These are rather small around the edge of the

sole, but become larger towards the sides, the largest scales of the

body being found about half way up. They are without any

grains and are imbricated. I can not find any specially large

scales or any regular arrangement of them around the mouth or

anus. In alcohol, the surface shows corrugations.
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The calcareous deposits in the sole (text-

fig. 41) are very numerous and crowded, so

that in cutting out a piece ^Yitll scissors, a

peculiar grating sound is heard. They con-

sist of plates of various irregular shapes,

bearing from a few to many knobs on the

surface. The ends of the knobs often join

to form the characteristic fenestrated plates,

parallel to the original plate. The edges of

these plates are more or less scalloped.

From the only specimen on hand the

number of tentacles, etc., could not be

ascertained.

Textfig. 41.

Psolus ascidiiformbt.

Knobbed plate fi-om sole.

X 200.

53, Psolus squainatus (Müller).

(PL VU., figs. 61—62 ; textfig. 42).

Hdothuria sqitamota Mlli.ePv 1788, Taf. X., Fig. 1—3.

Cuvkria squomata? J.ï:ger 1833, p. 20.—? Blmxville 1834, p. 192.

—

DÜBEN odi KoEEX 1844, pp. 222—6, Taf. IV., Fig. 35—41.—Koren 1845,

Fig. 1—16.—Lütken 1857, p. 69.—Selenka 1867, p. 343.

Psolus squamafus ANDREW and Barret 1857, p. 45.

—

Sars 1858, p. 169.

—Sars 1861, pp. 112—3.—Seiiper 1868, pp. 62, 272.—Beix 18S2, p. 645.—

Lampert 1885, p. 119.

—

Kükenthal und Weissenboen 1886, p. 780.—Lud-

wig 1889—'92, p. 350.—Pfeffer 1890, pp. 88, 95.—Nordgaard 1893, pp.

5, 10.—Norman 1893, p. 349.—Meissner und Collin 1894, p. 345.—Grœg

1894, p. 4.—Sluiter 1895, p. 81.—Appellof 1896, p. 12.—Grieg 1897, pp.

4, 7, 11, 12, 24.—Ludwig 1898«, pp. 58, 61.—Bidekn.vp 1899, p. 106.—

Ludwig 1900, p. 158.—Cl.\rk 1901^/, p. 171.—Clark 190h?, p. 491.—

Östeegren 1902, p. 10.

—

Perrier 1902, pp. 513—4.

Lopliotlmria squamata Vereill 1873.
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Psoliis (Cuvicna) sqiiamatus var, ? Théel 1886rA, pp. 89, 129, PI. XV.,

figs. 1, 2, PL VI., fig. 2.—PPekrier 1904, p. 16.

Psolus sqmimatus var. segregatns Pekp.ieu 1905, p. 59.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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description given of P. squamatus, is so close that I liave con-

sidered it safest to refer them to tlie present species.

All the specimens are from

the Sagami Sea, and all from a

depth of 400 hlro (= 333 fathoms,

a depth greater than that hitherto

reported). They possess ten ten-

tacles. The odd ambulacrnm of the

sole possesses some pedicels in the
Textfig. 42.

anterior and posterior portions, but p , , ^ .^
-£ solus squamatus : Perforated plates

is devoid of pedicels in the middle, "^ ^°^'^- ^ 200.

which is by far the largest part. Pedicels around the margin of

the sole are in 3—4 rows. Dorsal scales are beset with fine

grains. I can not find that they have any special arrangement

around the mouth or anus. The sizes of the specimens are :

7 X 2.5 cm.; 7x2 cm. ;
6.5 x 4 cm.; ßx4.5cm.

; 5.5 x 2 cm.
;

4x1.5 cm. The comparatively small widths are apparently due to

the lateral compression to v/hich the specimens had been subjected.

Locality .•—Snud
; Greenland ; Kiuiles (Selexka '67, Sempee '68)

;

West Coast of Scandinavia from Bergen to Lofoten and Finmark (Saes,

DiJBEN ocli KoEEN, Danœlssen og KoEEX, MÖBius mid BÜTSCHLI, Andrew
and Barret)

; British Is. (Norman, Hodge) ; Gulf of St. Lam-ence (Bell)^

Coast of New England (Vereill)
; Barents See, Bergensfjord (Sluiter '95)

;

Pacific Grove, Cal. (Clark '01); Sagami Sea.

Genus Thyone Okex 1815.

54. Thyone sacellns (Selexka).

(PI. 7n., fig. 63 ; textfig. 43).

Stolm mcellxs Selexka 1867, p. 355, Taf. XX., Fi». 115—6.
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Thyone rigida Semper 1867—'68, p. ßQ, Taf. XUI., Fig. 23, Tnf. XV.,

Fig. 7.

Thyone mcc^la Semper 1867—'68, p. 66.—y. Marenzeller 1881, p.

134._Théel 1886«, p. 138.—Sluiter 1887, p. 206.—Sluiter 1895, p. 80.

Stereoderma murroyi Bell 1883, p. 61, PL XV., figs. 6, Ga, 6b.

Thyone sacellus Bell 1884, p. 149.

—

Lampert 1885, p. 154.

—

Lampekt

1889, p. 834.—LuDWiCx 1889—'92, p. 346.—Ludwig 1899, p. 561.—Sluiter

1901^ p. 93.—Pearson 1903, p. 192, PI. I., figs. 9, 10.

Thyone (Stolns) sacdla MiTSUKURi 1896, p. 410.

Specimens examined :

—

Sc-i. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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freie, kleine Steincanälchen und 4 Poli'sche Blasen. Die Saiig-

füssclien besitzen deutliche Ampullen. Geschlechtsschlauche un-

getheilt ; Kloake durch zahlreiche Muskeln gehalten." (Selenka

1807, p. 355.)

Remarks :

—

Body in many specimens kidney-shaped, dorsally

bent so that the ventral median line is longest. Skin hard and

coriaceous, with deep wrinkles. Color yellowish brown. Segments

of calcareous ring are each composed of many small pieces set

like a mosaic. Eadialia bifid, with long posterior prolongations.

Polian vesicles several (in one specimen eight) ; stone-canals and

madreporic bodies many, as repre-

sented in Selenka's Fig. 115.

Calcareous deposits as in

Selenka's Fig. 116. Four-holed

buttons with knobs around the

margin, so that they look like a

pearl-necklace (textfig. 43 a,b), with

a second ring crossing the first at

right angles. End-plates imperfect.

Large four- or more-holed buttons

(c) present as supporting rods

around the ends of the pedicels.

Locality /—Zanzibar (Selenka '67, Lampert '85, Ludwig '99) ; Boliol,

Canal von Lapinig (Semper '67^—8) ; Japan (v. jMarenzeller '81) ; Aden

(v. M.veenzeller '81) ; ToiTes Strait (Bell '84) ; Mozambique (Semper 'G9,

Théel '86) ; Java (Sluiter '87) ; West Coast of Salawatti (Sluiter '01)
;

Molo Strasse (Sluiter '01) ; Laljuan Badjo (Sluiter '01) ;
" Siboga " Stat.

77 (Sluiter '01) ; Negombo, Ceylon (Pearson '03) ; S. of Kyüshü.

Textfig. 43.

Thyone sacellus : a, ?j—Fonr-holed,

kuobbetl buttons ; c—Perforated plate

of loedicel. ( x 400).
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Genus Phyllophorus Gkube 1840.

55, I^hyUophovus jaj^onicus (v. Marenzeller).

(Textfig. 44).

Thjmidmm japomcmn \. Marenzeller 1881, p. 13-i, Taf. V.,

Fig. 9.—Lampert 1885, p. 173.—Théel 1886«, p. 148.

Flnßoplioi-vs japoriicHs LuDWiG 1889—'92, p. 347.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spe,c. No.
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emplaren hatte das eine 1, das andere 4 PoLi'sche Blasen; bei

beiden war 1 Steinkanal vorhanden. Geschlechtsschlauche sich

dichotomisch verzweigend. 9,4 cm. lang, 2,8 cm. breit. Haut

dick, g-andig. Farbe braun in's Piötliliche, die Füsschen weiss."

(Lampeet 1885, p. 173).

Remarks :—Of the specimens examined, only one (No. 1094)

is of a medium size, viz., 9 cm. by 2.2 cm. ; and this alone has a

thick skin. It is spindle-shaped. The others (Nos. 1130 and

1655) are much smaller, being respectively 2.0 cm. by 1.3 cm.

and 2.5 cm. bv 1.5 cm. In these, the skin is thin and the bodv,

Textfig. 44.

I'hyllophorus jap07iîcus : a— Calcareous ling ; fe—Iixegiilar perforated plate of

perisome with imperfect spire ; c—Same without spiie ; d—Table of tentacle ;

e—Supporting roil of tentacle. (5— e x 240). I—Interrachalii ; E—Eadialia.

ovoid. In all, the pedicels are thickly scattered all over the body,

over the ambulacra as well as the interambulacra . There is a

tendency for them to crowd on one side (ventral ?), and this is very

distinct in No. 1655. As to the tentacles, I was able to make

out in No. 1094 nine large and eight small ones, making 17 in

all. The color is white in alcohol. The calcareous ring is very
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characteristic and elongated (textfig. 44a). Its segments are each

composed of numerous smah pieces. The radiaha have blunt

ends anteriorly, and present one median notch and two shallower

lateral notches. The interradialia have anteriorly a single-pointed

end. Posteriorly, the radialia have each a single prolongation

divided into halves by a median canal-like line. The calcareous

rinc' is 2.2 cm. lon^r in No. 1094. In No. 1655, it is about half

as long as the body. In each of these specimens, there were

observed one Polian vesicle and one stone-canal.

Calcareous deposits :—the most common form are those

scattered in the body wall. They are irregular perforated plates

of all kinds of shapes, with or without a single-pointed spire in

the center (/>, c). The latter, may have a perforation near the

base, indicating that it consists genetically of two pillars or

columns. The bodies in question must of course be regarded

as tables. Most characteristic are however the calcareous bodies

of the pedicels. Around the end-plates, occupying the place of

supporting rods of other holothurians, are numerous pointed

bodies, which have vaulted bases shaped like a tripod. In the

tentacles are better developed tables which have a perfect disk

and a spire which shows two columns united into one near the

top (d). In the anterior portion of the body and in the tentacles

are finely built rosettes, as well as rods with enlarged and per-

forated ends (e).

Localitu ;—Jîxpaii (v, Marenzeller '81).
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Genus Cucumaria Blainville 1830.

56. Ciicimiavia caj)eiisis Théel var. parva, var. u.

(PL Vm., Fig. 74; textfig. 45).

Specimens examined :—

-

Sei. Coll., Spec.

No.
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prolongations. Stone-canal one, attached to the dorsal mesentery.

Pohan vesicle one, vesicular.

Calcareous deposits :—(i) Large scales or plates 0.6 mm. large,

or smaller, easily visible with a hand-lens ; they give firmness

to the perisome. The large- sized plates

lead down to smaller forms with fewer

openings (textfig. 45/>). (ii) Small

rosette-like figures, mostly cruciform in

shape, lying outside of the scales (a),

(iii) Supporting rods which, unlike those

of Theel' sspecimens, or Sluitee's, are

irregular plates witli holes in irregular

distribution (c).

Remarks :—This is one of the com-

monest holothurians near Misaki. The

specimens were found attached in a

considerable number to the shells of

Ostrca glgas, as well as to sea-weeds,

brought up by divers from a depth of

3—4 fathoms.

It is not without some liesitation that I identify these

specimens with C. capensis of Thi;el. However, in the body form

and anatomical relations, as well as in the distribution of pedicels

and the character of calcareous deposits, they must be said to agree

essentially with Theel's description. Only the specimens in question

are very much smaller. Sluiter has found the same to be the case

with his specimens. Theel's specimens measured 53 mm. and

Sll'itee's 33 mm., while mine are all less than 20 mm. at the most.

One of the largest, when living, was 15 mm. x 4 mm. Under the

circumstances it has seemed to me best to put this as a variety

Textfig. 4B.

Cucumaria capensis, Viir. parva :

a—Eosette-like, cntciform bodies ;

6—Small form of scale or plate
;

r—Snpportinp; rod. ( x 300).
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of the species capcnsis.

An interesting œcological fact in relation to this holothurian

in life came nnder my observation. An amphiiDod crustacean is

often found lying on its back on tlie skin of the holothurian ;

the skin gradnally heaves up around the crustacean, eventually

to enclose it in a tightly fitting cavity, but not completely, for

its ventral surface remains exposed and its four tentacles stick out

freely, moving constantly. When the holothurian is kept in a jar,

the crustaceans thus imprisoned all become liberated after a while,

and the cavities in the skin which held them totally disappear,

leaving no trace of having ever accommodated such commensals.

57. Cuciimaria clivonhJeJmi Thïel.

(PI. Yin., figs. 71—72
; tcxtfig. 40).

Cuommrla chronhjehni Théel 1886^', p. lO-j.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p.

344.-CLAEK 1901c, p. 334, PI. IV., figs. 11-20.—Claiîk 190h7. p. 492.

Specimens examined :—

Sd. CoU, Spec.
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Sei. Coll., Spec.

No.
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Remarks :—My specimens on the whole agree well wdth the

description of Thkel. The largest sized one (No. 1082) measures

7.5 X 1..5cm. Body indistinctly pentagonal. Tentacles ten, the

two ventral ones smaller than the rest. Pedicels in double row

on each ambulacrum ; sometimes 3—4 rowed in certain parts,

but this condition is due probably to contraction. Polian vesicles

two. In one specimen, one of them is slender, and the other

vesicular ; in another, both vesicular. Stone-canal single, with a

distinct madreporic body. Greatest discrepancy from Thkel' s

description is presented by the calcareous ring. This is bilaterally

symmetrical (textfig. 46«) ;

the interradialia on both a /vTVi a A nj
T» I I I I J V fin ,11

sides of the mid -ventral

radialia are fused with

the latter, thus forming a

large piece exhibiting three

points anteriorly and two

prolongations behind. The

lateral ventral radialia on

each side of it has a single

point anteriorly and is pro-

longed posteriorly into two

long prolongations. The

two dorsal interradialia are

leaf-like witli a single point

forward, and are united to

the posterior prolongations Cucmnaria cl.ronJ.jdna: «-Calcareoas ring; h-

Ofadiacent radialia. The two Keticiilated elUpse: r-Simple perforated pMe ;(/. e-
Elongfited plates. (h—z x 300). I—Right and left

dorsal radialia are like the venfral interradLaia ; Ha—Left dorsal interradialm ; Imd

T 1. -, , —Middoiftal interradiali'i ; R—Radiilii; Rmv—Midveiitral

lateral interradialia, and the radiaiia.

Textfig, 46.
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micldorsal interradialia is like the lateral dorsal radialia. There

are five small teeth around the anus.

The calcareous deposits form two layers : The inner layer

is very thick and crowded, consisting of thick elliptical plates

with smooth margin. The smallest plates have four holes, there

being very often a liandle-like arch between the two holes in the

longitudinal axis (c). In the larger plates, the four main holes

are often eccentrically situated, in which cases the arch is also

eccentric in position and lies longitudinally between the two

main holes in the longitudinal axis. Some plates in the layer

are of an elongate shape ; these show foar main holes in the

middle broad parts, besides having some more holes in a row in

the narrower prolonged parts {d, e). The supporting rods of the

pedicels are mostly of this form. They have a sort of tower in

the middle. In the outer layer the calcareous deposits are not so

closely packed together as in the inner layer. They are bodies

which may best be called reticulated ellipses (/>). They all have

an elliptical basal plate with four or more distinct holes ; from

any spot in the periphery of this basal plate, there may arise

several smooth, slender rods. These branch, and the branches

fuse whenever and wherever they come into touch. The result

is a basket-like table with a very complicated tower, the

appearance from above being simply that of a bush consisting of

small branches with smooth tips. All stages of development may

be observed.

This species seems to be a northern one. It is known by

the name of " Ishiko " in Prov. Owari.

Locality ;—Vaucouver's I. (Théel '^G) ; Piiget Sound (Clark '01) ; Pacific

Grove, Cal. (Clark '01) ; Pacific coast of Japan from Hokkaido to Prov.

Shima.
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58. Cucuniaria echinata v. M.veenzeller.

(PI. Vm., fig. 70; textfig. 47).

Cucumaria ecMnata \. Maeenzeller 1881, p. 127— 8, Taf. Y., Fig. 9.

L-\MPERT 1885, p. 137.—Théel 1886«, p. 103.—Lud\yig 1891, p. 344.

MiTSUKUEi 1896, p. 409.

Specimens
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ranli. Fiissclien nur auf den Eaclien, zweireihig. Sie ragen,

wiewohl contrahirt, etwas über die Oberfläche vor und fallen durch

die Grösse ihres Durchmessers, der an dem grossen Individuum

etwas über 1 mm. beträgt, auf. Yon den zehn Tentakeln sind

zwei ventrale viel kleiner. Die Eadialia des Kalkringes 5.5

mm. lang, hinten in zwei kurze, breite und stumpfe Schenkel

ausgehend. Die Rückwärts eingebuchteten, nach vorne rasch

zugespitzten Interradialia kaum 3 mm. lang. Eine 1 mm. lange,

schlauchförmige, 2 mm. breite, nach hinten spitz zulaufenden Poli'-

sche Blase. Ein Steincanal im dorsalen Mesenterium, mit grosser

knopfförmiger Madreporonplatte. Die Eetractoren wenig vor der

Mitte der Leibeslänge entspringend. Ich sehe sie zum Tlieil mit

zwei Wurzeln versehen und der linke dorsale ist durchaus bis zum

Kalkringe der Länge nach getheilt. Die Geschlechtsfolhke^ sehr

zahlreich, dünn, ungetheilt, ca. 15 mm. lang. Sie vereinigen sich

beiläufig in gleicher Höhe wie die Ursprungsstelle der Eetractoren

zum Ausführungsgange.

Die Kalkkörper der Haut knotige Schnallen, von deren Ex-

tremität, einen sehr stumpfen Winkel mit derselben bildend, ein

langer Stachel aufsteigt. Dieser Stachel muss als ein nicht im

Centrum und schief stehender Stiel angesehen werden ; die Spitzen

der Stachel durchdringen die Cuticula. Die Scheiben sind häufig

nicht so derb als die gezeichnete Form, sondern viel feiner und

groblöchiger ; oft findet man solche Platten ohne Stachel, und es

ist nicht immer zu entscheiden, ob er verloren gegangen oder

unausgebildet geblieben. Diese feineren Platten sind auch mit

spitzeren, mehr vorspringenden Knoten besetzt.—In den Wandungen

der Füsschen findet man Kalkstäbe, welche bald scharf gekrümmt,

bald flach sind. Ihre verbreiterten Enden sind durchlöchert ; von

ihrer Mitte erhebt sich ein Stiel, der in der verschiedensten Weise
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ausgebildet sein kann. Selten ist er nur zu einem Knopf reducrit,

häufig eine einfache Spange oder ein längeres stumpf oder spitz

zulaufendes glattes Gitterwerk, oder endlich ein langer Stachel."

(v. Maeenzeller).

Remarias :—This is perhaps the commonest dendrochirote

holothurian on the coast of Japan. At any rate, in places

around the Marine Laboratory at Misaki, e.g., at Eishamon and
Koajiro, tliis occurs at tiincs in such abundance that many
boats dredge for them day after day, and by evening each one is

loaded down with them. They are utilized as manure, and go by
the name of " Gumi." They occur anywhere from three to four

fathoms, down to twenty-five fathoms or more. In the fresh state,

they have a pinkish tinge, turning white in alcohol. When
preserved, the largest in my possession measure from 6x2 cm.,

and thence down to minute sizes. The trivial ambulacra are some-

what nearer one another than the bivial ambulacra ; moreover, they

lie nearly in the same plane, so that the ventral surface is easily

distinguished from the dorsal surface by external examination.

Tentacles ten, two ventral ones markedly smaller than the rest.

Calcareous ring : radiaha with two short blunt posterior pro-

longations with a bay between. Interradialia anteriorly abruptly

pointed, posteriorly hollowed into a deep bay. As in the original

description, stone-canal one, with a large madreporic kncb.

Pohan vesicle one, 8 mm. long. Longitudinal muscles split near

the middle of the body. Two slender respiratory trees present.

Pedicels two-rowed along each ambulacrum. Reproductive tubes

numerous, bushy, simple, short, and unbranched
; the longest about

L4 cm.

Calcareous bodies :—In the body-wall knobbed buttons, one
end of which is prolonged into a long pointed process (textfig. 47«).
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This sticks out with its point from the surface of the skin.

Scattered between them, are much rarer, smooth buttons with

numerous holes (6). In the pedicels, there are in the lower parts

knobbed buttons with sharp pointed processes, the points of which

project out from the surface like the spines of the hedge-hog.

Near the terminal part, the

supporting rods are either slen-

der and simple or triradiate rods,

with one or more of the ends

enlarged and perforated (c).

Finally, there are many-holed

delicate end-plates.

In its native habitat, the

species clothes itself with pieces

of shells and stones, which

are held on the body by the

action of the pedicels. Kept

in jars, it throws off these

pieces. In the breeding season

(the summer) the ripe individuals throw out reproductive elements.

The males shoot forth the spermatic fluid, after which the females

begin to shed eggs, which easily undergo development under

observation.

Undoubtedly this species is found in other localities of Japan

than Sagami Bay.

Localitij :—Jnpan (v. Marenzeller 1881) ; Sagami Bay ; Prov. Owari.

Textfig. 47.

Cucumarh ecMnata : a—Knobljed button

with a shaxp iDrocess ; h—Perforatetl plate
;

c—Triradiiite supporting rod. ( x 210.)

59. Cucmnaria japonica Semper.

(PI. Vin., figs. 67—G8 ; textfig. 48).

Cmumarla japonica Semper 1867—'68, p. 236, Taf. XXXL, Fig. 5 ; Taf.
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XXXm., Fig. 7 ; Taf. XXXTV., Fig. 10 ; Taf . XXXYin., Fig. 5, 6, 8, 9, 12,

13; Taf. XXXIX., Fig. 2, 3, 7, 18.—Lami-eht 1885, p. 143.—Théel 1886«,

p. 110.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 344.—Sluiter 1895, p. 80.—Mitsukuei

1896, p. 409.—Cl-Uik 1902«, p. 562.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei Coll.,

Spec. No.
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chen Art der Beweis ihrer Zusammengehörigkeit geliefert worden

ist, wird man dieselben doch noch als Arten auseinanderhalten

müssen." (Sempee).

Remarks :—A comparison of some specimens of Cuciimaria

frondosa from Eastport, Maine, with this species shows striking

similarities between them in many anatomical details as Sempek

states, but I find in the latter several not unimportant points

somewhat different from Sempee' s description.

Unfortunately I can not make out distinctly what the distribu-

tion of pedicels and papillœ is in this species. In a specimen

13.5 cm. long and 7 cm. broad (PI. VIII., figs. 67—68), I find the

three ventral ambulacral zones tolerably well-defined ; the pedicels

in the extreme ends of these zones seem to be in two rows, but

in the middle region they are in from three to four rows, which

condition is probably due to the contracted state of the

specimen, and I should not be surprised if the pedicels are

normally, and really two-rowed in each ambulacrum. In the ventrum,

moreover, the pedicels are confined to the ambulacra, the interam-

bulacra being entirely devoid of them. In the dorsal region, on

the contrary, the interambulacra show pedicels. Further, all over

the dorsal region, I see large tubercle-like elevations 0.1 cm. or

more across, each of which seems to end in a papilla or a pedicel

—I can not exactly make out which, though I am inclined to

consider it to be a papilla.

Tentacles are all of a similar size, and extremely bushy in

appearance ; they number ten. Sempee states that there is almost

no trace of a calcareous ring. Such is not the case in the

specimens I have examined. Although not so strongly developed as

in some other species, I can easily make out its shape, which is as

shown in textfig. 48a. Eeproductive tubes are extremely numerous,
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bushy and unbranched. They spring from a point nearly half-

way back in the body length. As in Cucumaria frondosa, there

is one extremely long Polian vesicle, which in one specimen I

have found to be 14 cm. long, being longer than the body itself.

The madreporic body is rather large and globular. La^^ipert

states that in the specimens from Georgia, he saw an enormous
number of small, 1 mm. long vesicles attached to the ring-canal.

I do not find such vesicles in my specimens.

One of the characteristic points of this species, as brought

out by Sempee, is that there are large, radially placed calcareous

plates near the cloacal opening. Clark says these plates are not

at all noticeable in the Alaskan specimens. Neither can I find

them in my specimens. Calcareous bodies

found in the skin are very much like

those depicted by Semper in his Fig. 18,

Taf. XXXIX. They are irregular latticed

plates with serrated margin and more or

less beset with knobs {li). Their size varies

from 0.192 to 0.280 mm. They show a

tendency to be less broad at one end than

at the other. In large specimens, they

are apt to be very sparsely scattered, so

that they may often be overlooked. AVhat

Theel says in regard to the calcareous

plates of C. frondosa seems to be largely

true in this species also ; in fact the

irregularly formed plates with uneven or

spinous margin are as a rule rare in the cuc..nJirt^ „_cai-

old specimens, and are usuallv found only
'^'''^^'^^ ™^^'' ^—Perforated pMeof

.

^ J perisome. x 240. I -Interratlialia ;m the pedicels or in their neighborhocd. R-Radiaim.
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I should like to say one word in regard to the distribution

of this species. The Japanese specimens are all from the colder

parts of Japan. The species does not seem to occur south of

Sendai, I am therefore rather surprised that it has been reported

from the Moluccas by Sluiter.

This is one of the few species of holothurians known in

Japan from olden times under the name of " Kinko."

Locality :— Jjxpaii (Semper, et al.) ; Gulf of Georgia (Lampert '85)
;

IMolnccas (Sluiter '95} ; Sitka (Clark '02).

60. Cucuuiaria 'iniiltijyes Théel.

(PI. Vlir., fig. ()9; textfig. 49).

Cucumaria inultipes Théel 188(3«, p. 72, PI. IV., fig. 4.—Ludww 1889-

'92, p. 344.

Specimens examined :—

-

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Bemarhs :—Whatever may be the relation of this species to

other species more or less resembling it, there can be no donbt

that the specimens before me belong to the same species as that

described as C. multipes by Thi'el from the same locality. The
specimen is cylindrical and rather large, being 6.7 cm. long and
2.5 cm. broad. It ends blnntly at both ends. There are two
distinct rows of numerous crowded pedicels along each of the five

ambulacra, and there are clearly no pedicels in any of the inter-

ambulacra. The specimen in alcohol shows many transverse

wrinkles. I can not detect any calcareous teeth around the anus.

Owing to the imperfect state of his specimen, Theel was unable
to make out the calcareous ring or other anatomical details.

Tentacles ten; the two ventral ones small. Polian vesicles

two. Stone-canals in the dorsal mesentery two in number, with
lateral madreporic bodies at the end. Calcareous ring as in C.

chronhjelmi, the midventral radialia and the two adjoining ventral

interradialia being fused together into a piece whicli is anteriorly

three-pointed and posteriorly runs into two prolongations. Other
radialia and interradiaha are separate ; each of the radialia being
triangular in sliape, pointed anteriorly and with two posterior

prolongations; the interradialia sagittate, without any posterior

prolongations. The retractor muscles bipartite, and becoming free

at about \ of the body-length from the anterior end.

Calcareous deposits are tables only. These are thickly crowded.
The disk is irregularly rounded or multiangular ; its shape commonly
oval or elongate fusiform with one or both ends slightly drawn
out (textfig. 49 b). They show a number of holes, among which
four principal ones can be easily recognized in most cases. In
the larger tables, the spire is generally reduced to a single arch
stretching longitudinally between two of the principal holes. Some
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tables, especially the small ones, have a well-developed spire (a),

bnt it is not so firmly and regularly developed as in the tables

of aspidochirote forms. The four columns are more or less bent,

and the cross-beams are irregular, so that the holes are arranged

in a more or less net-like manner.

The teeth at the top are generally

not very distinct. The supporting

rods of the pedicels are modified

tables, but here the disk is much

narrower, rod -like, and transverse

in position, and is supplied with

fewer holes, of which four or more

are situated in the dilated middle

parts of the disk (c). The spire

is also more or less irregular.

According to Tiikel, C. popidi-

fera Stimpson is the only other ,veu-ae7ebpea''rpkirî'-TabiI'^vit^^^

species with tables only. But «^^^^
^ ^-^^i^i'^-^^^s ™"^

' ^ '^*o)-

Theel is inclined to think that these are of a different form in

that species. At any rate, Theel's C. mulHpcs is the only species

of which the description is unmistakable. Again, this species is

said to be undoubtedly allied to C. longipeda Semper and v.

Maeenzeller, which species is recorded by the latter author from

both China and Japan. While indeed its calcareous deposits (Taf.

XIIL, Fig. 9) and calcareous ring (Taf. XIV., Fig. 7) have some

resemblance to same of the present species, it is so totally

different in its general configuration and in the presence of pedicels

in the ventral interambulacra, that I am inclined to maintain the

specific independence of C. multipes from C. longlpcia.

Locality :—Yokohama (Théel '86) ; Hokkaido.

Textfig. 49.

Cucumarla multipes : a—Small table with
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61. Cticuînaria nozaivai, sp. n.

(PI. I., fig. 12 ; textfig. 50).

Specimen examined:—One alcoholic specimen from Isliizaki, Prov. Osliima,

Hokkaido. Collected hj Nozawa in July 1890 (Sei. Coll., Spec. No. 1085).

Description :—The specimen, which shows many wrinkles and

is undoubtedly much contracted, is barrel- shaped, i.e., bluntly and

broadly truncated at both ends.

There are no pedicels in any of the interambulacra, either

dorsal or ventral. There

are two rows of pedicels

along each ambulacrum,

in which I am able to

count about 42 pairs of

them. The skin is soft

and pliable, although

the scissors, in cutting

it, make a slight gratinor

sound, indicating that

calcareous deposits are

numerous. Polian vesicle

one, vesicular, attached

to the ventral median

radius. Stone-canal one,

attached to the dorsal

mesentery. Eespiratory

trees present. Tentacles

Textfig. SO.

Cticwmrii nozawM : a^Calc.ireons ring ; b—Table from
tlaa wall of x^liaryngeal mass ; c—Table of perisome ; d—

ten
; two ventral ten- supporting rod of pedicel ; e—Large table rarely found, (h—

tacleS smaller than the ' " Tr I-fS^^ ;^^-t-l -terracHalla; Imd-MiddorKal
internidiaha ; Ird—Right dorsal inteiradoalk ; K—Uadialia ;

rest. Calcareous rin»^'^ as Rm^—^li^i^ entna mdiiUa.
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shown in textfig. 50 a. Like so many other species of Cucumar'm,

the ventral median radius and its two adjoining interradii are fused

into a large three-pointed piece. Posterior prolongations present on

the radii, none on the interradii. Retractors divided at about

the middle of the body-length.

Calcareous deposits :—Nearly all are tables with imperfect

spire (c). The disk is more or less lozenge-shaped ; with four,

easily distinguishable, principal holes, in additon to which there is

a larger or smaller number of accessory lioles. The whole looks

rather delicate. All have smooth margins. Occasionally there

occur unusually large ones (c). These disks are each provided

with an imperfect spire. This is often represented by nothing

more than two knobs situated in longitudinal line ; but it is as often

built into an irregular spire, generally with only two columns. These

spicules are evenly spread in the perisomo, so that they can not

be described as being crowded or heaped up in layers. In the

pedicels, spicules are modified into supporting rods, becoming

much elongated transversely (d) ; in the enlarged middle of the

biscuit- shaped disk there are the four principal holes, over which

is built a more or less imperfect spire. Both ends are also sHghtly

enlarged with one or more holes. In the wall of the pharyngeal

mass, there are spicuk'S wdiich are similar to those in the perisome,

but are larger and have serrated margins {h). In the tentacles,

again, there are similar spicules in the branches ; but on the stem,

they become modified into supporting rods of a much elongated

shape. These have, besides the four principal holes in the enlarged

middle, a series of other holes extending into each arm and some-

times showing an increase in their number and width towards

both ends.

Remarhs :—This seems to be a well marked species, and yet
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I can not identify it with any of those liitherto described.

I name the species for Mr. S. Nozawa, naturalist to the

Hokkaido local government, who for years has done so much for

the zoology and fisheries of that island.

62. CucHinaria olninca Luipert.

Cucumaria obunca Lampert 1885, p. 250, Fig. 55.

—

Théel 1886 a,

p. 265.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 344.

Specimens examined :—2 alcoholic specimens from Asamuslii near Aomori.

CoUected l>y I. Ikeda in July 1900 (Sei. Coll., Spec. No. 1622).

Description :
—" In jedem Ambulacrum eine zweizeilige Füss-

chenreihe ; in jeder Eeihe stehen ca. 30 Fasschen, die völlig

einziehbar sind und ausgestreckt eine Länge von 4 mm. besitzen.

Der ganze Schlundkopf ist äusserst klein, blos 3 mm. lang ; die

Glieder des Kalkrings sind dem entsprechend winzig und blos

J mm. hoch. Die Interradialia sind etwas niedriger als die

Eadialia, die auch vorn eine grössere Breite besitzen, als die spitz

zulaufenden Interradialien. Die Kalkkörper bieten die bei den

Dendrochiroten nicht selten auftretende Form eines Stühlchens,

dessen aus zwei Stützen bestehender Stiel zu Knoten reducirt

erscheint, und sind in Fig. 55 abgebildet ; die Füsschen besitzen

eine Endscheibe. Ansatzstelle der Eetractoien mm vor dem

Vorderende. Die überhaupt nicht starken Längsmuskeln verlaufen

nach Abgang der Retractoren in gleicher Stärke bis zum A^orderende.

Da das Thier in seiner ganzen Länge dick erfüllt war von einer

grossen Masse fest zusammengeballter und sehr bröcklicher Ge-

schlechtsschläuche, so konnte ich PoLische Blase und Steinkanal

trotz mühevollen Suchens nicht auffinden ; beide Organe sind
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jedenfalls selii' klein. Die Haut ist dünn, aber durch die reichliche

Kalkablagerung ziemlich steif ; 3 cm lang, 0,9 cm breit. Weiss.

In ihrem Habitus erinnert die Art an Ckcc. cucumis, von welcher

sie sich durch die Kalkkörper unterscheidet." (Lampeet).

Remarlis :—It is not without some hesitation that I identify

these specimens with Lampekt's C. ohunca, as there are some

discrepancies between them and Lampeet's description. But the

proximity of the localities and the fact that the calcareous deposits

are alike, make me think that they can belong only to this

species.

Of the two specimens, the larger is 3.4 cm. long and 1.5 cm.

broad, but the strongly wrinkled state of the body indicates that

it must have been much longer in life. There are two rows of

pedicels in each ambulacrum, with none in any interambulacrum.

Lampeet says there are some 30 pedicels in each row, but in the

specimen now before me, there are over 50 pairs of them in each

ambulacrum. On opening the body it was found to be full of a

large mass of genital tubes rolled up into a bunch. I was unable

to find any pharyngeal mass, it having probably been discharged.

Hence I could not make out any calcareous ring. Neither have

I been able to discover any part of the intestine. The body is

somewhat pentagonal. The calcareous deposits are very thickly

heaped up in the skin. In the body itself, they consist almost

entirely of four-holed, smooth-edged buttons or imperfect tables.

These consist of a disk, on which stands in many cases an im-

perfect spire, consisting of two columns and a cross-beam. The

cross-beam often extends beyond the two supports, and, bending

down, unites with the edge of the disk. I can not discover

reticulated ellipses anywhere in the body itself. In pedicels, the

buttons become much elongated and lozenge-shaped, with four
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holes in the middle parts and two wings with holes extending out

laterally very much as in the similar bodies in the pedicels of

C. chronhjelmi. Moreover, on the outside of these supports, there

are bodies, thinly scattered in a layer, which appear to be the

" reticulated ellipses," very much as in C. chronhjelmi.

The smaller specimen is 1.4 cm. x 0.4 cm. large, with over

26 pairs of pedicels in each ambulacrum. The pharyngeal mass

is entirely drawn in, and contrary to Lampeet's description, is not

unusually small, being 4 mm. long. In this specimen I have

detected the calcareous ring. One Polian vesicle was also visible,

but I could not ascertain the presence of a stone-canal.

In both specimens the color was observed by Mr. Ikeda, the

collector, to be reddish-orange in the fresh state.

The specimens closely resemble C. chronhjelmi, and if the

layer of reticulated ellipses in the pedicels extended to the body

perisome, I should not hesitate to assign them to that species ;

but as that is not the case I have put them in this species.

Locality :—Hakodate (Lampeet '85) ; Asamuslii near Aomori.

63. CucuinarUi sqiianntlosrtf sp. n.

(PI. VIII.,, fig. 75 ; textfig. 51).

Specimen examined :—One alcoholic specimen from Uraga Channel, 150

fms. Collected by Mr. A. Owston on Aug. 6, 1899 (Sei. Coll., Spec. No. 1131).

Description :—The specimen is 2.7 cm. long and 0.6 cm. broad.

It is spindle-shaped, tapering towards both extremities. It is

slightly curved so as to be concave on the ventral surface, but

this shape is probably accidental and owing to preservation. There

are two rows of pedicels along each ambulacrum. On the three
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ventral ambulacra the pedicels, especially in the middle part, are

more crowded than on the bivium. The interambulacra are free

of pedicels and papillae on both dorsal and ventral surfaces.

Tentacles ten, the two ventral ones small. Althougli I am unable

to make a searching examination on this unique specimen, the

tentacles appear to me not to have the usual dendritic shape, but

to be formed of a series of fiat plates attached along the sLem,

somewhat in the fashion of cephalopod gills. Of the calcareous

ring, the radialia are three-pointed anteriorly, while the interradialia

are single-pointed (textfig. 51 a). No posterior prolongations on

either. There is one large stone -canal.

The calcareous deposits are abundant. They entirely cover

the body like armor. They consist each of a large smooth-edged

plate with numerous holes

in it. Here and there,

mixed with these plates,

are smaller ones which

have a far smaller num-

ber of holes (b). These

smaller plates are especial-

ly heaped up at the base

c.«., ..„».„.r"f?o„S;e„,. ...; .-s„.„» and on the sides of pedicels

perforated plate, x GO. I-Inteiradialia
; H-Eaaklia.

^,y]^ic\^ liavC Cud-plateS.

In tlie tentacles, there are also supporting rods wiiich are spiny.

Remarhs :—Tliis species is undoubtedly near C, munita Sluiter

and C. hyndmanni Thompson. However, it differs from the former

in having calcareous deposits crowded in the pedicels, and from

the latter in the shape of the supporting rods in the pedicels. I

can not identify this species with any hitherto described, and

am therefore obliged to establish a new species for it.
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€4. Ciicumaria vegœ Teéel.

(PI. I., %. 9).

Ciicumaria vegœ Théel 1886 a, p. 114.

—

Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 344.

Claek 1902 a, pp. 563-4.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. CoU.,

S^yec. No.
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with a very fragmentary terminal plate or none at all, but devoid

of any otlier supporting rods than such as are found in the body-

wall itself. Length of the largest specimen, 38 mm. Colour in

alcohol : ^ dorsal surface and the ends of the body, dirty brown;

ventral surface, yellowish-grey. Possibly this species may be

nearly allied to Cuciimaria nigricans.''' (Theel).

Remarlis :—In one specimen (No. 1092), the body tapers about

equally towards both extremities. In the other it becomes much

more slender posteriorly than anteriorly. The first specimen is

curved in on the ventral side, and the second on the dorsal. The

former 3.8cm. long and 1.7cm. broad; the latter 4 cm. long and

1.4cm. broad. Both of the same coloration, i.e., dark brown on

the dorsal surface and lighter brown on the ventral. In the first

specimen, there is a dark, nearly black, band along the dorsal

median lino. In the same specimen, I was able to demonstrate five

irregular anal plates made up of calcareous network ; they scarcely

deserve to be called teeth. Pedicels in two rows along each ambu-

lacrum ; also present in scattered distribution in all interambulacra.

In the second specimen, the pedicels assumed an irregularly two-

rowed arrangement in each interambulacrum. Polian vesicle and

stone- canal one each. Calcareous ring slender and very imperfectly

calcified. Pvospiratory trees present.

Calcareous deposits as described dy Theel. Most numerous

are the spectacle-like bodies, with a hole in each enlarged end.

The holes may increase in number and the form of the bodies

may become more irregular, finally transforming themselves into

irregular plates perforated by numerous holes. The bodies found

in the wall of pedicels are much more slender than those in other

parts of the body, though similar in other respects. Terminal

plates of pedicels rudimentary or wanting.
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Loccäity :—Behring I. (Théel '86) ; Copper I. (Clark '02) ; St. Paul I.,

Pribilof Is. (Clark '02) ; Sitka (Clark '02) ; Hokkaido.

Genus Pseudocucumis Ludwig 1875.

65. JPseudocuciiniis africana (Semper).

(PI. Vm., fig. 63 ; textfig. 52).

Guctimaria africana Semper 1867—'68, p. 53, Taf. XY., Fig. 16.

—

Haacke 1880, p. 46.—Ludwig 1883, p. 161.—Lampert 1885, p. 137.—Théel

1886 a, p. 108.

Pseudocucumis thedl Ludwig 1887, p. 1236, Fig. 12—16.

Pseudocucumis africana Ludwig 1888, p. 815.

—

Ludwig 1889
—

'92, p.

348.—Koehler 1895 d, p. 276.—Lampert 1896, p. 61.—Bedford 1899 a, p.

843.—Bedford 1899 h, p. 144.—Ludwig 1899, p. 561 .—Sluiter 1901 h, p 107.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Ck)ll.,

Spec. No.
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Sei. CoU.,
Spec. No.
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On the ventral trivium, pedicels are distinctly two-rowed and
somewhat crowded, while on the dorsal biviam tliey are rather

sparse, although occurring likewise in two rows, so that the dorsal

and ventral surfaces can be easily distinguished from the outside.

The calcareous ring is as given by Ludwig (1887, Taf. XV., Fig.

12). In one specimen I have detected one stone-canal on the dorsal

mesenterium, and one Polian vesicle in a more ventral position.

In another specimen, there were two Pohan vesicles present. We-

tractors are attached to the body-wall behind the middle of the

body.

The calcareous deposits are exactly as given by Ludwig.
Very characteristic huge button-shaped plates with holes and
spines are found scattered in tlio perisome. In the pedicels and
around their base there occur longisli supporting rods with enlarged

and perforated ends. Ludwig has described from the pedicels

another kind of supporting rods, viz., more or less irregular plates

Avith many holes, among which the four central ones are distinctly

recognizable as such. Plates of this description are not found in

my specimens, except in those from Amakusa (No. 1633). hi

the latter specimens, there occur plates which are exactly like

those figured by Ludwig (Taf. XV., Fig. 14).

Tentacles are 20 in number. As given by Ludwig, Bell and
Bedfoed, they are of various sizes, and are arranged in two circles.

In detail, I find their arrangement somewhat different from that given

by Ludwig (Taf. XV., Fig. 16) or by Bedfoed (1899 a, p. 843).

As I have made it out, the arrangement is as indicated in textfi^r. 52.

The specimens agree so well with the description of Psmdocucumis
theeli given by Ludwig (1887, p. 1236), which species was later

recognized by the same author (1888, p. 815) to be identical

with Sempee's Cucumaria afncana or Psmdocucumis afrlcana
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(Sempee), that I have no hesitation in assigning them to that

sj)ecies, and that all the more as the species has been reported

from points nearer to Jajoan than the locality whence it was first

described. I have naturally turned to P. japonica (Bell) to see if

the specimens did not be-

y[]) long to it. Unfortunately

;
/ Bell's description of that

n.3 rS !,^ ''4 / species is rather imperfect.

'4/—N o o /^'7 Moreover, that species is
vJ 111.5 ill.} ^^

, „ ^ said to be devoid of cal-

^^ careous deposits—which
iioO oiiio III-, o On ^ • 1 • ^ .1^^ ' '-^ilr, cortamlv is not the case

^r^^ P) lilt ^ ^-^,
l2^-^^-^ O \J ' with my specimens. Again,

Il O
j^^

Bell's sjDCcimen came from

I

Tsugaru Strait, while my

I
specimens are all from

^^ localities much farther

Textfig. 52. south. Either there is a

Fseudocucumis africana : Diagram showing the aimnge-
^^^^^^^^1 totally different

ment and relative size of tentacles. Arrows indicate the
"^

-^

5 ambiüacra. MD—Middorsal, MV—Midventral line ; I gpecieS of PseudoCUCUmîS
—largest, II—middle-sized, III—smallest-sized tentacles.

. ,

from the north, which is

to go by the name of P. japonica (Bell,), or else the latter species

is synonymous with the present species. Future investigations

alone can decide the matter.

Locality :—Querimba (Semper '67—8) ; Mauritius (Ludwig '83, Haacke

'80) ; Amboina (Ludwig '88) ; Zanzibar (Ludwig '99) ; Seychelles (Ludwig

'99); Baui (Lampert '96) ; New Caledonia (Bedford '99); Iloturaa (Bedford

'99) ; Karkaralong Group (Sluiter '01) ; Sarassa (Sluitek '01) ; Molo Strasse

(Sluiter '01); Muaras-Kiff (Sluiter '01); Sailus-Ketjil (SLuriEr. '01);

Laraakera, Riff (Sluiter '01) ; Djampeah (Sluiter '01) ; Banda (Sluiter
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'Ol); Buka-Bai, Rotti, Riff (Sluiteu 'Ol); Roma, Puff. (Sluiter 'Ol);

Bima-Bai, Biff (Sluiter 'Ol)
; Ambon, Biff (Sluiter 'Ol) ; Luran-Lumu!

Riff* (Sluiter 'Ol)
; Southern Kyùsliù and Liaklu Is.

Family IV. MOLPADIIDAE.

Genus Caudina Stimpson 1853.

66. Caudina ransonnefii v. Marenzelleb.

(PI. Vm., %. 76).

Caudina ransonnetii v. Marenzeller 1881, p. 126, Taf. IV., Fio-. 5._
Ludwig 1883, p. 1 58.—L.\mpert 1885, p. 210.—Théel 1886 a, p. 54.—
Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 354.

Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Tentacles 15, ending in four finger-like processes. Color

yellowish-wliite in alcohol. Longitudinal and circular muscles

distinctly recognizable from outside. Calcareous ring as figured

by V. Maeenzellek. Eadialia have each two posterior prolongations

which do not, however, end in sharp points. Anteriorly, they are

two-pointed, one point being broad and blunt and the other sharp.

Near the end of the former there is a slight hollow for the at-

tachment of longitudinal muscles. Interradialia with one sharp

point, nmch shorter than radialia, without posterior prolongations.

Polian vesicle one ; stone-canal one. Tentacular ampullae present.

In some specimens the genital papilla can be recognized just out-

side the tentacular circle. Calcareous bodies as figured by v.

Maeenzellee.

Localities :—Yellow Sea (v. Maeenzelijü; '81) ; Japan (Ludwig '83)
;

Cliefœ (Lai\ipeet '85) ; Hokkaido.

Genus Trochostoma Danielssen &. Koeen 1877.

67. TrocJiosfoma andamanense W.\lsh.

(PI. Yn., figs. 64—65 ; textfig. 53).

Trochostoma anchmancnse Walsh 1891, pp. 197—204.-—KoEHLErt &

Vaney 1905, p. 90, PI. XIIL, figs. 11—15.

Specimens examined

Sc-i. Coli,

Spec. No.
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Description :—'' Th\^ species is very closely allied to T.

antarcticiim Thp<el. Length 90 mm. Body cylindrical and nar-
rowed behind into a tail-like extremity. Skin rough but thin. In
spirit the ground colour has become greenish-grey and the spots
are more or less blood-red. The tentacles fifteen in number, are
yellow and between every two there is, near the base, a blue-

black triangular mark. Each tentacle has three very small digits

at the free end. Mouth and anus terminal, the latter without
teeth, but in one specimen, with numerous fine papillae. One
Polian vesicle, one free stone-canal ; 2 (3 ?) lungs, not much
branched

; one bundle of yellow genital tubes. The radii of the
calcareous ring are produced backwards as spines. Calcareous

bodies not very numerous consisting of a few wide-holed plates

and tower-like rods which are perforated with 4 to holes.

Under the microscope the ' chocolate spots ' are seen to be com-
posed of rust-red ovoid bodies with a concentric arrangement.

They are insoluble in caustic potash. Colour when fresh ' dirty

flesh-colour with closely placed deep chocolate spots ; the crown
(tentacles) being a sort of raw-meat-colour.' *' (Walsh p. 204).

RemarU :—The two specimens at my disposal are somewhat
different in their external appearance. The appearance of the first

specimen is given in figs. 64—65, PL VIT. It is greenish-yellow

all over the body, green predominating towards the posterior end.

The second specimen has much less color. It is greenish-yellow

only near the anterior end, the remaining portions being in most
parts nearly colorless and translucent, changing into almost

white in the tail. Tlie skin in both is thin ; in the first specimen

it is rough to the touch, but in the second specimen it is mucli

softer. The measurements are as follows. No. 1672: 8.0 cm.

in length, 2.1cm. in diameter, tail short and onlv 1 cm. lon^^ •
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No. 1663 : 7.9 cm. in length, 2.1 cm. in diameter, tail 0.9 cm.

Ion«:. Oral disk is 4.5 mm. in the former and 8 mm. in the latter,

the difference being due mostly to the state of contraction. Tentacles

15 in number, each probably with two processes near the free

end, but this point I was not able to make out definitely. The

calcareous ring is solid. The radialia have a posteriorly directed

process and end anteriorly in a tooth. In the region corresponding

to interradialia there are one or two grooves and as many anteriorly

directed processes. There is a stone-canal with a comparatively

large madreporic body. Polian vesicle one. In the first specimen

there are some minute papillae around the anus.

Calcareous deposits :—I can not discover any distinct wine-red

particles. But there is a deposit of a greenish-yellow substance around

the table, and especially around the spire. This probably produces

the general coloring of the body. Although the deposit is amorphous

and of no

definite shape,

I think it more

than probable

that it repre-

sents the wine-

red particles.

I agree with

T H K E L in

thinking that

the presence

or absence of

wine-red par-

ticles can not

be made a specific character. The characteristic table of this

Textfig. 53.
Trochostoma andanvmense : a—Small fcxble ; b, c—Large tables. ( x 150).
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species is given in textfig. 53 a—c. The disk of the table is

more or less round in outline. It has three large holes, alternating

with wliich there are three smaller holes (a). On this disk

rises a high spire, consisting of three columns with several cross-

bars. In most cases there are teeth on tlie outer side of the

columns. Sometimes the holes remain open, as in c. Towards

the anterior end of body the tables are similar in shape and

become somewhat smaller. Towards the posterior end, the disks

of the tables become more complex, extending themselves in two

or more diameters and thus becoming lozenge-shaped, triangular, or

square {b, c). The disks also exhibit a larger number of holes.

I agree with Walsh in considering these specimens to be

very close to T. antarcHcum Theel, but they agree better with

T. andamanense Walsh.

Locality :—S.E. of Cinque I., Audamau Sea (Walsh '91) ;
" Investigator

"

Stats. 222, 233, 234, 235, 263, 265 (Koehlek Sc Vaxey '05) ; Sagami Sea.

Genus Ankyroderma Danielssex à Koeen 1879.

68. Ankyroderma dioniedUv^ sp. n,

(PI. Vni., %. 77; textfig. 54).

~

Specimen examined :—One individual from off the moutli of the River

Öigawa, "Albatross" Stat. 5073, Lat. 34° 46' N. and long. 13S° 21' 50" E.,

14S fms. Oct. 16, 1906. (No, 5073).

Description-.—The bod}^ is 8cm. long and the tail 3.1 cm.

The skin is much transversely wi'inkled and feels rough to the

touch. In the middle third of the body, there are visible even

to the naked eye little scattered elevations, wliich mark the places
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where the clusters of spoon-shaped deposits are found and from

which the anchors protrude. They are, however, mostly broken

off. The tentacles are 15, all withdrawn, and I can not determine

how many, if any, lateral appendages are attached to each of

them. The calcareous ring as figured in textfig. 54 a.

The radialia have posterior prolongations ending posteriorly in

two points. Anteriorly they end in two points. The interradialia

have posterior prolongations, but present a round scalloped

posterior margin, and have two points anteriorly. One Polian

vesicle, which is ovoid and has a length of 5 mm., its stalk also

5 mm. long. Along

the free edge of

the dorsal mesen-

tery turned toward

the gullet, there

runs a stone-canal,

which presents

near its superior

termination some

convolutions and a

madreporic knob.

The respiratory

tree is well de-

Textfig. 54.

AnJi-yroJirina diomedic-

:

—a Calcareous ring; h, r—Tallies'; (?—

Anchor.
{Jj
—1 x 150). I—Interradialia ; E.—Radiiilin.

veloped. Its left

branch is produced anteriorly and becomes attached to the gullet

as was stated by Theel (1886, p. 39) for A. damelsseni.

The calcareous deposits are very characteristic and establish

the species. Here and there, we see, as in all the species of

AnJiyroderma, clusters of spoon-like bodies from which anchors

stand out (d). These have some teeth on the outside of their
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flukes. Besides these, the skin is closely packed everywhere with

large irregular tables {b, c). These have large disks which have

many holes. The disks measured presented the following dimen-

sions
: 0.30 mm. x 0.19 mm.; 0.40 mm. x 0.18 mm.; 0.45 mm. x

0.19 mm.; 0.42 mm. x 0.20 mm.; 0.40 mm. x 0.25 mm.; 0.47 x 0.16

mm. Many of them show prolongations in two, very often in

three diameters. Anteriorly and posteriorly, they become more
or less elongated. Many disks show a change into wine-red

substance, as stated for A. roretzli. On the disk there arises a

spire which is quite high, 0.18—0.20 mm., and consists of three

or four, oftener four, columns. One observes from seven to nine

cross-bars, but these have a very peculiar arrangement : i.e., those

on the four sides of the spire are at different levels, so that in trans-

parent views, the openings to the outside of the spire appear to be

alternately disposed on different sides. Wine-red corpuscles are

present but not in such a profuse quantity as in some other

species of Anhjroderma.

RemarU :—This is a somewhat large form and appears to be

near A. mnroccanum Peeeiee, but the calcareous spicules are quite

different. I can not identify it with any hitherto described spe-

cies, and am obliged to make a new species of it.

69. Aukyrodevma roretvif v. Mai;enzellei^

(PI. VIIL, fig. 78 ; textfig. 55).

Anhjroderma roretzii v. Maeexzeller 1881, pp. 121—H, Tuf. IV., Fig.

4.—Lampert 1885, p. 213, Fig. 69.—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 355.—Ludwig
1891, 1). 584.

Anh/rocJerma {Ho2>Iodachjla) rorehii Théel 188') a, p. 49.
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Anhjroderma simile Théel 1886 a, p. 40, PL II., fig. 5; PL XL, fig. 2.

—Ludwig 1889—'92, p. 355.— Ludwig 1891, p. 584.

»Specimens examined :

—

Sei. Coll.,

Spec. No.
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Die charakteristischen Kalkkörper in den kleinen Papillen,

meist zu fünf liegend, sind eigentlich nicht spatelförniig

sondern löffeiförmig. Die Löffeln überdecken sich gegenseitig, das

Ende des Stieles ist ausgezackt. Eine zweite Art von Kalkkörper

tritt in wechselnder Form auf. Es sind runde durchlöcherte

Schalen mit einem sehr langen undurchbroehenen Stiele. Die

Spitze, welche ich immer nur abgebrochen sah, ragt aus der Haut

heraus. Ferner solche mit weniger regelmässiger Basis und reicher

zu dem Stiele sich hinüber wölbender Spangenbildung ; an diesen

sieht man den Stiel nicht compact, . sondern man erkennt

Lücken und die Zusammensetzung aus drei Stäben. Neben diesen

zwei ausgeprägteren Formen findet man häufig arbortirte. Endlich

erfüllen die Haut in dichter Lage die braunen geschichteten Körper.

An dem Schwänze fehlen diese, daher ist auch die Farbe weiss

und sie werden dort durch ebenso dicht gelagerte durchsichtige

Kalkkörper ersetzt, die von denen des eigentlichen Leibes wesent-

lich abweichen, im Ganzen aber die grösste Aehnlichkeit mit den

an gleicher Stelle bei Trochostoma- und den anderen Anhjroderma-

Arten beobachteten zeigen. Es sind durchlöcherte, in der ]Mitte

verbreiterte, links und rechts schmal auslaufende Platten, von

deren Mitte sich ein dreigliedriger Stiel erhebt, der in eine

Dornenkrone ausgeht. INIanchmal nehmen die Scheiben eine mehr

rundliche Gestalt an." (v. Makenzeller pp. 125—6).

" Body fusiform, anteriorly truncated, posteriorly decreasing

into a narrow caudal portion. Tentacles fifteen, comparatively large,

and provided with a pair of minute processes near the rounded

ends. Anus surrounded by five calcareous teeth and fifteen minute

cylindrical papilla^ disposed in groups of one tooth and three

papilloe in each. Calcareous deposits very scattered— small rounded

reddish or light brownish bodies, mostlv aggregated into smaller
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masses ; small and thinly scattered rings supporting a crown of

three to four straight, outwardly directed, rods; and very thinly

dispersed star-like deposits, consisting of about five spoon-like rods,

with the enlarged perforated ends overlapping one another, and a long

straight outwardly directed central rod, the top of which is provided

with two curved arms thus bearing some resemblance to the

anchors in Sijnapta. Colour in alcohol dirty grey and yellowish-

brown. Length 100 to 110 mm." (Theel p. 40).

Remarks :—The species of Ankyroderma are very difficult to

identify. As to A. simile, there are some discrepancies between

the description of v. Maoenzeller and that of Thiœl. My specimens

may be said to agree with the descriptions in the essential

points of structure, and as they came from the same sea

—

both the " Challenger " and v. Maeenzeller's specimens coming from

the Sagami Bay— I have very little doubt in my own mind

that they belong to the same species. What lias made the

identification very difficult is the fact that the older individuals

differ considerably from the young, both in color and calcareous

deposits.

Of my specimens enumerated above, No. 166G is in my

opinion a very young individual, while No. 1129 is an older

individual, and No. 16 Go the oldest of the three. The difTerences

in external appearance are striking. In No. 1 665 the measurements

are as follows : body exclusive of tail 4.4 cm.; tail 0.6 cm. ; total

length 5.0 cm.; diameter of body 1.7 cm. In No. 1129, length of

entire body (tail not apparent) 3.5 cm. ; diameter 2 cm. In No.

1666, body exclusive of tail 1.0 cm. long.; tail 0.5 cm. long.; total

length 1.5 cm. ; diameter 0.8 cm. The oldest individual has a thick,

much wrinkled skin and is dull-red in color. No. 1129 has also

a, wrinkled but thinner skin, and is ashen-grey in color. The
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youngest has a thin, transparent skin, and when fresh had a green
tinge. In the two specimens in which the tail is apparent, that

portion has a light color. At first glance. Nos. 1G65 and 1666
are so different that it appears scarcely possible that they
belong to the same species. I hope, however, to show that the
striking difference in color is due to the formation, in course of

hfe, of the wine-red corpuscles wliich have been stated to be
characteristic of so many species. Of tliis, more anon.

There are 15 tentacles; all are trifid, e. i., there exists a small
papilla near, and on each side of, the tip. The calcareous ring is

shown in textfig. 55 a. Each of the radiaha has a posterior prolonga-
tion ending beliind in two points. Anteriorly it ends also in two
points, to which the longitudinal muscles are attached. Interradialia

end in a single point anteriorly, without any posterior prolonga-
tion. These are all fused together, and there are some longitudinal

grooves. Tentacular ampulla) present. Polian vesicle one. Stone-
canal with a madreporic knob present. There are minute papillœ

around the anus.

For examination of the calcareous deposits, it is best to cut
a longitudinal strip of skin extending from üie base of tentacles

to the tip of tail, and to mount it whole or in a definite series,

so that one can trace changes in the character of the deposits
from one end to the other. Characteristic of the genus are clusters

of 4—7 spoon-shaped bodies, scattered here and there. In specimen
No. 1129., the spoons measure 0.15—0.17 mm. in breadth at

the broad portion and 0.38—0.55 mm. in total length. There are
many holes in the entire length of the stem, which ends in short
irregular teeth. From the center of each cluster, there arises an
anchor which protrudes from the skin and may be felt or seen
(c). Each anchor has a slightly enlarged base perforated by some
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holes. The shaft is about 0.30 cm. long and ends distally m
two flukes, each of which shows some teeth on the outer side.

In one case there were five teeth on one side, and three on the

other. The anchor is often broken in the middle of the shaft.

In my opinion, v. Maeenzellee's Fig. 4 B a represents nothing else

than such a broken anchor.

As regards the other kinds of calcareous deposits {b—d) those

in the tail portion of the perisome are larger and more numerous

than in more anterior parts.

They are nearly all more

or less modified tables.

The disk in regular ones

is mostly lozenge-shaped

with four or more large

holes, but in others it

appears merely like a

complex of irregular

curves. The measurements

of the disks are as follows :

0.24 X 0.09 mm ; 0.27 x

0.09 mm.; 0.18 X 0.08 l^O). I-InterrmliilLi ; E-Eadklk.

mm. ; 0.23 x 0.08 mm. From the disk rises a high spire,

which measured in height: 0.15mm., 0.11 mm., 0.10mm., 0.11

mm., 0.08 mm. It is mostly very regular, consisting of three

columns with five or more cross-bars, the crown ending in

a number of teetli. There are, however, irregular incomplete

spires too. In the tail portion, wine-red or rather yellowish-brown

corpuscles are not so numerous as in more anterior portions.

Further, there seem to be present no clusters of spoon-shaped

bodies.

Textfig. 55.

Anki/roderma roretzii : a—Calcareous ring ; b, c—Simple

taljles ; d—Table Avith more holes ; e—Anchor, (h—e x
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Anteriorly beyond the tail portion, calcareous deposits become

decidedly more scarce. Those existing there are of about the

same character as the tables before mentioned. Clusters of spoon-

shaped bodies also make their appearance. There is also noticeable

a peculiarity in the tables. Many of these instead of appearing

clear and transparent, are surrounded by a peculiar yellowish-brown

substance, which seems to be deposited generally outside of the

calcareous lattice-work and is without question of the same sub-

stance as the wine-red corpuscles. The whole gives an impression

of calcareous deposits undergoing some chemical change and

• degenerating into the wine -red substance. This remarkable trans-

formation has been noticed by every one who has worked on

Ankyroderma and Trochostoma—î. i., by Thkel ('86 p. 17), Ludwig

('94 p. 166), Lampeet ('89 p. 843). In the middle of the body,

the disk of the tables is no longer lozenge-shaped, but mostly

circular, and generally provided with three large holes, wliile the

spire, consisting of three pillars, is generally more or less incom-

plete. The wine-red corpuscles are mostly ellipsoidal, and many

of them still retain the outline of a calcareous table. These

characters are maintained up to the margin of the mouth or the

base of the tentacles. In the anteriormost region, the wine-red

corpuscles are mostly ellipsoidal, i. e., the transformation is com-

plete, although transitional stages may be observed in all parts.

Summing up, the rosettes are absent from the tail portion

but are scattered everywhere else. The wine-red corpuscles seem

to arise by transformation of calcareous tables. Their shape

conforms at first to that of the tables, but later seems to break

up into ellipses. The calcareous tables are most numerous and

complete in the tail portion.. Here their base is a lozenge-shaped

disk with three or more perforations and is surmounted by a
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high spire with eight or more cross-beams. The tables become

incomplete in the body proper, their disk being generally smaller

and tri-loculate and their spire more or less incomplete.

In Spec. No. 1665, which seems to be an older individual than

Spec. No. 1129 as is clear from its larger size, thicker skin and

deeper color, the calcareous deposits are much scarcer than in

the latter specimen, while its skin is packed full of wine -red

corpuscles. The tail portion alone exhibits calcareous tables in

larger numbers. Here all the tables have a lozenge-shaped disk

which shows many holes in the enlarged middle parts and is

produced into two points at each end. The spire consists of three

pillars which are generally broken off near the base. The wine-

red corpuscles are rather few in the tail ; hence the light color

of that part. The whole body, with the exception of the tail, is

packed quite thickly with these corpuscles ; moreover the stages

of transformation, such as were seen in Spec. No. 1129, from

calcareous deposits to these corpuscles, are hardly discernible.

Tables in the same parts of the body are few and far between.

In Spec. No. 1666, the calcareous deposits show some

differences from those of the two specimens described above, but

I believe one is justified in placing the tliree specimens in the

same species. The tail portion is again full of calcareous tables.

These have lozenge- shaped disks with four or more holes. The

spire, which consists of three pillars, is generally low even when

complete, and ends in some teeth, but it is usually found broken

off. Around the anus, there are five large perforated calcareous

plates. In the body above the tail, the calcareous tables have the

disk more complete than in corresponding parts of the two last

mentioned specimens. The disk is rather delicate and is found

in different stages of transformation into the wine-red substance^
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It has three large perforations alternating with tlii'ee smaller holes,

often with the addition of some peripheral holes. The spire,

consisting of three pillars, is generally conical and low, with two

or three cross-beams. Frequently, there are in its place three

knobs representing the bases of as many pillars. Wine-red

corpuscles are rather scanty.

The above descriptions seem to indicate that the skin is

at first thin and transparent. The calcareous deposits are more

numerous and more regularly and better formed, the younger the

animal is. On the other hand, wine-red corpuscles are scanty

in the young animal ; hence the want of coloration in it. They

increase in number as the animal grows older, and even the

deposits that still remain may be transformed partially and in

varying degrees into the wine-red substance, thus causing the red

coloring of the older individuals.

I can not distinguish Aiikyroderma simile of Theel from A.

roretzii of v. Maeenzellek ; it is possible that this is due to the

insufficiency of the descriptions. But when it is remembered that

the " Challenger " specimens, v. Maeenzeller's specimens and my
owm have all come from almost the same spot in the Sagami

Sea, it seems reasonable to conclude that they all belong to one

and the same species.

Locality ;—Japau (v. Marenzet.ler '81). ; "Challenger" KStat. 232, Saganu

Sea (Theel '86).
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PLATE I.



PLATE I.

Pseudostichopus trachus Slüiter.

Figs. 1 and 5. Dorsal view, x \.

Figs. 2—4. Ventral view, x \.

Stichopus ananas Jaeger,

Figs. 6—7. Alcoholic specimens, x ^.

Fig. 8. Cured trepang, " Gajimaru." x ^,

Fig. 9. Cucumaria vegce Théel. x |.

Colochirus doliolum (P.\llas).

Fig. 10. Dorsal view, x j.

Fig. 11. Ventral view, x \.

Fig. 12. Cucumaria nozaivai, sp. n. x y.

Psolus ascidii/ormis, sp. n.

Fig. 13. Side view, x 4-

Fig. 14. Dorsal view, x j.

Fig. 15. Venti'al view, x {.
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I--') Pseiidostichopiis trachus SLUlTEi

(i-8 Stichopus ananas JAEGER.

9 Cucumaria vegae TIIÉEL.

10-11 Colocliirus doliolum (PALLAS).

1'J Cucumaria nozawai, sp. u.

13-1Ô Psolus ascidiiformis, .sp. n.
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PLATE II.

Bathyplotes golden-Jdndi, sp. n.

Fig. 16. Ventral view, x {.

Fig. 17. Dorsal view, x ^.

Stichopus owstoni, sp. n.

Fig. 18. Dorsal view, x g.

Fig. 19. Do. X |.

Fia. 20. Ventral view, x 4.
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K. Nfttïahara & I. Sakinim del.

Figs. 16-17 Batbyplotes golden-hindi\ sp. u.

Figs. 18-20 Sticbopus owstoni, sp. n.

.Ith. Y. Koshfba, Kmidfl, Tokyo
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PLATE III.

3Iiilleria ïecanora Jaeger.

Fig. 21. Cared ti-epaiig, " Sliî-bî." Dorsal view, x \.

Fig. 22. Same. Venti-al view, x |.

Mi'iHeria macvMa (Brandt).

Fig. 23. Cm-ecl trepang, " Sliiro-usä." x \.

Fig. 24. Another form, " Km-o-iisä." x \.

3Mleria maur'diana (Quoy & Gaimard).

Fig. 25. Cm-ed ti-epang, " Zori-geta." Dorsal view. X \.

Fig. 26. Same. Side view, x \.

Fig. 27. Same. Ventral view, x \.

3MIeria miliaris (Quoy & Gaimard).

Fig. 28. Cm-ed trepang, '• Chirimen-iriko." Ventral view, x {.

Fig. 29. Same. Dorsal view, x {.

Holothmia argus (Jaeger).

Fig. 30. Cured trepang, " Me-liaya." X {.

Holotlcuria Invittafa, sp. n.

Fig. 31. Cured trepang, " Suna-liaya." x {.
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n. Uclilyamft photo.

•2l-"22 Miilleria lecanora JAEGKR.

23-24 Miilleria maculata (BRANDT).

25-27 Miilleria iiiauritiana CQUOY & G.MJfARlO

28-2t) Miilleria miliaris (QUOY & GAIM.VÜD).

30 Holothuria argiis (lAEGER).

31 Holothuria hirittata, sp. u.
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PLATE IV.

Stichopns japoaicus Selenka.

Dried specimen from Kmiajiri I., Kurile Is. x ^,

Same from Hokkaido, x \.

Same from Otaru, Hokkaido, x \.

Same from Aomori Prefeckire. x \.

Same from Abm^akawa, Province Mutsu. x \.

Same from unknown locality, x }.

Same from Keson District, Province Kikuzen. x

Figs. 39—40. Same from Mukatsuku, Province Nagato. x

Same from Öita Prefecture, x {.

Fig. 42. Same from Fukuoka (market?), x [.

Figs. 43.—44. Same from Nagasaki Prefecture, x \.

Fig.
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It. rclilyniiiH pltutn.

40 ^t^^4r 42 3S

Dried tpcriniciis of Stichopus Japonicus SELKXKA IVoiii varions parts of Japan.
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PLATE V.

Lœtnwgom rtcykrfd, sp. n.

Fig. 45. Side view, x |.

Lœtmogone parva, sp. n.

Fig. 46. Dorsal view, x f.

Fig. 47. Ventml view, x f.

Lœtmogone fteleiil-w, sp. n.

Fig. 48. Dorsal view, x \.

Fig. 49. Same, x 3.

Fig. 50. Venti'al view, x 3.

Fis. 51. Side view, x 3.
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Fig. 45 Laetmogone neglecta, sp. i

Figs. 46-47 Laetmogone parva, sp. n.

Figs. 48-51 Laetmogone selenkai, >'\>. u. Lith. y. Ka-itiUia, Kamln, Tokyo
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PLATE VI.

Lœtjuo(jo)ie violacca Théel.

Fig. 52. Dorsïil view, x |.

Fig. 53. Veiitml view, x j.

Fig. 54. Dorsîil vieAv. x [.

Ih/oJœiKO)! ij'îiiiffl MiTSUKri!!.

Fig. 55. L\)rsal view, x -}-.

l'crhuiiuid kiiiHci, sp. n.

Fig. 5G. Yeiitrul view, x |.

Fig. 57. Side view, x
]

.

Fig. 58. Dorfc.al view, x \.
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NftJ?nliara i T, Snkiiinft ^v\.

Figs. 32-54. Laetmogone yiolacea THÉEL.

Fig. 55 llyodaewon ijimai MITSUKURI.

* igs. 56-58 Pcriaaima kumai, sp. u.
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PLATE VII.

J'Jiijlimmstt'.s c.V'iiHÎn Tjiéet..

Fig, 59. Vwiti-îil view, x j.

Fig. 60. Loft-side yw\v. x j.

(Unriiig skotcli, tJie HuiniMl w;is nudergoing ch.-inge iii ;i,))pe;ir;mce

ospecially on the surfjice of brim und veutrum ; fig. (30 is drawn in tlic most

perfect state),

Fsolns Sfpioinat/is (Müller).

Fig. Gl. Ventral view, x f.

Fig. G'2. Dorsal view, x |.

T//f/oite mccllvs (SelenivA).

Fig. ()o. Oblique ventral view, x j.

Trovhostoma andaiaancnsc Walsil

Fig. G4. Whole view, x }.

Fig. (35. Anterior region, x ].

X
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K. Nafmbara & I. Satnuon del.
Figs. 59-60 Enypniastes eximia THÉEL.

Figs. 61-62 Psolus squamatus (mClleR).

Fig. 63 Thyone saceUus (SELENKA).

Figs. 64-65 Trocbostoma andamanense walsh.

Llth. Y. Koflhlbo, Eeildil, Tokyo.
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PLATE VIII.

Fi<^-. (V't. Psirii(lorii(Vimif< nfricana (SempER). X ,'.

fUirvmaria Japoi/îra Sl'.ATPElî.

Fig. (il. Yentrjil view, x }.

Fig. fis. Left-sido view, x }.

(Jiirjimaria mvll'ri'x'fi ThÉEL.

Fig. 09. Yentval view, x [.

Fig. 10. Cnrvmaria eel, hinfa v. ]\rAr.ENZETXEn. X \.

Cfionnaria cliroiilijelmi ThÉEL.

Fig. 71. Ventrnl view, x \.

Fig. 72. Dorsal view, x ].

Colocliiriift iimrnaiini v. MARENZELLEPi,

I'ig. 7o. ((—h Ventml view, c. Dorsal view, x f.

Fig. 74. Ciicnmaria, capciifiis Titéel, var. parra, var. ii. x |

Fig. 75. Ciioimaria squamvlosa, sp. n. x |.

Fig. 70. Camlina ransonnetii \. MarenzeltjîR. x f.

Fig. 77. Anhjrodcrmn diomcdice, sp. n. x -J.

Fig. 7S, Aiihiroderma rorcfzii v. Marenzelleiî. x -|.
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GO Pseudocuciimis afrkana (SEMI'EU). TO Cucumaria cchinata v. Mamkxzeli.ER.

67-08 Cucumaria japonica SEMPER. 71-72 Cucumaria chronhjelmi TIII.el.

'>9 Cucumaria multipcs TIILEE. 7:! Colochinis inornatus v. Marexzei.T.er.

74 Cucumaria capensis var. parva, vur. n.

7'> Cucumaria sciuamulosa, sp. n.

70 Caudina ransonnctii v. MAREXZELEEJ!.

77 Ankvroderma dioniediae sji. n.

78 Ankvroderma roretzii v. marexzeeler.
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